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BTPH 101 Engineering Physics

Objective/s and Expected outcome:

The objective of the course is to develop a scientific temper and analytical capability

in the engineering graduates through the learning of physical concepts and their

application in engineering & technology. Comprehension of some basic physical

concepts will enable graduates to think logically the engineering problems that would

come across due to rapidly developing new technologies. The student will be able to

understand the various concepts effectively; logically explain the physical concepts;

apply the concept in solving the engineering problem; realize, understand and

explain scientifically the new developments and breakthroughs in engineering anc

technology; relate the developments on Industrial front to the respective physical

activity, happening or phenomenon.

1. Eflf waves & Diefectrics:

2.

J.

4.

6riil;, ,R€irlatioashipIibeMeen gtac*ic' rieto & Potaniial, ..Diel(ictiio polarization,

Cun€nt, Types irf polarization,

Ferri, Ferrites, Magnetic Anisotropy, Magnetostriction its applications in

produciion. of $ltrasonic waves, Superoonductivity, Superconductors as . ideal

diamagnetic materials, Signatures of Superconducting state, Meissner Effect,

Type | & Type ll superconductors, London Equations, Introduction to BCS

theory. (5)

Elements of crystallography: Unit cell, Basis, Space lattice, Crystal

Systems, Miller Indices of Planes & Directions in cubic system, Continuous &

Characteristic X-Rays, X-Ray Diffraction & Bragg"s law in Crystals, Bragg"s

spectrometer, X-ray radiography. (5)

Lasers: Soontaneous & Stimulated emissions, Einstein"s Coefficients,

Population Inversion, Pumping Mechanisms, Components of a laser System

Three & four level laser systems; Ruby, He-Ne, COz and semiconductor

Lasers, Introduction to Holography. (5)
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PART B

5. Fibre Optics: Introduction, Acceptance Angle, Numerical Aperture,

Normalized frequency, Modes of propagation, material dispersion & pulse

broadening in optical fibres, fibre connectors, splices and couplers,

applications of optical fibres. (5)

Special Theory of Relativity: Concept of Ether, Michelson Morley

Experiment, Einstein"s postulates, Lorentz transformation equations; length,

time and simultaneity in relativity, addition of velocity, variation of mass with

velocity, Mass-Energy and Energy-momentum relations. (5)

Quantum Theory: Need and origin of quantum concept, Wave-particle

duality, Matter waves, Group & Phase velocities, Uncertainty Principle,

Significance &. normalization .of w€ve:fulcJion, Schrodingel wave equation:

linre,m.aoOonagnf & OeOl!i:*' El9ef;funetio3s & Eigen values, padicle in a

6.

1

Suoqested Readinqs / Books:

:: 1,, : Physics for Scientists &' Cengagb Learning.'

(5)

(s)

8. Nbiiobhtsics:., Nanoscale, srii:f6ce.,to volume ratiir, elbctron ci*ifinement,

nanopAltlCles. (10, 2D, 3P), Nanomaterials, , Unusual or.Spenies of

techniques,

'

Engineers (vol. | & tl);: Serway &'Jewett, 6!n Editiorl.,

2. Engineering Physics, Malik; HK, Singh; AK, Tata McGraw Hill,

3. Materials Science & Engg., Raghvan V.,Prentice Hall of India.

4. Concepts of Modern Physics, Beiser; A., Mahajan; S., Choudhary; SR' Tata
McGraw Hill.

5. Solid State Physics, Dan Wei, Cengage Leaming.
6. Introduction to Solids, Azaroff LV, Tata Mc Graw Hill.

7. Physics; A calculus based approach (Vol. | & ll) Serway; RA & Jewitt; JW,
Cengage Learning.Materials Science & Engineering, Callister; WD, John Wiley &
Sons.

8. Introduction to Elechodynamics, Griffiths; DJ, Prentice Hall.
9. Lasers & Optical engineering, Dass; P, Narosa Publishers.
10. Optical Fibre system, Technology, Design & Applications, Kao; CK, McGraw Hill.

11. Laser Theory & Applications, Thygrajan; K, Ghatak; AK, Mc Millan India Ltd.
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BTAM 101 Engineering Mathematicsl

Objective/s and Expected outcome

"Math and basic science are certainly the foundations of any engineering program.

This fact will not change in the foreseeable future" said by Ellis et al. Engineering

Mathematics is an essential tool for describing and analyzing engineering processes

and systems. Mathematics also enables precise representation and communication

of knowledge. Core mathematics courses have broader objectives than just

supporting engineering programs. The learning objectives of core mathematics

courses can be put into three categories: (1) Content Objectives: Students should

learn fundamental mathematical concepts and how to apply them. (2) Skill

Objectives: Students should learn critical thinking, modeling/problem solving anc

effective uses of technology. (3) Communication Objectives: Students should learn how ti:.

read mataemetia$ qnd USe- it to.,qqmmvl|igatg kltglvledge. The studenlse.r.q gxpected to

u nderstand','the'fundar.nentals of the.'rnathernatics to apply while

and

. PARTA

of integral calculus to find centre of gravity and moment of inertia. (6)

3. Partial Derivatives: Function of two or more variables; Partial differentiation;

Homogeneous functions and Euler"s theorem; Composite functions; Total

derivative; Derivative of an implicit function; Change of variable; Jacobians.

(6)

4. Applications of Partial Differentiation: Tangent and normal to a surface;

Taylor"s and Maclaurin"s series for a function of two variables; Errors and

approximations; Maxima and minima of function of several variables;

Lagrange"s method of undetermined multipliers. (6)
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PART B

5. Multiple Integrals: A brief introduction of cylinder, cone and standard

conicoids. Double and triple integral and their evaluation, change of order of

integration, change of variable, Application of double and triple integration to

flnd areas and volumes. (6)

6. Vector Calculus: Scalar and vector fields, differentiation of vectors, velocity

and acceleration. Vector differential operators: Del, Gradient, Divergence and

Curl, their physical interpretations. Formulae involving Del applied to point

functions and their products. Line, surface and volume integrals. (8)

7. Application of Vector Calculus: Flux, Solenoidal and lrrotational vectors.

Gauss Divergence theorem. Green"s theorem in plane, Stoke"s theorem

(without proofs) and their applications. (4)

suq oeS[hi{H65ttiiiii6.'lGii6ks,: ;.".:,],.1.t:;::ll;1,il:.i;:.,.,

1. Thom€€l.ie:B, 'fir!!]q$l R.L. ggFlt$lF,*and Anelfiq::'9pneQy;'1N-inth Edition,

E islithiiifdh, John.til6t..'

Nil. Advanced

Lyengar, S.R. Engi , Narosa

Publishing Company.

5- GraivEl, B.S., Highg Engineering Mathematicq Khanna Publislers, New Delhi.
.:

6. Taneje, H.C., Engineering Mathematics, Volume-l & Volume-ll, l.K. Publisher.

7. Babu Ram, Advance engineering Mathematics, Pearson Education.

8. Bindra,. J.S., Applied Mathematics, Volume-|, Kataria Publications.
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BTHU 101 Communicative English

Objective/s and Expected outcome:

_The objective is to help the students to become independent users of english

language. Students should be able to understand spoken and written english

language of varied complexity on most including some abstract lopics; particularly

the language of their chosen technical field. They must show awareness of

appropriate format and a capacity for explaining their views in a rational manner.

The students should be able to converse fluently, without strain with international

speakers of english in an accent and lexis that is widely understood across the

globe. They will be able to produce on their own texts which are clear and coherent.

1. Reading: Reading texts of varied complexity; speed reading for global anc

detailed meaning; processing faclual and impliet meanings

2. VoeaFgt-aryi Building up and expansiqn of vocabulary; active use of the

er".C!!gg e"preslig-ns inttre appropriate coni."t . ,t1, : ,.

3. ,,Gianimar: Rgvising and praiitieing, a prescribed. sbt o1 gramTai..items; using

grammlri actvely while processing or producing language 
:- -:

of conventiona

and various forms

Activities:

..: . PARTA(Reading)

I ne prescnDeo reaorng textbook for sfudents will be S. P, Dhanavel English an'

Communication Skills for Students of Science and Engineering (with audio CD), Orient

Blackswan. They will go through the reading texts themselves with the help of a dictionary or

word power as given at the end. As they progress from one reading to another they should

learn to read fast with greater degree of understanding of both concrete and abstract

topics. While taking up the textbook lessons in the classroom, the teacher shall ensure that

students can do the following:

i. ldentify the significant points and conclusions as given in the text.

ii. Handle large texts (even outside the prescribed book) with overall

comprehension of the links between arguments and the finer distinction between

stated and implied meanings.

iii. Generally read the stance or the point of view of the writer and present it in the
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iv. Use the vocabulary leamt in the lessons (especially given in ,,word power")

productively in various writing tasks as suggested at the end of each lesson.

v. Profitably use the grammatical items as discussed at the end of each lesson

while producing language for communication.

Besides the textbook, the teacher must insist that students extend their reading by taking

uD additional texts of their own choice.

PART B (Writing)

In addition to the various exercises given at the end of each lesson of Dhanavel"s

book, the teacher shall use Anne Laws Writing Skills, Orient Blackswan to teach the

language and conventions of writing. The students must learn the language that

expresses various cognitive functions that are frequently used in writing. With the

help of the teacher who will give them adequate practice, the students should be

able to: .

narrative

ng their

the relevant sections of the

Suqqested Readinqs/ Books

1. Vandana R Singh, The Written Word, Oxford University Press, New Delhi

2. KK Ramchandran, et al Business Communication, Macmillan, New Delhi

3. Swati Samantaray, Busines Commnication and Commnicative English, Sultan

Chand, New Delhi.

4. S.P. DhanavelEnglish and Communication Skills for Students of Science and

Engineering (with audio CD)

recommeno

;tudenF. .:

w
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BTEE 101 Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering

Objective/s and Expected outcome:

This course is mandatory for all the branches for understanding the basic concepts oi

Electrical and Electronics Engineering. Students of all branches have to deal with the

applications of Electrical Engineering and Electronics Engineering. This course gives a

basic knowledge of circuits, transducers, semiconductor devices with which a building of

innovative technology can be created. The students are expected to learn and understand

the importance and applications of electric and electronics material. This knowledge give

them a brief outline of the fundamentals that would be the foundations of todays" and

tomonouy''s technology.

...,....' . PartA(ElectricalEnSieerine).'

l. Direft,Qufrent (OQ)'9ircllitsi l'. . . ,, . ,,,

Circgil-,.slernents 'and'leonnected terminology, Kirc.!.qff:s:'Law9- 'Statement and

lllusit;iions, uetnoo ot lotving circuiG ' by KirchofF'Ci law, star-beita lCdnversion,

Computation of resistance at constant temperature, resistance at different

Ohm"s Law- Statement, lllustration a

Phasor representation of alternating quantities, Analysis of AC Circuit

Representation of Alternating Quantities in Rectangular and polar forms

lntroduction of Resistive, Inductive & Capacitive circuits and their series and

parallel combinations. Concept of resonance in series and parallel circuits,

Analysis of balanced 03 phase system with star-delta connections. (71

3. Magnetic Gircuits and Transformer:

Comparison between magnetic and electric circuits, Magnetic effects of electric

current, Current carrying conductor in magnetic field, Law of Electromagnetic

lnduction and its law, Self Inductance, Mutual lnductance, Coupling Coefficient

betvveen two magnetically coupled circuits. Single Phase Transformer:

Construction, Working principle, Efficiency, V

(7)

oltage regulation
t4-ry

and applications. (7)
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4. Rotating Electrical Machines:

D.C. machines (motors and generators), Three phase Induction motor,

Synchronous machines (motors and generators): construction, working principle,

classification and applications. (7)

Part B (Electronics Engineering)

5. Transducers:

Introduction, working and application of LVDT, Strain Gauge and Thermistor.

Introduction and application of Digital Multimeter. (7)

6. Semiconductor Devices:

Principle of operation characteristic and application of PN Junction Diode,

Rectifiers, Zener Diode, Principle of operation characteristic and application of

(7)

*/

Transieter, Regulated Porer Eupp!. - -

Binalfigct?l,andtjexfierimal nufiF.-€,1;$,)6t"r & its arlll!$HlHoperatlq!$i:lQgic

gates;tredUctkfi'ofR€, J-K, D andTFlip'Flops & its:tnItlables. .:' '::".rr'. (6)

publishers.

3. Electrical Technology, Edward Hughes, Addisin Wesley Longman Limited.

4. A Course in electrical and electronic Measurements & Instumentation by A.K

Sawhney, Dhanpat Rai & Co.
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EVSC 101 Environmental Science

Objective/s and Expected outcome:

Upon successful completion of the course, students should be able to:

1. Measure environmental variables and interorel results

2. Evaluate local, regional and global environmental topics related to resource use

and management

3. Propose solutions to environmental problems related to resource use and

managemenl

4. Interpret the results of scientific studies of environmental problems

5. Describe threats to global biodiversity, their implications and potential solutions

PailA

envilg4prenlr Need"for'''p.ublic awaryneg.+, . ., '.-........- ,t:,,,,.:..- {21

measure of urban and industrial wastes. Role of an individual in prevention of

pollution. Pollution case studies. Disaster Management : Floods, earthquake,

cyclone and landslides. (5)

PART B

5. Social lssues and the Environment From Unsustainable to Sustainable

development, Urban problems related to energy, Water conservation, rain water

harvesting, watershed management. Resettlement and rehabilitation of people; its

problems and concerns. Case studies. Environmental ethics: lssues and possible

solutions. Climate change, global warming, acid rain, ozone layer depletion,

nuclear accidents and holocaust. Case studies. Wasteland reclamation.

Consumerism and waste products.

1. IntrQCucli.gn; penn[ion:and€cqBe qnd imp_crtance of .multidi$.ciplinfl.Ill !,!A!ute ot
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and Control of Pollution) Act. Water (Prevention and control of pollution) Act.

Wildlife Protection Act, Forest Conservation Act, lssues involved in enforcement of

environmental legislation Public awareness (5)

6. Human Population and the Environment, Population growth, variation among

nations. Population explosion - Family Welfare Programme. Environment and

human health, Human Rights, Value Education, HIV/AIDS. Women and child

W elfare. Role of Information Technology in Environment and human health- Case

studies (4)

Suoqested Readinos / Books

1. Agarual, K. C.2001 Environment Biology, Nidi Publ. Ltd. Bikaner.

2. Jadhav, H & Bhosale, V.M. 1995. Environment Protection and Laws.

$iA;.ffi'i:i.'d:SiA&A:A.ie:nb;s?;llii#6!S66r iii,itinliii. oi6difdJBn puur.

eit:ffi&d.3rl5i:*:
4. Rlmfg.CItr€ltwFllFnt Scienc$Iy:99ltninshan, Wfr-"-.:-...

Scien@'bIJ-bseph.

by Rao,

Environment

: i 9. Elements of Envilolment Engineering by Dugqal. .
;'.. r, * .. r", r ...i { r,', r ,.,.,.,. ..a,
_l ";r.. i,,': ;; ,ii i,,::' ':..: i-".",ir,.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Pollution Control

in Environmental
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BTPH 102 Engineerlng Physics laboratory

1. To study the m4netic field of a circrrlar coil carrying cun€nt.

2. To find out pobrizability of a dielectic subetance.

3. To study the laser b€am characteristics like; wave length using diffraction grating

aperture & divergence.

4. To study laser interference using Michebon's Interfemmeter.

5. Study of ditrrac{ion uslng laser beam and thus to detemine the grating element.

6. To determine numerical aperture of an optical fibre.

7. To determine attenuation & propagation losses in optical fibres.

8. To find out the frequency of AC mains using electric-vibrator.

:ffi.9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

.- dnrr5ff}
{[ffi]* .gi
ffn re
!*{x.ffi, *m
{aar**Fra$ .{tqtffil'l
t*.ffi 4gi|liiiirfiflir!,ffi:m
d*** r*,optffiopffi

2. Practical Physics, R.S. Simhi, Wiley Eastem.

M
Head' '/
Delart|leril 0l Ei?cirolis & Co|llfi lni:allor Elgneerilg

lK Gujral Puniab Technical University

; Main Campus, Kapurlhala (Punpbfla4603
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BTHU 102 Communication Skills Laboratory

Lab Exercises

Listening and Speaking

The audio CD accompanying S.P. Dhanavel"s book shall be played in the lab to get the

students familiar with the standard spoken EngliSh. The students must develop a high

degree of understanding of spoken material as used in academic and professional

environment. The teacher shall help them in the following:

a) With the accent of the speaker if it is unfamiliar to them.

b) The Standard English sounds and pronunciation of words.

c) With the topical vocabulary and the idiomatic expressions which are generally part or

mlloquial speech.

d) With the implied relationships in larger texts, if they are not stated explicitly.

In addition.to the. above, extend€d listening sessbns shatl be arranged to promote

speakin$ aCtiviiies , dmong studCnts. For this Furpose, a set of twin books K-

sadana'nd-dttd.. s. Punifta" spoken'Erlgllsh Part I .and"II,.-A Foundatlon course

for us-e:- -The leachers; shall play

lab and based on

rg up lessons, the teacher 'must promote

ion and give ample practice on word slress e

also supposed to s0pplement their listeninl

for

viewing news/knowledge channels on the TV or lecture videos on the internet'

At the end of a session,.a good speaker must:

ii ge abte to produce long turns without much hesitation in an accent that is understood all

around.

b)Have ready access to a large lexis and conventional expressions to speak fluently on a

variety of topics.

c) Have a knack for structured conversation or talk to make his transitions clear and

natural to his listeners.

The teacher may use following different classroom techniques to give practice and monitor

the progress of the students:

- role play

question-ansuler -

discussion
,. presentation of papers i..

s€mrnars
+
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BTEE 102 Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering Laboratory

List of Experiments to be performed

1, To verify Ohm"s Law and its limitations.

2. To verify Kirchoff's Laws.

3. To measure the resistance and inductance of a coil by ammeter-voltmeter method.

4, To find voltage-current relationship in a R-L series circuit and to determine the porv.r

factor of the circuit.

5, To verify the voltage and current relations in star and delta connected systems.

6. To measure power and power factor in a single- phase AC circuit.

7. To verify series and parallel resonance in AC circuits.

8. To observe the B-H loop of fenomagnetic core material on CRO.

9. To use a bridge rectifier for full- wave rectification of AC supply and to determine the

relationship between RMS and average values.of the rectified voltage.

10. To ne..qsure 1he lli"nimltm oPg.r.?!l!g Y.o]tag9, .9!L{-e.!1t drqun, pqwer ,cqn-s-!l!!!,e-d, and the

f f . To vgli-Vlne]|lprking"oJa)i Jhermomuple'b):.Strain Gauge.q):.[lpT: :.. "......-...'.

12.fo
13. To ob-taiiifiecharaclerlstlcs of a P-N junction diode.

power

i. Moving Coil Instruments
, ii. Moving lron Instruments

iii. Dyhamomeler Indruments
iv. M'Ldtimeter- both Digital and Analog Type

1.t ;.1

16. To obtain the characteristics of a transistor under @mmon base (cB) and common

emitter (CE) configuration.

'17. To perform open- and short circuit tests on a single phase transformer and calculate its

efficiency

18. To start and reverse the direction of rotation of a

i. DC motor
ii. lnduction motor

Atote.' Each stude nt is rcquhed to perform at least ten experi,menls

Suqqested Readinqs / Books

1. S.K. Bhattacharya and R.K. Rastogi, Experiments in Elechical Engineering, New Age
International Publishers Ltd., New Delhi.

2. D.R. Kohli and S.K. Jain. Exoeriments in Electrical Machines.

'-:r'' --'"ft*.,
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BTMP 101 Manufacturing Practice

PART A

Carpentry and Pattern Making: Vanous types of timber and practice boards,

defects in timber, seasoning of wood; tools, wood operation and various joints;

exercises involving use of important carpentry tools to practice various operations

and making joints.

Foundry Shop: Introduction to molding materials; moulds; use of cores;

melting furnaces; tools and equipment used in foundry shops; firing of a

cupola furnace; exercises involving preparation of small sand moulds and

caslngs.

Forging Practice: Introduction to forging tools; equipments and operations;

fqrgabiljty of metals; exercises on simple smi!hy; forging exercises.

fttqchine 'sh._o, p.' Machine$;:qri-ndgrs :e. t-c;:: gutting tosls. and' operations;

, FARTB

5. Welding sh-qpilntioduction to.dtferenl welding methods; welding equipment;

- -applications; 
,e{ercises preparation of PGBs,involving soldering applied to

: itectricat and el&tronic applications; ' ' t '

7. Sheet Metal: Shop development of surfaces ofvarious objects; sheet metal

forming and joining operations, joints, soldering and brazing; exercises

involving use of sheet metal forming operations for small joints.

8. Fitting Shop: Introduction of fitting practice and tools used in fitting shop;

exercise involving marking, cutting, fitting practice (Right Angles), male-

Female mating parts practice, trapping practice.

Suqqested Readinqs/ Books

1. Raghuwanshi, B.S.;A course in Workshop technology, Vol 1 & ll' Dhanpat
Rai & Sons , New Delhi.

2.
3.

Jain, R.K.; Production Technology, Khanna Publishers, New Delhi.

1.

3.

Singh, S, ; Manufacturing Practice, S.K. Kataria & Sons, New Delhi
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BTCH101 Engineering Chemistry

Objective/s and Expected outcome:

The objective of the Engineering Chemistry is to acquaint the student with the basic

phenomenon/concepts of chemistry, the student face during course of their study in

the industry and Engineering field. Some new topics have been introduced to the

syllabus for the development of the right attitudes by the engineering students to

cope up with the continuous flow of new technology. The student with the knowledge

of the basic chemistry, will understand and explain scientifically the various

chemistry related problems in the industry/engineering field. The student will able to

understand the new developments and breakthroughs efficiently in engineering and

technology. The introduction of the new topics will make the engineering student

upgraded with the new technologies. 
. . .. ,.. - . ,' - PaRTA

vibrationalfrequmcy; Applicqtions. : r
i ;i : 

':.

'-: ilMR Spectroscopy: Principle & instrumentdtion; Chemical shift; Spin-Spln

Splitting; High resolution NMR spectrum (PMR only). (7)

1. Speepsgg'p)l and its Applications:.An,introduction

:v

I Wvisible qiiitroecopy: Selection rules; Lins widtho. and int€nsiit, of

Dle and..'.ihstiumentation; .. Eloctronic -.-Trahsitiirns ;

Boiler feed water: Specification,

foaming; Different methods of

2. Photochemistry:

Introduction; Photo-physical & photochemical processes; Light sources in

photochemistry; Beer-Lambert Law; Laws of Photochemistry; Quantum yield

(primary and overall); Primary and secondary photochemical reactions;

Jablonski diagram; Semiconductor photochemistry, Photovoltaic cells

Introduction to optical sensors, Introduction to supra-molecular

photochemistry. (5)

3. Water and its Treatment:

Scales and sludge fermentation; Priming &

the water purifications and softening;

:LV*
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Desalination of water; Water for domestic use: Specification; Disinfection of

water. (4)

4. Green Chemistry and its Applications:

Introductory overview - Definition and concepts of Green chemistry;

Emergence of Green chemistry; Twelve principles of Green Chemistry with

emphasis on the use of alternative feedstock (bio-fuels); Use of innocuous

reagents in natural processes; Alternative solvents; Design of the safer

chemicals; Designing alternative reaction methodology' Microwave and

ultrasonic radiation in Green synthesis - Minimizing energy consumption. (4)

PART B

of molecular weight bY

ptopgrties of, : -

(5)

8. Petrochemicals:

Introduction; First, second & third generation petrochemica|s; Primary Raw

Materials for Petrochemicals.

Natura|gas:Natura|gastreatmentprocesses;Natura|gasIiquids;Properties
rocarbon compounds;

(5)

f crude oil- HYd

-&
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Non-hydrocarbon compounds; Metallic Compounds, Crude oil classification;

Physical separation processes; Conversion processes; Production of ethylene

and propylene. (5)

Suoqested Readinos / Books

l. William Kemp, Organic Spectroscopy, Palgrave Foundations, 1991 .

2. D. A. Skoog, F. J. Holler and A. N. Timothy, Principle of Instrumental Analysis

5m Edition., Saunders College Publishing, Philadelphia, 1998.

3. G. W. Castellan, Physical Chemistry, Narosa, 3'Edition, 1995, reprint 2004.

4. C. P. Poole, Jr., F. J. Owens, Introduction to Nanotechnology, Wiley

Interscience. 2003.

5. Pearson

Eduetion;',8Q$7:'-,*.-

6. lfrlLlJii.cisteri:fiidi*r chemiiliifirid Introdudt6Sffiit, RGu|5[Ll,Sbciety of,'.'''......
crism!$!r9;car!!Fdt i;l,K, 1"t edifidn-2010.

9:?q1ry!;!"!uds -F. Hatch;.9,h-qr-fstry of PetlepiErlical

Publishing mmpanlr

, Principles Rive'

Books,

Prentice Hall, 2nd

J Turro, Modem Photochemistry,

, Saugalito, Califorr{a 2010. '

10. Mohamed Belgacdm,' Alessandio Ganiini, '' nrtohdniers,

Composites from Renewable Resources, ELSEVIER, 2008.

l ',,.. ]. , :

Polymers and

elogessF_s, Second
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Objective/s and Expected outcome:

The learning objectives of core mathematics courses can be put into three

categories:

Content Objectives: Students should learn fundamental mathematical concepts

and how to apply them. Skill Objectives: Students should learn critical thinking,

modeling/problem solving and effective uses of technology. Communication

Objectivesr Students should learn how to read mathematics and use it to

communicate knowledge. The students are expected to understand the

fundamentals of the mathematics to apply while designing technology and creating

innovations.

BTAMI 02 Engineering Mathematics-ll

,, PART4,..._,.._

(7)

(7)

3. Applications of Ordinary Differential Equations

Applications to electric R-L-C circuits, Deflection of beams, Simple harmonic

motion, Simple population model. g (7)

1. Ordl-rg,ryp!ftrentirl"Eguations of"firctorder

6"iei*i,oiiiereritid-,eciuations, ,Eiiiidlkine reducibiAli;,6xact form by integratins

2.

.: ,'i.

Solution

+--
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PART B

4. Linear Algebra

Rank of a matrix, Elementary transfonnations, Linear independence and

dependence of vectors, Gauss-Jordan method to find inverse of a matrix,

reduction to normal form, Consistency and solution of linear algebraic

equations, Linear transformations, Orthogonal transformations, Eigen values,

Eigen vectors, Cayley-Hamilton Theorem, Reduction to diagonal form,

orthogonal, unitary, Hermitian and similar matrices. (7)

5. Infinite Series

Convergence and divergence of series, Tests of convergence (without

proofs): Comparison test, Integral test, Ratio test, Rabee's test, Logarithmic

test, Cauchy's root test and Gauss test. Convergence and absolute

ponve,lg9lce oJ aftematingrse_ries ", ..-'- (7)

De-Moivre's theorem and itrs applications. Real and lmaginary parts of

(7)

:.:2.
'l

3.

Edition,
I'

Engineering Mathematics, Wadsworth- Publishing

Company.

4, Jain, R.K. and lyengar, S.R.K., Advanced Engineering Mathematics, Narosa

Publishing House, New Delhi.

5. Grewal, B.S., Higher Engineering Mathematics, Khanna Publishers, Delhi.

6. Pipes, L.A. and Harvill, L.R., Applied Mathematics for Engineers and

Physicists, McGraw Hill

7. Taneja, H. C., Engineering Mathematics, Volume-l & Volume-ll, 1 K.

Publisher.

8. Babu Ram, Advance Engineering Mathematics, Pearson Education.

9. Bindra, J- S., Applied Mathematics, Volume-ll, Kataria Publications.

I
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BTME 101 Elements of Mechanical Engineering

Obiectives and Expected Outcome:- In the vast spectrum of Mech. Engg., this

subject gives a very very primitive but general information finding vide application in

day to day life with emphasis upon the principles and fundamentals involved in the

inter-conversion of thermal energy into mechanical energy and vice versa, viz. all

Automobile, Air-Craft, Generator and other stationary Heat Engines besides cooling

machinery like Refrigerators, Air-Conditioners and water-coolers etc. The subject

also offers a birds eye-view to all students about the common engineering materials

finding vide application in Mech. Engg. Industry and about their strength and other

related vital aspects. Since every student of engineering is already exposed to all

afore-said machinery, he/she would feel very much self-satisfied and self-confident

after feaming.-the- basic intricacies and why,s and.. hows related with.the fundamentals

of the

Brief

(Open,

Closed and lsolated) and their example-s; Thermodynamic System

Boundary"i defihition, types 'and; lheir . examiles; Surroundings;

Control(fixed) mass and Control Volume concept and their example ;

Thermodynamic Stale; Thermodynamic Property: definition, types citing

their examples; condition for any quantity to be a property; State postulate;

Thermodynamic equilibrium (which includes Thermal, Mechanical and

Chemical equilibrium etc.); Thermodynamic path; Thermodynamic process.

definition, concept of reversible process, quasi-static (or, quasi-equilibrium)

process, irreversible process, conditions for reversibility and how these are

met with, non-flow processes and flow processes, method of representation of

reversible and irreversible process on property diagrams; Cyclic process;

Thermodynamic Cycle: definition and its concept; Energy and its forms

(microscopic and macroscopic); Physical insight to internal energy; Energy

transfer across system boundary i.e. transient ene6gjgs (heat and work);

^t :f/:TY

tr
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Difference between heat and work; Sign conventions for heat and work

interactions; heat and work as path functions; Equality of Temperature and Zeroth

law of Thermodvnamics.

2. First Law of Thermodynamics and its applications (121

Definition, essence and corollaries or consequences of first law of

Thermodynamics; Expressions for First law of Thermodynamics for a control

mass undergoing a Cycle and for process (i.e., a change in state of a control

mass) ; Concept of Enthalpy and total energy and differentiation between the

two - a thermodynamic property; Compressible and incompressifrl

subslances, Specific heats, Difference between Internal Energy and Enthalp)

of compressible and incompressible substances; Representalion of first law of

thermodynamics as rate equation; Analysis of'qon-ffgw/ flow process for a

, .. eonatant presaursi,.- constant

3. Second Law of Thermodynamics (16)

Limitations of first law of thermodynamics; and how 2nd law is fully able to

explain away and thus overcome those shortcomings of lst law; Thermal

Reservoirs, source and sink (Low temperature and high temperatures); Heat

Engine, Heat Pump and Refrigerator: definitions, working,

efficiency/performance and their real life examples. Justification as to why

the actual efficiency of Heat Pump and Refrigerator shall also be < 1000'

though on the face of it seems to be more than 100%; Various statements .-

Second Law of Thermodynamics and their equivalence; Philosophy of

Carnot cycle and its consequences viz. how eaeh ii{-l/fe individual four
'r-v o
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processes constituting the cycle contribute in optimizing the output and

efficiency of the cycle; Garnot Engine, Carnot Refrigerator and Carnot

Heat Pump: definitions, working, efficiency/performance and Limitations of

the cycle; Carnot theorem for heat engines, refrigerators and heat pumps;

derivation of Carnot efiiciency/COP (which seems to be more than 1000,4. )

Thermodynamic Temperature Scale; Clausius theorem and Inequality

Philosophy and concept of entropy; Entropy changes during various

processes; Temperature - Entropy Chart and representation of various

processes on it; Principle of Increase of Entropy; Applications of Entropy

Principle; Quality of Energy viz. high and low grade energies; Degradation of

Energy; Third Law of Thermodynamics.

PART€

, P-V and T-S -charts, their Air-standard (thermal) Efficiencies; Brayton Cycle,

Comparison of Otto, Diesel and Dual cycle under some defined similar

parametric conditions; Introduction to heat engines; Merits of l.C. Engines

and their important applications, Classification and constructional features of

l.C. Engines; working of tvvo stroke and four stroke Petrol and Diesel engines

and their comoarison.

5. Engineering Materials

Materials and Civilization, Materials and Engineering, Classification of

Engineering Materials, Mechanical Properties of Materials: elasticity,

plasticity, strength, ductility, brittleness, melleability, toughness, resilience,

hardness, machinability, formability, weldability. Properties, Composition,

and Industrial Applications of materials: metals (ferroqs- cast iron, tool

(05)

' r,, /):-#-
,/
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steels, stainless steels and non ferrous- Aluminum, brass, bronze ),

polymers (natural and synthetic , thermoplastic and thermosetting), ceramics

(glass, optical fibre glass, cements), composites ( fibre reinforced, metal

matrix), smart materials (piezoelectric, shape memory, thermochromic,

photochromic, magnetorheological), Conductors, Semiconduclors and

insulators, Organic and Inorganic materials. Selection of materials for

engineering applications.

6. Centroid, Centre of Gravity and Moment ot lnertia: (08)

Difference between centre of gravity and centroid. Determination of position

of centroid of plane geometric figures of l, U, H, L, T, C, Circular and

Triangular Sections. Centroid of Composite Areas. Determination of position

of Centre of Gravity (CG) of regular solids viz. Right Circular Cone, Solid

momdnil or in6iiia..-iL mass

inbment.of inertia, Pblar moment.oi"irjertia, Paralldl-axds Theciaarn.(&

tiansfer ,.{griiula), Perpendlculai dtes Theo, reli!;, Radius' of -gyration'

dete'rrnifrlttion"of 'area Moment of 'lnertia of l,'U;:l'l; L, T,I'C;'eiicq ar and

Sections along

Cylinder, Sphere

Mass

about:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Yadav R., Thermodynamics and Heat Engines, Central Publishing House, Allahabad

Rogers G. and Mayhew Y., Engineering Thermodynamics, Pearson Education.

Cengel Y.A. and Boles M.A., Thermodynamics - An Engineering Approach, Tata

McGraw Hill.

5. Rao Y.V.C., An Introduction to Thermodynamics, New Age International (P) Limited

Publishers.

6. Spalding D. B., Cole E. H., Engineering thermodynamics, ELBS series

7. Bedi D.S., Element of Mechanical Engineering, Khanna Publishers New Delhi

8. Donald R. Askeland, Pradeep P. Phule, Essentials of materials Science and

Engineering, Cenage Leaming

9. A.K.Tayal Engineering Mechanics, Umesh Publications.I
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BTCS 101 Fundamentals of Computer Programming and lT

Objective/s and Expected outcome:

To familiarize the students of all branches in engineering with computer organization,

operating systems, problem solving and programming in C++. After the students

have successfully completed the course, they shall have sufficient knowledge of the

basic computer operations and various programming techniques especially in C++.

PART A (Fundamentals of Computer and ln e5o/.1

1. Introduction to Computers

Define a Computer System, Block diagram of a Computer System and its

Workr'ilg;,As$oqiatq{ periphera}s-'memoriieq;,RAM;'FgM;..Secon{qfyst!!:?ge

devices, Computer Software and,Hardware, -..- (2)

2. Wotltlil$iKnowhdge ol Computei.System

lntroduction to the operating system, its functio,ns and iy.pes, workinq

rs

check,

heets and

simple graphs, evolution of Internet and its applications and services- (3)

3. Problem Solving & Program Planning

Need for problem solving and planning a program; program design tools -

algorithms, flow charts, and pseudocode; illustrative examples. (2)

PART B (Basics of Programming Using C++) (75yo)

4. Overview of C++ Language

Introduction to C++ language, structure of a C++ program, concepts oi

compiling and linking, IDE and its features; Basic terminology - Character set,

tokens, identifiers, keywords, fundamental data types, literal and symbolic

constants, declaring variables. initializing variables, type modifiers.

of GUI basedf GUI based operating system, intn

res. creating, editing, printing and sa

creating power':point piesentations,

q (3)
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Operators in C++, precedence and associativity of operators, expressions and their"

evaluation, type conversions.

(21

6. Beginning with C++ program

InpuVoutput using extraction (>>) and insertion (<<) operators, writing simple C++

programs, @mments in C++, stages of program execution.

(4)

7. Control Structures

Decision making statements: if, nested if, if - else. Else if ladder, switch,

Loops and iteration: while loop, for loop, do - while loop, nesting of loops, break

statement, continue statement, goto statement, use of control structures through

illustrative programming examples.

8. Fun€{krns--

Ailiidirtaes df using functioris, stiiiollre of a frineiiiiii,, d""!S:ji$ definins

String as array of characters, initializing string variables, l/ O of strings, string

manipulation functions (strlen, strcat, strcpy, strcmp), passing strings to a

function. Use of arrays and strings through illustrative programming examples.

(4)

10. Concepts of Object Oriented Programming

Introduction to Classes, Objects, Data abstraction, Data encapsulation,

inheritance and polymorphis.

11. Classes and Objects

(21
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Defining dasses and declaring otieds, public and private keylvords,

constructors and destructors, defining member funciions inside and outside of a

class, accessing members of a class, friend function. Use of classes and objectrs

through illustrative programming examples,

(4)

12. BaCcs of Flle Handllng

Opening, reading, and writing of files, enor hardlirp during files operatbn. (2)

Suggested Readlngs/ Books

l. E. Balagurusamy, Objectori€nted Programming with C++, Tata Mccraw Hill.

2. P. K. Sinha ard Priti Sinha, Cornputer Fundamentals, BPB PuHicatkrns.

3. l-afof€ R., OUed Oriented fuogramming in C++, Waite Group.

Pu n I rc h 
.f "rf*: 

r l i ** | {#,###,ffi*,#*,$#.}'
lK Gujral Punjab Technical Universi!

lr,]|ain Campus, Kapudhala {Putljab)-l4a603
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HVPE 101 Human Values & Professional Ethics

Objective/s and Expected outcome:

To help the students to discriminate between valuable and superficial in the life.

To help develop the critical ability to distinguish betvveen essence and form, or

between what is of value and what is superficial, in life - this ability is to be

developed not for a narrow ai€a cr :'ielci of study, but for everyday situations in life,

covering the widest possible canvas. To help students develop sensitivity and

awareness; leading to commitment and courage to act on their own belief. lt is not

suffiiibnil to dev€lop the didcriminaiion auiliiy, ii is important to act on such

discimination in .a giveh Sitr-ibtibn. ,Khowiri$lji' oi.unknowingly, our education

systein ' has focused qn the skill aspects llearning and.. doins) - 'tt conee!.itrates on

provili1g to its students the skills to do things: In other uords, it @ncent€tes on'
. ;"'

providrng "Flow to do" things. The aspects of underslanding 'What to do" or 'Why

ld be done" is assumed. No

included as a part of the curriculuo.

uates who tend to join;,into a blind race

i, :,. Often it leads to miguse of the skills; and confu$ion,And wealth that breeds chaos in
.: ._,r. : .. ,r, .
: , lbmilt, brcblems in society,,and imbalance in nbture. this course is an effort io ful[ll our

responsibility to provide our students this significant input about understanding. This

course encourages students to discover what they consider valuable. Accordingly, the-t

should be able to discriminate betrryeen valuable and the superficial in real situations in

their life. lt has been experimented at lllTH, llTK and UPTU on a large scale with signiflcant

results.

PARTA

Basic Guidelines, Content and Process for

basic guidelines, content and process for Value

1. Course Introduction - Need,

Value Education

n Understanding the need,

Education. g



:.i

(6)

'l:rl
3.

ti
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I Self Exploration-what is it?- its content and process; 
"Natural Acceptance"

and Experiential Validation- as the mechanism for self exploration.

! Continuous Happiness and Prosperity- A look at basic Human Aspirations

! Right understanding, Relationship and Physical Facilities- the basic

requirements for fulfillment of aspirations of every human being with their

conect priority

tr Understanding Happiness and Prosperity conectly- A critical appraisal of

the current scenario

t Method to fr.rlfill the above human aspirations: understanding and living in

harmony at various levels (6)

Understanding Harmony in the Human Being - Harmony in Myselft

I. Understanding human beinfl as a co-existence of the sentient ,,1' and the

1:-: r*ert9!FodY' .. .. : r '. 
. ..,..,. -

0 Understanding the needs of Self (,1') and'Body'- Sukh and Suvidha

or.,...,...,Uhderstanding the Body as an ihstrument of.;f ..(t..being thd:.ild6ii,seer and

to ensure Sanyam an1 Swasthya

,!lqderctanding,Harmony in the Family and:Soclety- Harmony in Hun€n-

Hurnan Relationshlp

I Understandinc harmony in the Farn'ly- the basic unit of human interaction

tr Understanding values in hrrman-human relationship; rneaning of Nyaya

and program for its fulfillment to ensure Ubhay-tripti: Trust (Vtshwas) and

Respecl (Samman) as the foundational values of relationship

i Understan'iing the meaning of yishwas; Difference between intention and

comoelence

! Understanding the meaninq of Samman, Difference between respect and

differentiation; the other salient'.,a!ues in relationship

! Understanding the harmony in the society (societl'being an extension of

familv): Sarnadhan, Samridhi, A.bhay. Sah-asffi as comprehensive

Human Goals --1y
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! Visualizing a universal harmonious order in society- Undivided Society

(Akhand Samaj), Universal Order (Sarvabha um Vyawastha )- from family

to world family! (6)

PART B

4. Understanding Harmony in the Nature and Existence - Whole existence

as Co-existence

! Understanding the harmonlr in lhe Nature

I lnterconnecledness and mutual fulfillment among the four orders of

nature- recyclability and self-rcg,rlation in nature

! Understandir0 Existence as Co-existence (Sah-astitua) of mutually

interacting units in all-pervasive space

I Holistic Dercention of harmonv at all levels of existence

;n,:.;Natural acceDtance of hum.an veiues

urnanistic Educaticn l*-rmanistic and

'.)

ng universal

(4)

i ,1, '-t
human order ; !

r
;dr l.Ability to identify the .qcooe and :cbaraeteristic6 of

eco-friendlV production systems

o Ability to identify and develop appropriate technologies and

management patterns for above production systems.

I Case studies .f typical holistic technologies, management models and

production systems

a Strategv fcr transition fram the pfssent state to Universal Human Order:

o At the level of indiviCual: as socially ancl ecologically responsible

engineers, technolos;ists and ..nanagers

o At the level of societ.T: as mrttually

o.ganizat,i)rrs
*at A '-'zV"

enrichingg

n::,:gefinitfueners cf Ethical Huttan Ccnduct ''t ' '.:. :,

institutions and

(6)
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Recommended Books:

1. R R Gaur, R Sangal, c P Bagaria, 2OO9, A Foun:tation Course in Value

Education.

Suqqested Readinqs / Books:

2. lvan fflich, 1974, Energy & Equity, The Trinity Press, Worcester, and

Harpercottins, USA

3. E.F. Schurnache;, l9l'3, Smatl A Btauiiful: a study of economics as if people

mattered, Blond & Briggs, Britain.

4. A .Nag;aj, "99':. 
ieevan Vidya ek P?richay, Divya Path Sansthan,

Amarkantak.

qommdRwealth

7.

8.

2003, Human Vafues, New Age I

Palekar, 2000,

Donella H. Meadows, Dennis L. Meadows, Jorgen Randers, William W.
'ea , :,

Eqhrens lll, 1972, Limits to Growth - Clubdt Rome's repott, Univer.se Bodks" :.

E G Seebaue. & Robert L. Berrv, 2000, Fundamentals of Ethics for Scientists

& Engineers. Oxtord tlniversitv Press

11. M Govindra.yan, S Natrajan & V.S. Senthil Kumar, Engineeing Ethics

(including Human Values), Eastern Economv Edition, Prentice Hall of lndia

Ltd

12. B P Baneriee,2At,5, Foundations of Ethics and Management, Excel Books.

13. B L Baipai,2OO4. lndian Ett:cs and Modem Management, New Royal Book

Co.. Lucknow. Reorinted 2008.

,i. ',: : : ,
i, ' .t,:. '

10.

+-^
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BTCH 102 Engineering Ghemistry Laboratory

l. Analysis of Effluents
I Determination of water by EDTA method.

Determination of HrO by dissolved oxygen analyzer.
- Determination of turbidity by Nephelometer
Ll Determination of Residual Chlorine.

2. Analysis of Fuels and Lubricants
! Deter.'rtirai orr cr .iil:istu.':, '/:Lti:tile atrd ash cotrtgtlt by proximate analysis. i,l

Determination of Flash & Fire point by Abe?"s Apparatus
I Dete rii,iatl:,'r r:f the viscosity.
a Deter-''1a':i.^ c' Acii Value ;urd ,1,-ri'int: point of oil
il Deter-ninailo: ::' -t>fra:tiver indr;v r,>. o:ls.

3. Instrumental,o,nalysil,
a;;.oete|niination l.rnai by lpe;l'rxphotom€ter.and.determination.,of . url|mold/n conc of

dl5btermination cf the concentralion.of a solution conductomi&rically.:;:.:::::
[,.!dlerr:rina:'on r'lhe st!'ength of a solution pH metericatly. .,.,.-

n::QF.'iindron beh'rr"rn acid ester krlhne Using lR spectrQphqtA!Ileten.':."':::::::;:
8.-{teterminatiofi flf 5atho.l"omi. shifts, hypsochroqrc and l:''tlygerchromic,
i li{riioch.o'T'c shiff of benzene anrj its clerivatives

inafi^n :f Rf ttalt'e amtno
p'esent

rr nclallic icns b,r'papnr chromatogrcpt'v. r. ''.:,: l',

of lrns fy r.'sing c..nDls,xinq ,t4ents
by column

5. Synthesis E. Green Chemistry expeiir4ants

'-] Prep?':li.n cl a Dolyrner nhenol/urea formaldehyde resin or
hexarnethylencdrirrnine adipic aciC tc!','mer and deiermination of carbonyl value or
acid value.

u Preoarrlicn of ssoirin
Ll Preparaticn .f etrlyF2-cyano-3-(4'-methoxyphenyl)-propeonate (Microwave

assisied .e3cli:!-)
a Base .2ta:v^.d aldol condensation by Green Methodology
' Acetr[.i.rorr or' ,jrirnarr Arrlnes r rsinli eaofriendly method.

Note: Each str.'denf is requirec lo penbrm ttvo experiments
(presented bolrtl clepending on hislher Branch and Aptitude.

Suqoested Rq?.1.i:r.'.;ls.l' itoc',i.!-

from each of the 5 titles

t.
2-

a.l Separation c{ pl?nt Diqrn?nls Chlorophyll and carotenoids
-. 'l , ,,,; ghromqrooranhY.
i. L r S ,$termination of ih€, ion exohanr;c catacii 6f the given ion exchanger.

SeFaration of ions by ion-exchange method.

Vog{.1 A'1.
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3. dst.gov.in,'ireen-chem.pdf (nrirnograph of green chemistry laboratory
expenments)

BTME 102 Engineering Drawing

Objective and Expected Outcome:

Main objective of the Erqrneering Draurng is to introduce the st,rdents to visual science in

the form of technifal qraphics. General instructions related to Theory of Orthographic

Projection of 1:r: irrir;, Ines. planes and sohds as per the BIS codes prevalent to drawing

practice will be introduced initially. Section of solids, intersection and development of

surfaces, isometric projection and orthograDhic projection of simple solids/blocks will further

upgrade the basic unciersianclrng a rd viit:,r ir:ation of geometrical objects and to certain

extent the machine pa!-,-;. Compuier graphics wirl enable the sludents to strengthen the

understanding ihro,",,-l-: 'irrn:ii cn trairHl:r ()fr any CAD solh^/are wherein they will be

introduced,!9, A r)dt'riiJer oi assig.l.nerrts as, nierriil,ned iri ihe said coufs€.

pa'r! 6

1, I ntrodscti,on

Engineerinq Drawing/EngineerincJ Graphics/Technical Drawing

Scjence. Tvpes cf Enqineerino D?r^dng, Introduclion to.drawing e4uipnent and

codes,

scates.

oi (ler-'.i rerr':jal c)i)te(is: P-)rnts, lines, plarcs a

2. Theory of Prcjections
i,

. i: Riilsivance 6r yrrojection Tyne of Drojections. per€pective,

Axonomeirc and their basic orincinles. System of orthographic

reference to qLlrd'antsi and c.i.r^ls i'lustration tnrcugh simple

Projecticir

3, Projection ri' Poirr'lsr

Projection oi po:'rts in qrradfairts 3r d octants. Projeation of point on Auxiliary

olanes.

4, Projection of l-ines

Parallel to both H P and V P. Parallel to one and inclined to other, and inclined to both,

contained ir D;"..'fil6; plaile. True li'n1tn and angle orientation of straight line: rotation

method anc; n'yxil ':;nr plane.n"thorl. i),slance between two nonintersecting lines, and

- a VlSuSl

of

Orth'bgrdphic,

projection: in

problems of

trace of lir t .
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5. Projectlon of Planes

Difference betweer, plane and lai'rina Projection of lamina Parallel to one and

perpendicuiar to t:rher, Perpencilcular to one and inclined to other, Inclined to both

reference planes, and Larnina ol;lique to three reference planes. Application of

auxiliary planes, arrd trace of planes.

6. Projection or Solids

Definition of solids tvoes of ri.iids and elements of solids. Proiection of solids

in firSt or rhird qr,adrant, wifh axr., parallel to one and perpendicular to other,

axis parallel to crne inclinetl to other. axis inclined to both the principle plane,

axis perpendicular kr orofile plarre and paraliel to both H P and V P. Visible and

invisible details in the projectiorr. Use rotation and auxiliary plane method to

draw the projections.

D^Hflltitton of Se.ticning and its prrDose. Procedure ofl Seqtiqi,'!i!19;:Types of

sgglipnal plane$. lllt-tstration through examples. .. . ..,.

sphere ancj cyiinocr etc , use of cltling olane and line method.

Purpose or r-icvelopr^ent. Par-iriit,l lrne, radial line and triangulation method.

Devefopncnt cf pr ,ln ct'lli.'a1r. i-,lf ': :.rc p'Tramid sLtrf,:ce for both right angled and

oblique scli'!s. and i;vt.,ioprrenl ci rirr 1::i,.e of sphere.

10. lsometric Projection

Classifira.i,'r': oi Dictorial views, Basic Pdnciple of lsometric projection.

Difference bet\^/e*n isometri( nroicc!ion and isometric drawing. lsometric

projectior, c'f solids 3tJch e':' iu:r:, orism, c','ramid and cylinder, and

assignmef,ls on is:rr',et' ic DroietJ,or; r r 5in,ple machine parts.

1 1. Orthograri,r il: Fr<ri,';ction

Review ot .i:nc ipi ' oi C thooracl'r,c F ruj .i;tion, Sketch/C

machane I'aitj.

Suoqested BeCd-ingt,.-quels

oi litrface

rawing

Yfl

of blocks, and of simple
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1. Narayana K L and Kanaiah P, "Engineering Graphics", Tata McGraw Hill Publishingr

Company Liniteci, i{ew Delhi.

2. Gill P S, "Engineering Graphics and Drafting", Katria and Sons, Delhi.

3, Bhat N D, "Elementary Engineering Drawing-Plane and solid Geometr/, Chartotar

Publishing House, Ananc.

1. Luzadde Warren J, "Fundamentals of Engineering Drawing", Prentice Hall of India

Private Lirniteci, New Delhi.

5. Bertolinc G R , VViebe E N, MilerG L L & Mother J L, "Technical Graphics

Communicatbn", lrv;in McGraw Hiii r.,ew Ybrk.

6. A Text Book cf Engg Orawing by R. K. Dhawan, S. Chand and Co. Ltd
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BTCSl02 Fundamentals of Computer Programming and lT

L Familiarization wittr the Computer Sy3tem:

I To explain the part of the computer system such as system unit, input devices,

output devices connecteo to $1e ootr,pi,tet.

f, To explore the outside view of the system unit that includes the panels on front

and ports at the rear

! To expl.rr) the in ;ide v'e',r' cf th^ s./!:s n' lnit that includes the motherboard,

processor', expans;cn slols, \./aricus add-on cards. slorage devices, power supply,

fans.

I To understand the bootinq process that includes -switching on the system,

executiorr r,f PL)ill ,outine, ilreir bor,'.strap ioader, and lcading of the operating system,

endlFttrnq it readl' for use.

I lmtrcCuce i.hq n!'anhical usef i^tefice (desktoo-.\ oft ttndowE:qpp,.H!hg

sl3tem
,-1

o - -to erplain the various elemenls of the desKop such as taskbar',. hons (My

l"fiiin'iut"r. 3-1.1,r!: Fti:r, .lc,), ::nr)f ,:uls, notiflcation aaea. .-.'..:..:..:.

the desktnp that include selecting the vrall paFer

s4rr4r e,,ifh nr urithorrt passrlord protection, ;leai
and color quality.

2. Navigating with l/tlindow Explorer:

I ,.r , 1 tr 3Tp navrqate with ths 61pp.." t
i

To qeate new folders

t,
\

ll To morre iolriers from one r'lriue 1c' ilncthe{ drive i To

move files f;'crn onc fcl,jer tc :rnother folder . To search

files and fo'C:r:

! To shar:: .i.is r, rl l;tiii. i 3

I To vit]w r,r(ti1r ,-hange the attrihrlte,q of the files and folders

3. Working rrtit;'r 'lo;-.tlti aanel:

! To we4. ..'ith .!"t, ,rrrd t nr
I To creitr] neu/ use. ?actrin-s

To insltl r'r:,a, hi r'i .-tia ind confqurrng existing hardware

X To ingt?ll rierr t;c1n1.3.9t o' !'emo\/e :yistin(; in:italled slhriere
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E To configure netwofk connections !l

To manage security profile

{ f,lscellaneousFedures:

B To u'ork at the command prompt

o To open an application, folder, document or internet resource ftom the Run

cornmancl

O To initial?-e sto!'age media (formatting)

E To understanC the .'renace of viruses

D To understand the uro4dng of virus guards ard anwirus s ofluare

5. E$ring th6 Intemet:

E To undeFtand the rirorking of the intemet that indude the use of protocols,

6,

page settinqs, creato

ftJl'[*ffi[fl#;.ffi6*.* i. ir X t i le ! b'* t"r*][]'
I To use vari')us f3rnattiro featu'es s'-:ch as bold face, italbize, underline,

subscrint, sup€rscript, line spacing, etc.

E To use spellino and gramna'chec*ing f€)ature tl To

plevbw print a dod.innFn+

7. ltllcmsoft VJorrJ continusd:

n To deate a f€hle u,ith srrecified rou€ and (Dlumns o To

6nter data in a table

O To selecl a table. a rcra,. a cclumn or a cell

uith parts

a document

tr To inset new rou'ai"'d/or a column

E To de:€h 9 fo\ i;nd,i'?. @lumn

! To split and 'nergr- ir mr/, a)lurr,n cr a cel!

&
\ffilmmim,w,,m'
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n To understand ti;a rnaii-merge and to use mail merge feature d MS-Word

tlcrocoft Excel:

E To familiarize with oarts of Excel windolv

E To create and save a 'rvorkbook with single and/or muftiple uorksheets ! To

edit and format text as well numbers

tr To apply opsraliorrs cn range of cells using buift-in fomlulae tr To

preview and prlnt a worksheet

tlcrocoft Excel contlnuad:

o To insert ne'/./ rovr and/or coftjmn il a rvorksheet u T, o

delete a row and/or colrrrnr in ?'..1rod(she6t n To crede a

\rariety of c'r?!'ls

o ,InjmFen ?nd expcrt Cata @"gr,.f',4m.!,!Bftsbe€[*" -*+ir.!t r !ca:aa!;::lY!.i.!.i!!.v,i!!rrE**
.|F-i!4*::;=i+.'.nF+.-.+ ,*.$!!i'***i;€i:3!rtrqd|frl*gLlt ' tliiat.eiqt{* ic lrylr||10.rfffi!?r.qfrtff ffireffi ffi*

.a$rrdir*:ai.-alii*niaiaryi& di!t{m#ll!}
cf PoM',r*rlmfii+altlow |] .@

9.

. '4,*:q{rlf, - - 
-15*

IO afl..€rn..[r r I o "+*.F

,rriritri *ll*rffirf
a**.&tliffi

{eraf*ir-ai**g*"

fufgm"::mlT#Hili r ir t e i i i 1 vrt'si ty

- _+.4 r4!r+,4.r
afieljr, $Csentalion.'...r.- !r'*o
.i:iri: ,?iri'l'tr !.;**iaa*r:|r*d|1fir

deleje a slide

nt ,,'irr rys of

shor,v frc'-n

tr To add .lif) a( tn,t pkfures in a slide

tr To add rhart. diaqr:;nn and tatlle in a slid;l

E To sel animation fo'a seleeled slide and/or for entire presentation I To

q'€ab slide mastelf an(l tue lrste:
n To creite a cucr.om show

12. Wdte a progtam ic lind the nature of the roots as well as value of the roots.

However. irr casc of imaginary roots. fir:rd the real part and imaginary part

separatel\, .

13. Write a 
"rograE 

!^4tich takes lwo integer operands and one operator fom user,

p€rfoms the ooeration and then prints the result. (qpnsider the operators +,-,*, /,,wl
fv

Co|llminlciiio|l Eruilleeiru
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96 and use switci staternent).For example, the input should be in the fom: 5 + 3 the

outsut should comes Result = 8

14. Fibonacci sequence is defined as follows: the first and second terms in the

sequence are 0 and 1. Subsequent terms are found by adding the preceding tvrro

terms in the sequence. Write a program to generate the first n tems of the

sequence. For example, forn =. 8, lhe output should be 0 I 1 2 3 5 I
13

f5. Write a program to print all the pnme numbeF between m and n, where the

value of rn and n is supplied by the user"

16. The number such as 1991, is a palindrome because il is same number when

read forwarC or backwarC. Write a program to check whether the given number

is palindrome or not.

17. A

numbers

to comDuler

function lo find

and b.

(a) minimum and maximum ma*s smre

(b) average score, of the class, and

(c) number of students uJhose score is greater than class's average score

20, Wdte a program to multioly matrix A,;"a by Bo,n given that n = p.

21. Write a Drogram to sorl a list of n integer numbers in descending order using

bubble sort method.

22. Create a class nameo Student with the appropriate data members and mernber

functions to generate oulfJxt cornprising student's admissign no., name, marks in

letlo*djht i.e., tP,3?tiNumbec$lll*lbt rffid
ffi JSJagg t€r 5. w'ite i"lFp{ffiffi

-*q%4-'. trT
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five subjecis and the Toage of mar'ks obtained. Write a program to use the

Sfudenl class.

23. Create a cfass named ComplexNumber with the appropriate data members and

constructors. Include member functions (defined inside the class) to perform the

following operations:

(a) Inputiing a cornnlex number

(b) OLrlorltting a complex number

(c) Arithmetic operations on two complex numbers

Write an appropriate program to ctemonstrate use of the ComplexNumber

dass.

24. Create a class named ,teiqht \.rith feet and inches as its data members. Also

include appropriate c.onstnrclorc (and destructor, if required). Include member

Wffir$rfbyingj' heiillt c,f a pefsin'." 1 1
ng$r+r; I

tf,m:f-.q:SeJ heFtt in-iiches ' .: '", :-,

heights .'' - , ,: -.

Note:

aporopriale Drogram to ditrn€{$hate

aro requireJ ic pi sp,rrurur.flle

+/
Head /

. OenarlmntolElectrorlcs&0ortrruniuljlnirllttstili'3i lli Gujral Puniab Technrcal Unireislty

i ir4ain iampus, Kapurlhala (PLrjab)'14{iC3

***-""_*-'-.-..'
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Exer,l.-.,;t . Slackct -cvct
N

[,,4*mn*'.'tl,fl*d

BTME 103 Engineering Computer Graphics Laboratory

Objective/s and Expected outcome:

Main objectirre of the tingineering Drawing is to introduce the students to visual

science in the form of technicai graohics. General instructions related to Theory of

Orthographic Projection of points, lines, planes and solids as per the BIS codes

prevalenl to drawing practice will be introduced initially. Section of solids, int ersoc'tion and

developmen! 6rf 5;ri;,-1 1-, 'rcr:re iric projection and orthographic projection of simple

solids/blocks will further r.tpqraie lire b,'r:,:c u,'rderslariding and visualization of geometrical

objects and to certain eytent the machine parts.

Lab Work l: Invoives irands-on prac;trce sessions relaled io 2-D computer

f.rie ?: :ir) iiec€:rgt:latf airir,,' iitl iiiiaJia t arn'rt'.'.'' ,.1....)-.., '::: : *:End*

Skeich oi Metzii qfate - ' ':

'..t 'i : .

qr.\trlt \ l.: :.:.t

*3ll s

Exercrse 7: B.rs;i (Revolve)

Exelg,g" ;: Har)'.:ls ir:ievoivej

EXerCir.- .ij: l l.:. r,.rr, rrru,.)!irr! pa,tS

Exe."-.:,.- it, dl-,, ll.iir.. -c,er

Lab Work-i:j 'Jsing, ine ge.lrnclirc slrape and size data learnt in Lab Work l, e)drude or

revolve tf.."r sl.e iLh i: ul:.:rri, i-i:'rirawing. Study and practtce various options available

for 3-D dra'rvr.'r:r
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Exercise 2: Hand Wheel

Exercise 3: Hexagonal Nut and Bolt

Exercise 4: Keys

Exercise 5: Body of Solid Journal Bearing

Exerc;se 5: Sha',r

Exercise ? : Cup of Scre"r, JacPi

Exercrse 8: iicrew Jack Body

Exercisc 9: V.Elcr;k

PIU/ DA,/ l7u Mry 201I
B, Tech. ld & 2d Sem€ster Brtch-2011

*5t*;x ;., :

Exe!'c,r,; i 0: Gia.rd

s;:.. r-:r.,-:.r.,....- :.:.,*l ;i.: ;::i:#

X:''24 0eFllrEnlX/ "iijitl'iirittrtnt*hnicallhive$iry

#: 1r^c"ro x'u'lmUaPuilFb).14-ie13
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Third Semester

')T(-S_305

Contact Hours: 29 Hrs.

Contact Hours: 32 j i

using MATLAI|/\,{entor
DSP

e
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. ttth Semester Contact Hours: 3t) 
'

Contact Hours: 30 HrsSixth Semester

i0l

Operating Systems 3 40 60 100 4

Microwave & Radar
Engineering

4 40 60 t00 5

IWireless Commrmication
System

3 I 40 60 100

BTEC-603 Engineerlng Economics &
Industrial Manaeement

3 40 60 100

BTEC-604 VLSI Design ^ 40 60 100 f

BTEC.X)O( Elective-I 3 40 60 100 4

BTEC.6O5 Lab VLSI z l0 20 50 I
BTEC-606 Lab Microwave Engineering 2 30 20 50 I
General Fitness 100 NA 100

TOTAL 20 6 4 400 400 E00 28
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Seventh / Eighth Semester

.'lnd -

Note:
*The institution may provide training on any of the softi,vares from amongst

tr ORCAD,
I] MATLAB,
Ll Mentor DSP,
! MULTISIM,
I-.] OPTSIM,
! OPTISYSTEM
I NS2

il OPNET etc.

. QUALNET:- TJLTIBOARD|]
XILINX!
MODELSIIW QUESTA SIMN I]

KIEL erc. l

M

HP
Highlight

Highlight

Highlight

Highlight

Highlight

Highlight

Highlight

Highlight

Highlight
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Departmental Elective - I (Common Code X)Oo

BTEC 901 Relational Data Base Management System
BTEC 902 Micro Electronics
BTEC 903 Industrial Electronics
BTEC 904 Digital System Design
BTEC 905 Intellectual property rights & patent systems
BTEC 906 Intelligentkshumentation
BTEC 907 Information Theory & Coding
BTIT 702 Software Project Management

Departmental Elecdve -II (Common Code YYY)

BTEC 908 CMOS based design
BTEC 909 Biomedical signal processing
BTEC 910 Sarellite Communication
BTEC 9ll Artificial Intelligence Techniques & Applications
BTEC 912 Speech & image Processing
BTEC 913 Human Resource Management
BTEC 914 Computer organization and Architecture
BTIT 501 Cyber Law & IPR

Deoartmental Elective - III (Common Code ZZZI

BTEC 915 Elecfiomagnetic interference & compatibility
BTEC 916 Neural Net',vorks & Fuzzy logic
BTEC 91 7 Robotics
BTEC 91 8 Operation Research
BTEC 919 Mobile Computing
BTEC 920 Wireless Sensor network
BTEC 921 Numerical Methods

i
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BTAM301 Engineering Mathematics-Ill
' 

' ir I Fourier Series: Periodic functions, Euler's formula. Even and odd functions, halfrange expansions, Fouric,

rif ferent wave forms.

.r Laplace Transforms: Laplace transforms of various standard functions, properties o1

transforms, inverse Laplace transforms, ffansform of derivatives and integrals, Laplace transform of ur,,i

function, impulse function, periodic firnctions, applications to solution of ordinary linear differential equations with

constant coefficients, and simultaneous differential equations.

Unit III Special Functions: Power series solution of differential equations, Frobenius method, Legcndre's

equation, Legendre polynomial, Bessel's equation, Bessel functions of the first and second kind. Recurrence

relations, equations reducible to Bessel's equation.

Unit IV Partial Differential Equations: Formation of partial differential equations, Linear partial differential

equations, homogeneous partial differential equations widr constant coefficients.

;i \/ Applications of PDEs: Wave equation and Heat conduction equation in one dimension. Two

,r'l laplace equation in Cartesian Coordinates, solution by the method ofseparation ofvariables.

, r i Functions of Complex Variable: Limits, continuity and derivative of the function of complex valial,

Analytic function, Cauchy-Riemann equations, conjugate functions, harmonic functions; Conformal Mapping

Definition, standard transformations, translation, rotation, inversion, bilinear. Complex Integration: Line

integrals in the complex plane, Cauchy's theorem, Cauchy's integal formula and derivatives of analyic function.

Taylor's and Laurent's expansions (without proofs), singular points, poles, residue, Integration of function of

complex variables using the method ofresidues.

Sussested Readinqv Books:
I Kreyszing E., Advanced Engineering Mathematics, Eighth edition, John Wiley, New Delhi. .

Grewal, B. S., Higher Engineering Mathematics, Khanna Publishen, New Delhi.
I Ian N. Sneedon, Elements ofPartial Differential Equations, Mccraw- Hill, Singapore, 1957, f
Peter. V, ONil, Advanced Engineering Mathematics, Wadsworth Publishing Company. Taneja,
' ' . lingineering Mathematics, Volume-I & VolumeJl, L K. Publisher.

'1,!n, Advance Engineering Mathematics, Pearson Education.
S . Applied Mathematics, VolumeJII, Kataria Publications.

--J L.ngineering Mathematics, ONeil, Cengage lraming.

BTCS 305 Object Oriented Prograrnming Using C+
Unit I Object-Oriented Programming Concepts: Introduction, comparision between procedural programming

paradigm and object-oriented proramming paradigm, basic concepts of object-oriented programming -
concepts of an object and a class, intcrface and implementation ofa class, operations on objects, relationship among

objects, abstraction, encapsulation, data hiding, inheritance, overloading, polymorphism, messaging.



Unit II Standard Input/Output: Concept of streams, hierarchy of console stream classes, input/output using

overloaded operators >> and << and memberv functions of i/o stream classes, formatting output, formatting using

ios class functions and flags, formatting using manipulators.

Unit III Classes and Objects: Specifring a class, creating class objects, accessing class members, access

specifiers, static members, use ofconsl keyvord, friends ofa class, empty classes, nested classes, local classes, abstract

classes. container classes. bit fields and classes.

Unit fV Pointers and Dynamic Memory Management: Declaring and initializing pointers, accessing data through

'rointers, pointer aritbmetic, memory allocation (static and dynamic), dynamic memory managem€nt using new anrl

.,,irators, pointer to an object, tftrs pointer, pointer related problems - dangling/wild pointers, null

.: ,',rent, memory leak and allocation failures.

Unit V Constructors and Destructors: Need for constructors and destructors, copy constructor, dirr.,,

construciors, explicit constructors, deshuctors, constructors and destructors with static members, initializer lists.

Unit \4 Operator Overloading and Type Conversion: Overloading operators, rules for overloading operators,

overloading of various opera0ors, tlpe conversion - basic type to class type, class [pe to basic type, class type to

another class type.

Unit VII Inheritance: Introduction, defining derived classes, forms of inheritance, ambiguity in multiple and

multipath inheritance, virtual base class, object slicing, overriding member functions, object composition and

delegation, order of execution of constructors and destruciors.

llnit VIII Virtual functions & Polymorphism: Concept of binding - early binding and late binding, virtual

.rr:,, pure virtual functions, abstract clasess, virtual destructors.

,, iX Exception Handling: Review of traditional error handling, basics of exception handling, r'
nandling mechanism, throwing mechanism, catching mechanism, rethrowing an exception, sperr: ,

excepUons.

Unit X Templates and Generic Programming: Template concepts, Function templales, class templates,

illustrative examples.

Unit XI Files: File streams, hierarchy of file stream classes, error handling during file operations,

randomly, updating files.readingiwriting of files, accessing records

Suspested Readinqs/ Book:

a tafore R., Object Oriented Programming in C#, Waite Group.
: E. Balagurusamy, Object Oriented Programming with C#, Tata Mccrraw Hill.

R. S. Salaria, Msstering Object{riented Programming with C+r, Salaria Publishing House.
r,;ilustrup, The C# Programmirg Language, Addison W€sley.
r,.rt Schildt, The Complele Reference to C# Language, Mccraw Hill-Osbome.

,, ,nan F. B. C++ Primer. Addison Weslev.



BTEC301 Analog Devices & Circuits

l-lnit I Semiconductor diode Theory of PN junction diode, Band structure of open circuited PN junction. \'.
',,:r'e Characteristics, Temperature Dependence of PN diode, LED, LCD and Photo- diodes, Tunne! L

: :r' diode as Voltage Regulator.

irnit II Transistors, Characteristics and Biasing Transistor, Types of Transistor, Transistor curr.

components, Transistor as an Amplifier, Transistor characteristics in CB, CE and CC modes. Operating point, biar

stability, various biasing circuits, stabilization against lco, Vse and beta, Construction, Characteristics &

applications ofJunction Field Effect Transistor (JFET), UJT and MOSFET.

Unit III Large Signal Amplifiers: Class A direct coupled with resistive load, Transformer coupled with

resistive load, harmonic distortion, variation of output power with load, Push-Pull Amplifiers, operation of

class- B push-pull amplifier, crossover distortion, transistor phase inverter, complementary- symmetry

amplifier.

Unit IV Feedback Amplifiers and Oscillator: Feedback Concept, Effect ofnegative feedback on gain,

.i'vidth, stability, distortion and frequency Response, Sinusoidal Oscillators, Sinusoidal oscillators; critcrr.

rcillation, Different types of oscillators: RC Phase Shift, Wein Bridge, Hartley, Colpitts and Cry,.,::

,:eillators. Derivation ofexpression for fiequency and amplitude ofthese oscillators.

Unit V Low & High Frequency Transistor Model: Transistor Hybrid Model, h parameter equivalent circuit

oftransistor, Analysis oftransistor amplifier using h-parameters in CB, CE and CC configuration, The high

frequency T model, hybrid pi CE transistor model, hybrid pi conductance in terms oflow frequency h

parameters.

Sueqested Readines/ Books:
Elecaonic Devices & Circuits by Milknan- Halkias, Tata Mcgaw Hill i

Electronic Devices & Circuis Theory by Boyleste4 PeaBon Educatio[ i
Elechonic Fundamentals & Application, by J.D. Ryder, PHL

Elecnonic Devices, by Floyd, Pearson Education.
- 

Electronics Devices & Circuits by J-B.Gupta, Katson.

BTEC302 Digital Circuit and Logic Design

,.uit I Number System and Binary Code: Introduction, Binary, Octal and Hexadecimal Number Systenr

(Conversion, Addition & Subhactions). Signed and unsigned numbers, Binary Subtractions using 1's and 2's

compliment, ASCII code, Excess 3 code, Grey code, BCD code and BCD additions.

Unit II Minimization of logic function: OR, AND,NOT,NOR,NAND,EX-OR, EX-NOR, Basic theorem of

Boolean Algebra, Sum of Products and Product of Sums, canonical fonn Minimization using K-map and Q-M

method. .x



. : III Combinational Circuits: Introduction, Combinational circuit design, Encoders, decoders, Addcr .. '

tractors and code converters. Parity checker, seven segment display, Magnitude compa.rarors.

Multiplexers, De-multiplexer, Implementation of Combinational circuit using MUX.

Unit fV Sequential Circuits: Inftoduction, flip flops, Clocked flip flops, SR, JK, D, T and edge triggered flipflops.

Excitation tables ofFlip flops. Shift Registers, Type of Shift Registers, Counter, Counter tJ4)es, counter design with

state equation and state diagrams.

Unit V D/A and A/D Convert€rs: Introduction, Weighted register D/A conveder, binary ladder D/A

converter, steady state accuracy test, D/A accuracy and resolution, parallel A,/D converter, Counter type A/D

converter Successive approximation A/D converter. Single and dual slope A/D converter, A/D accuracy antl

lrlution.

: iemiconductor Memories: Introduction, Memory organisation, Classification and charactcristics ..!

..;r.res, Sequential memories, ROMs, R/W memories. Content addressable memories. pLA and pAL.

Unit VII Logic Families: RTL, DCTL, DTL, TTL, ECL, CMOS and its various types, Comparison of logic

families.

Susqested Readings / Books:
Monis Mano, Digital Design, Prentice Hall of India P!t. Ltd
Donald P.Leach and Albert Paul Malvino, Digital Principles and Applications, 5 ed., Tara Mccraw Hill Publishing Company

Limited, New Delhi, 2003.

R.P.Jain, Modem Digital Electronics, 3 ed., Tata McGraw-Hill publishing Company limited, New Delhi, 2003.
Thomas L. Floyd, Digital Fundamentals, Pearson Education, Inc, New Delhi, 2003

Ronald J. Tocci, Neal S. Widmer, Gregory L. Moss, Digital System -Principles 8nd Applications, Pearson Education. l
Sriva.stava/Srivastavar/Srivastava. Digital Design: IIDL Based Approach, Cengage l-eaming-

I Rotl! Fundamentals ofl-ogic Design, Cengage traming

BTEC303 Network Analysis and Synthesis
r''rlrit Concepts: ktdependent and dependent sources, Signals and wave forms: Periodic and singulal'ir',

,.ges, step, ramp, impulse, doublet, loop currents and loop equations, node voltage and node equations.

Network Theorems: Superposition, Thevenin's, Norton's, Maximum Power Transfer, and Reciprocity.

Unit II Time and Frequency Domain Analysis: Representation ofbasic circuits in terrns ofgeneralized

frequency and their response, Laplace transform ofshiftcd functions, transient and steady response, Time domain

behaviors from poles and zeros, Convolution Theorem.

Unit III Network Synthesis: Network functions, Impedancc and admittance function, Transfer functions,

Relationship between transfer and impulse response, poles and zeros and restrictions, Network function for nvo

terminal pair network, Sinusoidal network in terms of poles and zeros, Real liability condition for impedance

synthesis ofRL and RC circuits, Network s)'nthesis techniques for 2-terminal network, Foster and Cauer forms.
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Unit IV: Classification of filters, characteristics impedance and propagation constant ofpure reactive network, Ladder

network, T-section, fl-section, teminating half section, Pass bands and stop bands, Design of constant-K, m-derived

fi lters, Composite fi lters.

' ' i.'dReadinpY Books:

' .,. Electrical Circuit Theory and Technologt, 2nd Ed., Newnes. ,

., . .\lJh\i\ Cilcuit Theory,2r EAition,Dhanpat Rai, 200l. :
'' D. Roy, Netwolkt ard tirfiesir, New Age Intemational.

' .,,,irter J.A., Electric C/rcaits, 4d Editiolr, Tata McGraw Hill, 2002. I I Iyer
f .S.K.V., CirLllit Theory, Tata Mccraw Hill, 2006.

I Mohan, Sudhakar Shav!. Circuits qnd Networks Analysis and Synthesis, 2- Edition, Tata Mc Graw Hill, 2005. I Van
Valkenberg, M.E., Nen-ork Analysis and Syn &esls, PHI leaming, 2009.

l Study ofZener regulator as voltage regulator

2. Study of Half wave, full wave & Bridge rectifiers.

3. To plot the input and output characteristics of CE configuration-

4. To study the characteristics ofa Class- A amplifier.

< To study the characteristics ofClass- B amplifier.

'rudy the characieristics of Class- B push-pull amplifter.

,LLrdy the characteristics of complementary symmetry amplifier.

8. To study the response ofRC phase shift oscillator and determine frequency ofoscillation.

9. To study the response ofHartley oscillator and determine ftequency ofoscillation.

10. To study the response of Colpitt's oscillator and determine frequency ofoscillation.

ll. To shrdy the response of Wien Bridge oscillator and determine frequency ofoscillation

BTEC-305 Lab Digital Circuit and Logic Design

1. Study of Logic Gates: Truth-mble verification of OR, AND, NOT, XOR,

Realization of OR, AND, NOT and XOR functions using universal gales.

" Realization HalfAdder i Full Adder using I-ogic gates.

r,ration Half Subtractor / Full Subtractor using Logic gates

. , -'ign 4-Bit Binary-to-Gray & Gray-to-Binary Code Converter.

5. Design 4-Bit magnitude comparator using logic gates.Multiplexer: Truth-table

NAND and NOR eates:

of Half adder and Full adder using MUX.

6. Demultiplexer: Truth-table verification and realization of Half subtractor and Full subtractor using

DEMUX.

7. Flip Flops: Truthtable verification of RS, JK, D, JK Master Slave Flip Flops.

verification and le: lr
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)esign MOD-7 Synchronous up-counter using JK/RS,iD Flip Flops.

9. Shift Register: Study of shift right, SIPO, SISO, PIPO, PISO & Shift left operations using IC7495 chip.

BTCS 309 Object Oriented Programming Using C+ Lab

l. [Classes and Objectsl Write a program that uses a class where the member functions are defined

inside a class.

2. [Classes and Objectsl Write a program that uses a class where the member functions are defined

outside a class.

3. [Classes and Objectsl Write a program to demonstrate the use of static data members.

{ [Classes and Objectsl Write a program to demonstrate the use of const data members.

. l,nstructors and Destructorsl Write a program to demonstrate the use of zero argument and

parameterized constructors.

6. [Constructors and Destructorsl Write a program to demonstrate the use of dynamic constructor.

7. [Constructors and D€structorsl Write a program to demonstrate the use ofexplicit constructor.

8. [Initializer Listsl Write a program to demonstrate the use of initializer list.

9. [Operator Overloadingl Write a program to demonstrate the overloading of increment and decrement

operators.

[Operator Overloadingl Write a program to demonstrate the overloading of binary arithmctic

operators.

[Operator Overloadingl Write a program to demonstrate the overloading of memory management

onerators.

. r'pccastingl Write a program to demonshate the q?ecasting ofbasic type to class t)?e.

, I I'ypecastingl Write a program to demonstrate the tJpecasting of class type to basic type.

14. [Typecastingl Write a program to demonstratc thc typecasting of class type to class t]?e.

15. [Inheritancel Wdte a program to demonsfrate the multilevel inheritance.

16. [Inheritancel Write a prognm to demonstrate the multiple inheritance.

17, [Inheritance] Write a program to demonstrate the virnral derivation ofa class.

18. [Polymorphisml Write a program to demonsfate the runtime polymorphism.

19, [Exception Handlingl Write a program to demonstrate the exception handling.

20, [Templates and Generic Programmingl Write a program to demonstrate the use of function

temDlate.

10.

I l.

program to demonstrate the use ofclass template.

V:r./ E
tl. lTemplates and Generic Programmingl Write a



22. [Ftle Handlingl Write a prograrn to copy the contents of a file to another file byte by byie. The name

of the source file and destination file should be taken as command-line arguments,

23. [tr'ile Handling] Write a program to demonstrate the reading and writing of mixed tlpe of data.
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BTEE 402 Linear Control Systems

Unit I Introductory Concepts: Plant, Systems, Servomechanism, regulating systems, disturbances, Open loop

control system, closed loop control systems, linear and nonJinear systems, time variant and invariant, continuous

and sampled-data control systems, Block diagrams, some illustrative examples.

Unit II Modeling: Formulation of equation of linear electrical, mechanical, thermal, pneumatic and

',.'draulic system, electrical, mechanical analogies. Transfer function, Block diagram representation, signal flow

., associated algebra, characteristics equation.

"r I ime Domain Analysis: Typical test - input signals, Transient response ofthe first and secorrr

,rrder systems. Time domain specifications, Dominant closed loop poles of higher order systems. Stead)

stat€ error and coefficients, pr,ole-zero location and stability, Routh-Hurwitz Criterion.

Unit Moot Locus Technique: The extreme points of the root loci for positive gain. Asymptotes to the

loci, Breakaway points, intersection with imaginary axis, location ofroots with given gain and sketch ofthe

root locus plot.

Unit V Frequency Domain Analysis: Closed loop frequency response, Bode plots, stability and loop

transfer function. Fre4uency response specifications, Relative stability, Relation between time and frequency

response for second order systems. Log. Magnitude versus Phase angle plot, Nyquist criterion for stability. Unit

"t Compensation: Necessity of compensation, series and parallel compensation, compensating networks,

' ,; of lag and lead-compensation.

'i Control Components: Error detectors -

rechno generators, Magnetic amplifi ers.

Suggested Readings / Books

potentiometers and synchros, servo motors, a.c. an.l ,

- Dorf Richard C. and Bishop RobertH, Modern Control System, Addison -Wesley, Pearson New Delhi I
Ogjala,K., Modem Control Engineelingl, Prcnticc Hall,
I Krjo B. C., Aunnatic Contol Esteml,Prentice Hall

- Nagath LJ. and CopalM., Control System Engineeing,Wiley Eastem Ltd.

,, Singh / Janardhanan, Modem Control Engineering, Cengage Leaming

Kilian, Modem Control Technology: Components and Systems, Cengage l-eaming

BTEC 401 Analog Communication Systems

Unit I Base Band Signals and Systems: Introduction, Elements of communication system, Noise & its types; Noise

( noise factor, Noise equivalent temperature. Modulation & Demodulation, Mixing; Linear & Nonlin.r

,lodulation, types of modulation systems, basic transmission signals, Frequency multr '

,r qUe.

Unit II Analog Modulation Techniques: Introduction, theory of amplitude modulation; AM po'

calculations, AM current calculations, AM modulation with a complex wave, theory offrequency modulation;

+r



mathematical analysis of FM, spectra of FM signals, narrow band of FM, Wide band FM, Theory of
',rdulation, phase modulation obtained from frequency modulation, comparison of AM & I-'

.,, n of PM & FM.

unit III AM Transmission: Introduction, generation of Amplitude Modulation, Low level and hig .

modulation, basic principle of AM generation; square law modulation, Amplitude modulation in amplilic,

circuits, suppressed carrier AM gcneration (Balanced Modulator) ring Modulator, Product Modulator/balanced

Modulator.

Unit IV AM Reception: Receiver Perameters; Selectivity, Sensitivity, Fidelity, Tuned Ratio Frequency (TRF)

Receiver, Super heterodlme Receiver; Basic elements of AM super heterodyne Receiver; RF Amplifier,

Neutralization of RF Amplifiers, Class of operation of RF Amplifiers, High power RF Amplifiers, lmage

Frequency Rejection, Cascade RF Amplifier, methods of increasing Bandwidth, frequency Conversion and

\4ixers; Additive Mixing, Bipolar Transistor Additive Mixer, self exicted Additive Mixers, multiplicativc

'.a',rltiplicative Mixer using dual gate MOSFET, Tracking & Alignment, IF Amplifier, AM dtt

raw detector, Envelope or Diode detector, AM detector with AGC, Distortion in diode der.'ur

.rdtcctor Circuit using Transistor, Double hetro-d},ne receiver, AM receiver using a phase locked loop t.

AM receiver characteristics.

Unit V FM Transmission: FM allocation standards, generation ofFM by direct method, varactor diode

Modulator, Cross by Direct FM Transmitter, Phase-Locked-Loop Direct FM Transmitter, Indirect generation of

FM; Armstrong method, RC phase shift method, Frequency stabilised reactance FM transmitter.

Unit VI FM Reception: Frequency demodulators, Tuned circuit frequency discriminators; Slope Detector,

Balance Slope Detector, Foster Seeley discriminator, Ratio Detector, FM detection using PLL, Zero crossing

detector as a Frequency Demodulator, quadrature FM demodulator, pre emphasis and de emphasis, limiter

circuits. FM Capture effect, FM receiver, FM stereo transmission and reception, Two way FM Radio

, .'r and Receiver.

\'{l SSB Transmission: Introduction, Single Side band systems, AM-SSB; Full carrier, Suppr.

;arrier, reduced carrier, lndependent side band, and Vestigial side band, Comparison of SSB Transmissior: ..

conventional AM, Generation of SSB; Filter method, Phase Shift Method, Third Method.

Unit VIII SSB Reception: SSB Product Demodulator, Balanced Modulator as SSB Demodulator, Single Side band

receivers; Single side band BFO Receivers, Coherent Single side band BFO Receivers, Single Side band Envelop

detection receiver, Multi Channel Pilot Carrier SSB Receiver.

Unit IX Pulse Modulation Transmissions and Reception: Introduction, Sampling Theorem Pulse Amplitude

Modulation (PAM), Natural PAM Frequency Spectra for PAM , Flat-top PAM, Sample and hold circuits, Time

division Multiplexing, PAM Modulator Circuit, Demodulation of PAM Signals, Pulse Time Modulation

TPTMI-Pulse Width Modulation(PWM), Pulse Position Modulation (PPM), PPM Demodu



.- Arulog Communication Systems by S),mon Hykens, John Wiley & Sons .

Principles ofCommunication System, Taub & Schilling, Tata Mc-Gnw Hill.

BTEC402 Signals & Systems

Sussest€d / Recommended Books:

' Electronic communicarion Systems by Kermedy & Davis, Tata Mcgraw Hill.
I Analog Conununication Systems by Manoj Kumar & Manisha, Satya Prakashan, New Delhi, 2dEdition. l

Electronic Communication Syster\ Tomasi, Pearson Education.
Electronic Communication, Roddy, Pearson Education.

i Classification of Signals and Systems: Continuous time signals (CT signals), discrete time signrl'

,is) - Step, Ramp, Pulse, Impulse, Exponential, Classification ofCT and DT signals - periodic & aperiodic

:.,lctcrministic signals, Even& Odd Signals, Energy & Power Signals, Description of continuous time anti ,

dme systems.

Unit II Analysis of Continuous Time Signals: Fourier series analysis, Spectrum of C.T. signals, Fourier

Transform and its properti€s in Signal Analysis, Power Spectral Density and Energy spectral density.

Unit I[ Linear Time lnvariant -Continuous Time Systems: Linear Time invariant Systems and their

properties. Differential equation & Block diagram representation, Impulse response, Convolution integral,

Frequency response (Transfer Function), Fourier transforms analysis.

Unit IV Analysis of Discrete Time Signals: Sampling of CT signals and aliasing, DTFT and its properties, Z-

transform and properties of Z-transform.

ir{ V Linear Time Invariant - Discrete Time System: Difference equations, Block diagram representation.

\c response, Convolution sum, LTI systems analysis using DTFT and Z-transforms.

,ri( VI Random Signal Theory: Introduction to probabilities, Definition, probability ofRandom events, Joiri. .'

conditional probability, probability Mass function statistical averages. Probability density functions and statistr. ..

averages. Examples of P.D. function, transformation of random variables random processes, stationary. True

averages and Ergodic.

Susqest€d Readings / Books;

- Signals and Systems by Allan V.Oppenheim, S.Wilsky and S.H.Nawab, Pearson Education.
Fundamentals of Signals and Systems by Edward W l(amen & Bonnie's Herk Pearson Education.

Communication Sigrals & System by Simon Haykins, John Wiley & Sons.
- Signals and Systems by H P Hsq Rakesh Ranjan, Schaum's Outlines, Tata McGraw ltill.
I Digital Signal Processing by S Salivahanan, A, Vallavaraj, C. Gnanapriya, McGraw Hill Intemational. I

Signals and Systems by Simon Haykins and Barry Van Veen, John Wiley & sons, Inc.

- Signal, Sysiem & Tnnsforms, Phillips, Pearson Education.
Roberts, Signals & Linear Syskms, by Robert A. Gabel and Richard A., John Wiley.

Silruls & systems, by Rodger E. Ziemer, William H. Tranter, D. Ronald Farufn. Pearson Education.

BTEC403 Electromagnetics & Antennas
rr I Electromagnetic Waves: Maxwell's equations in differential and integral forms Wave equation and iI"

solution in different media, polarization. Plane wave propagation in a dielectric medium, Reflection ir,

transmission ofan EM waves. Surface impedance, Poyrting theorem.
I|,al|)(t---4\lI



Unit II Waveguides and Transmission Lines: Waves between parallel planes. TE, TM and TEM Waves,

velocities of propagation, Attenuation in parallel plane guides, wave impedance. Circuit representation

,rilel plane transmission lines. Low loss transmission lines. Distortion less condition. Smith .l:

:rgular and circular wave guides. Wave impedance and characteristics impedances. Transmissi ,,

.,r,ogy for wave guides.

Unit III Antennas: introduction, concept ofradiation in single wire, two wire, and dipole, Antenna parameters,

Retarded potential, infinitesimal dipole. Current distribution of short dipole and half wave dipole, Far-field,

Radiating near-field and reactive near-field region, Monopole and Half wave dipole.

Unit IV Antenna Arrays: Array oftwo point sources, Array factor, Array configurations, Hansen-woodyard end fire

anay, n-element linear array with uniform amplitude and spacing, n-element linear array with nomrniform spacing,

Analysis of Binomial and Dolph-Tschebysceffarray, Scanning Array, Super directive array. Unit V Aperture

Antennas: Field Equivalence principle, Rectangular and circular apeffure antennas, Hom antenna, Babinet's

Principle, Slot Antenna, Reflector antenna.

if VI Wave Propagation: Free space equation; Reflection from earth's surface, Surface and Spar:L' i,.

'"rtion, Range of space wave propagation, Effective earth's radius, Duct propagation, Trop". I

. ,;i;,lgation. Structure of ionosphere, propagation of radio waves through ionosphere, Critical fieqr-i.'

Maximum usable frequency, Optimum working frequency, lowest usable high frequency, virtual height, Si.

Distance, Effect ofearth's magnetic field.

Ss@.Mlissg lseks!-
Electrornagnetics and radiating systems, Jordan E.C., PHI.
Antenna Theory Balanis C.A, John Wiley & sons.

Antenna and wave propagation, R.L.Yadava, PHI

- Problem and solutions in electomagncics, W H Hal and J A buch Tata Mccraw Hill l

Antenna Theory, Kmuss J.D., McGraw Hill.
l l Shen{<ong/Patnaik, Engineering Electronagnetics, Cengage liaming.

BTEC-404 Electronics Measurements and Instrumentation

I Fundamentals: Generalized instrumentation system - Units and Standards, Calibration Nl, :

',rards of measurements, Classification of errors, error analysis. Static Characteristics- Accuracy, Pr',:r

sensitivity, linearity, resolution, hysteresis, threshold, input impedance, loading elfects etc. Dvnari;.

Characteristics.

Unit II Electronic Meters: Electronic Analog voltmeter: DC voltmeters-Choppers type-DC amplifier, solid

state voltmeter, Differential voltmeter, peak responding voltrneter, True RMS voltmeter, calibration of DC

voltmeters. Digital Voltmeter:- Introduction, Ramp Techniques, dual slope, integrating type DVM, Successive

approximation type DVM, Resolution and sensitivity of digital meters, general specification of a DVM. CRO's



study of various stages in brief, measurement of voltage, current phase and frequency, special purp.

oscilloscope.

Unit III Measuring Instruments: Principle of operation of galvanometer, PMMC, Moving Iron instruments,

Resistance measurements using Wheatstone bridg€, Kelvin Double Bridge, Ohm meter, AC bridges: Maxwell bridge,

Maxwell wein bridge, Hey's Bridge, Schering Bridge, Anderson Bridge, Campbell Bridge.

Unit IV Instrumentation for Generation and Analysis of Waveforms: Signal generators: Fixed and variable AF

oscillators, AF sine and square wave generator, Function generator: Square and pulse generator, Sweep generator,

wave analyzer, harmonic distortion anallzer, spectrum analyzer, spectrum analysis.

'.' Storag€ and Display Devices: Necessity ofrecorders, recording requirements, graphic recorders, stri;r r:l .

.. rnagnetic tape recorders, digital tape recorders. Electronic indicating instruments, sevenscgir,r

,r,lay, fourteen segrnental display Nixie tube.

Unit VI Transducers and DATA Acquisition Systems: Strain gauge, LVDT, thermocouple, piezoelectric,

crystal and photoelectric transducers and their applications. Data acquisition systems.

Unit VII Telemetry: Introduction, method of data transmission, types of telemetry systems and applications.

Sussested Rerditres / Booksr

I Electrical and Elecftonic Mcoswements and lnshumentation, by K. SAWHNEY. I

Electronic lnstrumentation and Measuement Techniques, by D Cooper.
i Electronic Insfumentation, by H.S. Kalsi, Tata McGraw Hill

Applied Elechonics Instrumentation and measurement, David Buchla, Wayne Melachlan:

Electronics Measurement and lnstrumentation,Oliver by B.H and Cag J.M. McGrawHill.

El€ment of Electronic Instnunentation & Measurment, by Car, Pearson Education.
j -lronic Measurments & lnstrumentation, by Kishore, Pearson Education.

{ ontrol Systems and Instrumentation, Bartelt, Cengage t-€aming

BTEC405 Pulse Wave Shaping and Switching
Unit I Introduction to Basic Elements and Waveforms: Passive and Active circuit elements, AC througii

inductor and capacitor, AC thrcugh Resistor-inductor and resistor-capacitor in series, Series and paralLer

resonance circui! Different input signals, Average and RMS value.

Unit II Bistable Multivibrators: Role of feedback in electronic circuits, Fixed bias and self-bias bistable

multivibrator, Speed-up Capacitors, unsl'rnmetrical and s)'mmetrical triggering, Application ofTrigger input at the

base ofOFF Transistor, Application of Trigger input at the base ofON Transistor, Bisatble multivibrator as T

Flip-Flop, Schmitt trigger circuit, Calculation ofUpper Tripping Point and Lower Tripping Point.

Unit I[ Monostable and Astable Multivibrators: Collector Couple and Emitter Coupled Monostable

.Iltivibrator, Expression tbr Gate width, Astable Collector coupled and emitter coupled multivibrator,

. r)tary Transistor Astable multivibrator. el



Unit IV Switching Characteristics of Devices: Diode and transistor as electronic switch, Breakdown

mechanism in diode, Effect of temperature on diode, Charge storage phenomena, Switching times in diode and

kansistor, Delay time, Rise time, Storage time and fall time, Use of Schotkey diode for reducing storage time.
' f .inear Wave Shaping: Low pass RC Network, Response to standard waveforms circuits, Integrator'

. IIC circuits, Response to standard waveforms, Differentiator, Double differentiation, Attenuator

Unit \T NON- Linear Wave Shaping: Clipping circuits (diode & transistor), Diode comparators, Transisil

differential comparator, Operational amplifier comparator, clamping circuits, Practical clamping circuit,

clamping circuit theorem.

Suqsested Readinss / Books:

I Pulse and Digital Switching Circuits by Milliman, Taub; Tata Mcgraw Hill
I Pulse and Digital Circuits by Moftiki S. Prakash Rao; Tata Mcgraw Hill
! Pulse & Digital Circuits, by Rao K, Peafson Education.

I Switching Theory & t ogic Design, by Rao, Pearson Education.

Wave Generation and Shaping by Strauss Mccraw Hill.
i Pulse and Switching Circuits by Sanjeev Kumar; Dhanpat Rai & Company

-

,-ucration of DSB & DSB-SC AM signal using balanced modulator & determine modulatiol I r.

detection of DSB using Diode detector.

-l Generation of SSB AM sigral & detection of SSB signal using product detector. l
To generate a FM Signal using Varactor & reactance modulation.

Ll Detection of FM Signal using PLL & foster seelay & resonant detector.

i-l To Study Super heterodyne AM receiver and measurement of receiver parameters viz. sensitivity, selectivity

& fidelity.

L To study the circuit of PWM & PPM modulator & Demodulator

U Snrdy of Frequency Division Multiplexing / Demultiplexing with sinusoidal & audio inputs Using DSBSC. !
. :lion & shrdy ofAnalog TDM at least 4 channels.

i,ng Theorem & Reconstruction of Signal from its samples using Natural Sampling, Flat Top \r

& Sample & Hold Circuits & effect of duty cycle.

il To draw & study Polar plots & polarization of Helical, Ground plane, Yagiuda & dipole Antenna & caleui..

Antenna gain, Antenna beam width, Element current & Front-back ratio ofantenna.

tr To study Antenna matching using stubline.

L I To study a transmission line attenuation & frequency characteristics.

m



BTEC407 Electronic Measurement & Instrumentation
I Measurement of Inductance by Maxwell's Bridge.

I Measurement of small resistance by Kelvin's Bridge.

! Measurement of Capacitance by Schering Bridge.

! Measurement of Frequency by Wein Bridge.

! Measurement of medium resistanc€ by Wheat Stone's Bridge.

I Determination of frequency & phase angle using C.R.O.

- To find the Q ofa coil using LCR-Q meter.

To determine ouput characteristic of a LVDT and determine its sensitivity.

--v characteristics of temperature transducer like Thermocouple, Thermistor and RTD with implementati{'

. .nall project using signal conditioning circuit.

Study characteristics oflight transducer like Photovoltaic cell, Phototransistor and Pin Photodiode with

implementation of small project using signal conditioning circuit.

f To sh,tdy input- output characteristics of a potentiometer and to use two potentiometers as an error detector.

i To shrdy transmitter- receiver characteristics ofa synchro set to use the set as control component.

. To study the operation ofa d-c positional servo system and to investigate the effect of damping and supply

voltage on its response.

- To study the operation ofan a.c. position servo-system and to obtain effects of supply voltage and system

parameter on its transient response.

To shrdy a stepper motor and control its direction speed and number ofsteps with the help ofa microprocessor.

BTEC408 Lab Signal & Systems Using MATLAB i MENTOR DSP

Generation ofcontinuous and Discrete Unit step signal.

I Generation of exponential and Ramp Signal in Continuous and Discrete Domain. I
Continuous and Discrete time Convolution.

! Adding and subtracting nvo Given Signals (Continues as well as Discrete Signals) [
To generate a random binary wave.

n To Generale a Random Sequences with arbitrary distribution, means and Variances for following: tl

Rayleigh Distribution

--l Uniform distribution

'-i:russian distribution.

t o Plot Probability density functions. Find Mean and Variance for the above distribution

4
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tr To study Power Spectrun D€nsity

! To study Dilference Equation to dwelop elementaqr signal fimction modules (m-files) for unit sample, unit

s!ep, exponential and unit ramp s€qu€oces.

I To dwelop program modrles basod on operation on sequences llftg sign'l shifting signal folding; signal

addition aod signal multiplication

To develop program for discretre convolution and corelation .

To develop program for finding response ofthe LTI system described by the difference equation. !
To develop gogram for comprting inverse Ztransform.
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BTCS 304 Data Structures

PART-A

l. Dynamic Memory Management: Understanding pointers, usage of pointers, arithmetic on pointers, memory

allocation, memory management functions and operators, debugging pointers - dangling pointers, memory

leaks, etc. I2l
Introduction: Concept of data type, definition and brief description ofvarious data structures, data structures

.rs data types, operations on data structures, algorithm complexity, Big O notation. i

{ r t ays: Linear and multi-dimensional arrays and their representation, operations on arrays, sparse l'niir,

and their storage.

Linked List: Linear linked list, operations on linear linked list, doubly linked list, operations on doubly linked

list, application of linked lists. I4l

5, Stacks: Sequential and linked representations, operations on stacks, application of stacks such as parenthesis

checker, evaluation of postfix expressions, conversion from infix to postfix representation, implementing

recursive functions. [41

6. Queues: Sequential representation of queue, linear queue, circular queue, operations on linear and circular

queue, linked representation ofa queue and operations on it, deque, priority queue, applications ofqueues.

141

PART-B

rices: Basic terminology, sequential and linked represenations of hees, traversing a binary'

recursive and non-recursive procedures, inserting a node, deleting a node, brief introduction to threaded bina, 
'

trees, AVL trees and B-trees. I4l

8, Heaps: Representing a heap in memory, operations on heaps, application ofheap in implementing priority

queue and heap sort algorithm. I2l
9, Graphs: Basic terminology, representation of graphs (adjacency matrix, adjacency list), traversal ofa graph

@readth-first search and depth-first search), and applications ofgraphs. t31

10. Hashing & Hash Tables: Comparing direct address tables with hash tables, hash functions, concept of

collision and its resolution using open addressing and separate chaining, double hashing, rehashing. I3l

1.

4.

5.

Searching & Sorting: Searching an element using linear search and binary search techniques, Sorting anar'.

, bubble sort, selection sort, insertion sort, quick sort, merge sort, heap sort, shell sort and radix sort-

romplexities of searching & sorting algorithms.

Sartaj Sahni, Data Structuref, Algorithms and Appfications in C++, Tata Mccraw Hill.

Tenenbaum, Augenstein, & lsngsam, Data Structures using C and C++, Prentice Hall oflndia.

R. S. Salaria, Data Structures & Algorithms Using C+. Khanna Book Publishing Co. (P) Ld. 
^ 

,,/
Seymour Lipschutz, Data Structures, Schaum's Outline Series. Tata McGraw Hill lLY I
Kruse, Drtr structures & Program Design, prentice Hall of lndiu. 

'-" a-V

6. R. S. Salaria, Test Your Skills in Datr Structurel'--1h
'\-*"



BTEC-501 DIGITAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Intemal Marks: 40

Extemal Marks: 60

LTP

310

Total Marks: 100

UNIT I: - Elements of Digital Communication System:- Block diagram of Digital
Communication system, Digital representation of Analog signals, Advantages and
Disadvantages of Digital Communication system, Bandwidth -SA.,l trade off, Hartley
Shannon Law, Sampling theorem Concept of amount of Infonnation and entropy,
Shannon Fano Source Coding, Huffman sourcc coding and Lampel-Ziv Source coding
algorithm,

UNIT-II: - Pulse Code Modulation- Sampling, Sampling Rate, Aliasing, quantization enor.
Uniform and Non uniform quantization, Dynamic Range, Coding efficiency, A law & p lavr.

companding, Bandwidth of PCM, Block diagram of PCM system. Delta Modulation.
Continuously variable Slope Delta Modulator (CVSDM) or Adaptive Delta Modulation,
Differential Pulse Code Modulation, Intersymbol Interference, Eye Pattems, Signal power in
binary digital signals.

UNIT-III Line Coding & Multiplexing Techniques: Line Coding & its properties.
NRZ & RZ types, signaling format for unipolar, Polar, bipolar (AMI) & Manchester
coding and their power spectra (No derivation), HDB and BSZS signaling, Nyquist's
criterions for pulse shaping, Fundamentals of time division multiplexing, Bit versus word
interleaving, Statistical TDM, Codecs & Combo Chips. Basics of TDMA, FDMA and
CDMA

UNIT-IV Digital Carrier Modulation & Demodulation Techniques: Introduction,
Amplitude Shift Kelng (ASK), ASK Spectrum, ASK Modulator, Coherent ASK
Detector, Noncoherent ASK Detector, Frequency Shift Keying (FSK), FSK Bit Rate and
Baud, Bandwidth and Frequency Spectrum of FSK, FSK Transmitter, Non-coherent FSK
Detector, Coherent FSK Detector, FSK Detection Using PLL, Binary Phase Shift Keying.
Binary PSK Spectrum, BPSK Transmitter, Coherent PSK Detection, Quadrature Phase
Shift Keying (QPSK), QPSK Demodulator, Offset QPSK ,/4 QPSK, Comparison of
conventional QPSK, Offset QPSK and 7/4 QPSK, M-Ary BPSK, Quadrature Amplinrde
Modulation (QAM); MQAM transmitters and receivers, Band Width efficiency, Carrier
Recovery; Squaring Loop & Costas Loop, Differential PSK, DBPSK transmitter and
receiver, Constant Envelop Modulation; Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) & Gaussian
Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK ), matched filter receivers, bandwidth consideration and
probability ofenor calculations for ASK, PSK, FSK schemes.

TEXT BOOK RECOMMENDED

1. Electronic Communication System Fundamentals through
Tomasi 5th 2009 Pearson Education.

Advance

l\,/dl

Wayne



2. Communication Systems, Fourth Edition, Sinon llaykin, Wiley publication.

BOOI(S RECOMMENDEI)

l. Modern Electronic Comnunication, (6th edition), by Gary M. Miller, published by
Prentice-flall, 199
2. Infioduction to Connunication Systems, ftird edition, by F. G. Stremler,
AddisonWesley, 1990.
3. Digital Communication, E.A. L€e and D.G. Messerschmitt, , Kluwer Academic
Publishers, I 994
4. Digital Communication Receivers, H. Meyr, M. Moeneclaey, S.A. Fechtel, Wiley,
1998
5. Modulation and Coding Techniques in Wireless Communications by EVGEMI
KROTIK SERGEI SEMENOV, WII.EY, 2OI I.

xl



BTEC-502 DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

Intemal Marks: 40
Extemal Marks: 60
Total Marks: 100

UNIT I
Introduction: Limitations of analog signal processing, Advantages of digital signal
processing and its applications; Some elementary discrete time sequences and systems; Basic
elements of digital signal processing such as convolution, correlation and
autocorrelation, Concepts of stability, causality, linearity, difference equations. DFT and its
properties; Linear Periodic and Circular convolutron; Linear Filtering Methods based on
DFT; Fast Fourier Transform algorithm using decimation in time and decimation
frequency techniques; Goertzel algorithm.

I]IYIT II
The Z Transform! Introduction, Z-Transform, Region of convergence; Inverse Z
Transform methods, properties ofZ transform.

UNIT III
Design of Digital Filters: Structures of realization of discrete timc system, direct form,
Cascade fonn, parallel form and lattice structure of FIR and IIR systems. Linear Phase
FIR filters; Design methods for FIR filters; IIR filter design by Impulse Invariance,
Bilinear Transformation, Matched Z-Transformation, Analog and Digital Transformation
in the Frequency Domain. Finite Precision Effects: Fixed point and Floating point
representations, Effects of coefficient unitization, Effect of round off noise in digital
filters, Limit cycles.

UNIT IV
DSP Processors: Architectures ofADSP and TMS series of orocessor.

RECOMMENDED TEXT BOOK
Digitat Signal Processing Principles, Algorithms and Application John G Proakis,
Dimtris G Manolakis 4th 2009.

Books Recommended
1. Discrete-Time Signal Processing Alan V Oppenheim, Ronald W Schafer, John R

Back 2nd 2008, Prentice Hall.
2. Digital Signal Processing S. Salivahan, A Vallavaraj, Gnanpiya lst 2008 Tata

McGraw Hill.
3. Digital Signal Processing-A computer based approach S. K. Mitra lst 2006 Tata

McGraw Hill
4. Jervis, 

-Digital Signal Processingl, Pearson Education India.
5. lntroduction to Digital Signal Processing Johny R.Johnson lst 2006, Prentice

Hall.

LT P
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BTEC-s03

Intemal Marks: 40

Extemal Marks: 60

LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

LTP

310

Total Marks: 100

UNIT I
DIFFERENTIAL AND CASCADE AMPLIFIERS: Introduction, Differential
Amplifier, Differential Amplifier Circuit Configuration, Dual Input-Balanced output
Differential Amplifier, Dual Input-Unbalanced output Differential Amplifier,Singlc
Input-Balanced output Differ€ntial Amplifier, Single Input-unbalanced output
Differential Amplifier with their DC and AC analysis, Differential Amplifier with
swamping resistors, Constant current bias, Current Mirror, Cascaded differential
Amplifier Stages, kvel Translator, CE-CB configuration.

UNIT II
INTRODUCTION TO OPf,RATIONAL AMPLIFIERS: Block diagram of a tlpical
Op-Amp, Schematic symbol, integtated circuits and their types, IC package types, Pin

Identification and temperature range, Int€rpretation of data sheets, Overview of typical
set of data sheets, Characteristics and performance parameters of and Op-Amp, Ideal

Op-Arnp, Equivalent circuit of an Op-Amp, Ideal voltage transfer curve, Open loop
configurations : Differential, Inverting & Non Inverting. Practical Op-Amp: Input offset
voltage, Input bias current, Input offset current, total output offset voltage, Thermal drift,
Effcet of variation in power supply voltages on offset voltage, Change in Input offset

voltage and lnput offset current with time, Temperature and supply voltage sensitive
parameters, Noise, Common Mode configuration and common mode rejection Ratio.
Feedback confi gurations.

UNIT III
APLICATIONS OF OP-AMP: DC and AC amplifiers, Peaking Amp, Summing,
Scaling and Averaging Amp, Instrumentation Amplifier, V to I and I and to V converter,
Log and Antilog Amp, Integrator, Differentiator. Active filters: First order LP
Butterworth filter, Second order LP Butterworth filter, First order HP Butterworth filter,
Second order HP Butterworth filter, Higher order filters, Band pass filter, Band reject
filters, All pass filter, Phase shift oscillator, Wein bridge oscillator, Quadrature
oscillator, Square wave generator, Triangular wave generator, Sawtooth wave generator,

Voltage connolled oscillator, Basic comparator, Zero crossing detector, Schmitt trigger,

window detector, V to F andFto V converters, A toD and D to A converters, Peak

Detector, Sarnple and Hold Circuil

UNIT IV

b---



SPECIALIZEL IC APPLICATIONS: lC 555 Timer: Pin configuration, Block
diagram, application of IC 555 as Monogtable and Astable Multivibrator., Phase hck
Loops: Operating principles & applications of IC 565, Voltage Regulators: Fixed voltage

rcgulators, Adjustable voltage regulatorg Switching Regulstors.

Recomnended TertBmh:

l. Op Amps & Linear Int€Fi€d cfucuits by Ramakant Gayahrad.

Recommended Reference Books

l. Op Amps & Linear Int€grat€d circuits by Cougblin

2. Op Amps & Linear Int€grat€d circuib by RaviRaj Dudeja

h/



BTEC-504

Intemal Marks: 40

Extemal Marks: 60

MICROPROCESSORS & MICROCONTROLLERS

LTP

410

Total Marks: 100

Unit I
INTRODUCTION TO 8085 ITIICROPROCESSOR: History and evolution of
Microprocessors, 8085 Microprocessor, Memory Interfacing, Memory mapped VO and
peripheral mapped UO 8085 Microprocessor Programming model. Introduction to 8085
instructions, programming techniques, counters and time delays, stack and subroutines,
interrupts.
Unit II
8051 MICROCONTROLLER: Comparison of Microprocessor and Microcontroller,
micro controller and embedded processors, Architectue and pin configuration of 8051
Unit III
8051 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING: Introduction to 8051 Assembly
programming, Data Types and directives, 8051 flag bits and PSW register. Register
banks and stack. Jump loop and call instructions, I/O Port progflunming: Addressing
modes and accessing memory using various addressing modes. Arithmetic instructions and
prograrns, Logic inshuctions and programs, Single bit instructions and programming,
Timer/comter progmmming in the 8051.
Unit IV
SERIAL COMMUNICATION: 8051 connection to RS 232, 8051 serial communication
programming, interfacing of 805 I microcontroller: t CD, ADC and DAC, Stepper motor.

Recommended Text Books:-
1. Microprocessor Architecture, Programming and application with 8085 by Gaonkar
2. The 8051 Microcontroller and anbedded Systems by: - Ali Mazidi, Pearson Education
3. The 8051 Microcontroller by K. J. Ayal4 Cengage Leaming.

M'/
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BTEC-50s

Intemal Marks: 30
Extemal Marks: 20
Total Marks: 50

LAB DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

LT P
002

Llst Of Experiments:

Perform the following exercises using MATLAB

l. To develop elementary signal function modules (m-files) for unit sample, unit
step, exponential and unit ramp sequences.

2. Write a program in MATLAB to generate standard sequences.
3. Write a program in MATLAB to compute power density spectrum of a sequence.
4. To develop program modules based on operation on sequences like signal

Shifting, signal f6lding, signal addition and signal multiplication.
5. Write a program in MATLAB to veriff linear convolution.
6. Write a program in MATLAB to veri$ the circular convolution.
7. To develop program for finding magnihrde and phase response ofLTI system

Described by system function H(z).
8. To develop program for finding response of the LTI system described by the

difference ecuation.
9. To develop prbgram for computing inverse Z-transform.
10. To develop program for computing DFT and IDFT.
I l. To develop program for conversion of direct form realization to cascade form

realization.
12. To develop program for cascade realization ofIIR and FIR filters.
I 3 . To develop program for designing FIR filter.
14. To develop program for designing IIR filter.
15. To write a MATLAB program for noise reduction using correlation and

autocorrelation methods.
16. To write a MATLAB programs for pole-zero plol amplitude, phase response and

impulse response from the given kansfer function of a discrete-time
causal system.

17. Write a program in MATLAB to find frequency response of different types of
analog

filters.
18. Write a progmm in MATLAB to design FIR filter (LPIHP) through Window

technique
a. Using rectangular window
b. Using triangular wrndow

#,-' &
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BTEC-506

Internal Marks: 30
External Marks: 20

002
Total Marks: 50

List Of Experiments:

1. To study differential amplifier configurations.
2. To measure the performance parameters of an Op amp.
3. Application of Op amp as Inverting and Non Inverting amplifier.
4. To study frequency response ofan Op Amp
5. To use the Op-Amp as summing, scaling & averaging amplifier.
6. To use the Op-Amp as Instrumentation amplifier
7. Design differentiator and Integrator using Op-Amp.
8. Application of Op Amp as Log and Antilog amplifrer. Design Low pass, High

pass and Band pass lst order butterworth active filters using Op Amp.
9. Design Phase shift oscillator using Op-Anp.
10. Design Wein Bridge oscillator using Op-Amp.
1 l. Application of Op Amp as Sawtooth wave generator.

12. Application ofOp Amp as Zero Crossing detector and window detector.
13. Application of Op Amp as Schmitt Trigger.
14. Design. a series regulators with an error amplifier to provide an output voltage of5

volt at a load current of 1.5 Amp. Use a 741 Op-Amp and speciff the Zener
voltage necessary transistor gain and the maximum power dissipation of the
transrstor.

15. Design a delay circuit using 555.

16. To examine the operation of a PLL and to determine the free running frequency,

the capture range and the lock in range of PLL.
I 7. Verification of hardware results obtained using SPICE.

I,AB LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRUIT

LTP



BTEC-507 Lab-Digital Communicefion Systcm

Intemal Marks: 30 L T P
Extemal Marks: 20 0 0 2

Total Marks: 50

LIST OF E)CERIMENTS

I . Study of Time Division Multiplexing system.
2. Study ofpulse code modulation and demodulation.
3. Sudy of delta modulation and demodulation and observe effect ofslope overload.
4. Study pulse data 66ding techniques for various formats.
5. Data decoding techniques for various formats.
6. Study of amplitude shift keying modulator and demodulator.
7. Study offrequency shift keying modulator and demodulator.
8. Study ofphase shift keying modulator and demodulator.
9. Error Detection & Correction using Hamming Code
10. Digital link simulation; error introduction & error estimation in a digital link using
MATLAB (SIMLJLINKy communication simulation packages.
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BTEC-508 Lab Hardware Programme & Interfacing

Intemal Marks: 30
Extemal Marks: 20

Total Marks: 50

LTP
oo2

LIST OF EXPERIMENTS

Note: Any Eight Experiments each from Part A and Part-B Part-A: List
of Experiments using 8085/8086:

l. Study of 8085 and 8086 Microprocessor Kits.
2. Write a program to add two 8-bit number using 8085.
3. Write a program to add two 16-bit number using 8085.
4. Write a program to subtract two 8-bit number using 8085.

5. Write a program io subhact two l6-bit number using 8085.

6. Write a program to multiply nvo 8 bit numbers by repetitive addition method using
8085.

7. Write a program to sort series using bubble sort algorithm using 8085.
8. Write a program to copy 12 bles of data from source to destination using 8086.
9. Write a program to find maximum and minimum from series using 8086.
10. Write a program to conkol the operation of stepper motor using 8085/8086

m icroprocessors and 8255 PPI.

ll. Write a program to control speed of DC motor using 8085/8086 microprocessors and
8255 PPI.

Part-B : List of Experiments using 8051 :

l. Study of 8051/8031 Micro controller kits.
2. Write a program !o add two numbers lying at two memory locations and display the

result.
3. Write a program for multiplication of two numbers lying at memory location and dispi, .

the result.
4. Write a Program to arrange l0 numbers stored in memory location in Ascending and

Descending order.
5. Write a program to show the use of INT0 and INTI.
6. Write a program of Flashing LED connected to port I of the Micro Controller
7. Write a program to generate a Ramp waveform using DAC with micro controller.
8. Write a program to interface the ADC.
9. Write a program to control a stepper motor in direction, speed and number of steps.

10. Write a program to control the speed of DC motor.
I l. lnterfacing ofhigh power devices to Micro-controller port-lines, LED, relays and

LCD display.
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Sixth Semester
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BTCS4O1 OPERATINGSYSTEMS

Internal Marks: 40
External Marks: 60

Total Marks: llx)

PART-A

1. Introduction to Operating system, Role of Operating System as resource manager, function of
kemel and shell, operating system structures, views of an operating system.

2. Process management: CPU scheduling, Scheduling Algorithms, PCB, Process synchronization,

Deadlocks, Prevention, Detection and Recovery.

3. Memory Management: Overlays, Memory management policies, Fragmentation and its types,

Partitioned memory managements, Paging, Segmentation, Need of Virtual memories, Piu,,

rcplacement Algorithms, Concept of Thrashing.

PART-B

4. Device Management: VO system and secondary storage structure, Device management policies,

Role of VO traffic controller. scheduler.

5. File Management: File System Architecture, Layered Architecture, Physical and Logical File

Systems, Protection and Security.

5. Brief study to multiprocessor and distributed operating systems.

7. Case Studies: LINUX / UND( Operating System and Windows based operating systems.

Suggested Readings/ Books:
l. A Silberschae and Peter B. Galvin, 

-Operating 
System Concepts" Addisonl Wesley Publishing

Company
2. Dhamdhere, 

-Systems 
Programming & Operating Systemsl Tata McGraw Hill

l. Gary Nutt" 
-Operating 

Systems Conceptsl, Pearson Education Ltd. 3rd Edition
4. Operating System by Madnick Donovan
5. Operating System by Stallings

LTP
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BTEC-601 MICROWAVE AND RADAR ENGINEERING

Internal Marks: 40 L T P

External Marks: 60 4 I 0
Total Marks: 100

Microwave Tubes: Limitations of conventional tubes, construction, operation and properties oi'
:itystron Amplifier, reflex Klystron, Magn€tron, Travelling Wave Tube (TWT), Backward \i
Jscillator (BWO), Crossed field amplifiers.
Microwave Solid State Devices: Limitation of conventional solid state devices at Miclo,.
Transistors (Bipolar, FET), Diodes (Tunnel, Varactor, PIN), Transferred Electron Devices 1ur 

'

diodc), Avalanche transit time effect (IMPATT, TRAPATT, SBD), Microwave Amplification by
Stimulated Emission of Radiation (MASER).

Microwave Components: Analysis of Microwave components using s-parameters, Junctions (8,
H, Hybrid), Directional coupler, Bends and Comers, Microwave posts, S.S. tuners, Attenuators,
Phase shifteq Ferrite devices (Isolator, Circulator, Gyrator), Cavity resonator, Matched termination.

Microwave Measurements: Power measurements using calorimeters and bolometers,

Measurement of Standing Wave Ratro (SWR), Frequency and wavelengtlt, Microwave bridges.

Introduction to Radar Systems: Basic Principle: Block diagram and operation of Radar, Radar

range Equation, Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) and Range Ambiguities, Applications of Radar

Doppler Radars: Doppler determination of velocity, Continuous Wave (CW) radar and its
iimitations, Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) radar, Basic principle and operatiol
.'loving Target Indicator (MTI) radaq Delay line cancellers, Blind speeds and staggered PRFs. Sc:r 

',
and Tracking Techniques: Various scanning techniques (Horizontal, vertical, spiral, pahncr .

nodding), Angle tracking systems (Lobe switching, conical scan, monopulse), Range tracking systc r, .

Doppler (velocity) tracking systems.

Text books:
1. Microwave devices and circuits: Samuel Liao; PHI
2. Microwave devices and Radar Engg: M. Kulkami; Umesh Publications
3. trnhoduction to radar systems: Merill I. Skolnik
Reference Books:
1. Foundation of Microwave Engg. : R.E. Collin; McGraw Hill
2. Microwave Engg: K.C Gupta



BTEC-602 WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONSYSTEM

Internal Marks: 40
External Marks: 60
Total Marks: 100

Introduction: A basic cellular system, performance criteria, operation of cellular systems, planning

a cellular system, analog & digital cellular systems. Examples of Wireless Communication
Systems: Paging Systems, Cordless Telephone Systems, Cellular Telephone Systems. Blue tooth
and ZigBee.

Elements of Cellular Radio Systems Design: General description of the problem, concept of
frequency reuse channels, co-channel interference reduction factor, desired C/I from a normal case

in an omni directional antenna system, cell splitting, consideration of the components of cellul;r'
systems.

Digital Communication through fading multipath channels: Fading channel anrl I

characteristics- Channel modeling, Digital signaling over a frequency non selective slowly tacirr-

channel. Concept of diversity branches and signal paths. Combining methods: Selective diversity
combining, Switched combining, maximal ratio combining, Equal gain combining.

Multiple Access Techniques for Wireless Communications: Introduction, Frequency Division
Multiple Access (FDMA), Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Spread Spectrum Multiple
Access, Space Division Multiple Access, Packet Radio Protocols; Pure ALOHA, Slotted ALLOHA.

Wireless Systems & Strndrrds: AMPS and ETACS, United states digital cellular (IS- 54 & IS 136),

Global system for Mobile (GSM): Services, Features, System Architecture, and Channel Types,
Frame Structure for GSM, Speech Processing in GSM, GPRS/EDGE specifications and features.3G

systems: UMTS & CDMA 2000 standards and specifications. CDMA Digital standard (IS 95):

Frequency and Channel specifications, Forward CDMA Channel, Reverse CDMA Channel, \\r.
Cable Television.

Future trends: 4G mobile techniques, LTE-Advance systems

Recommended Text Books:

l. T.S.Rappapon, Wireless Communications: Principles and Practice,2nd Edition, Pearson

Education Asia. 2010.

2. William C Y Lee, Mobile Cellular Telecommunications, 2nd Edition, MGH, 2004.

3. Raj Pandya, -Mobile and Personal Communication systems and servicesl, Prentice Hall of
India, 2001.

LTP
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BTEC-603 ENGINEERING ECONOMICS & I\DUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT

External Marks: 60

Internal Marks: 40
Total Marks: lfi)

L
3

TP
10

Cost analysis: Break-even analysis, two and three altematives, graphical solution. Breakeven
charts, effects ofchanges in fixed and variable costs. Minimum cost analysis,

economics ord€r quality. Effect ofrisk and uncertainty on lot size.

Replacement Studies: Reasons for replacement, factors to be considered in replacement Srudicr
discounted cash flow analysis, economic life ofa project, challenger and defender.
Economic Analysis Of Investment Alt€rnatives : Basic economy study pattems and their
comparison, decision making in selection of alternative by present worth methods, rate of retum
method, payout period method and uniform annual cost method, economic
analysis ofnew projects, effect oftaxation on economic studies.

Cost Estimation : Difference between cost estimation and cost accounting, qualifications

of an estimator. Estimating procedure, Estimate of material cost and labour cost. Estimation of cost in
various manufacturing operations.
Depreciation : Types ofdepreciation and their Methods.

Concepts of Industrial Management: Concept, Development, application and scope of Industrial
Management , Functions of Managemen! Evolution of Management Thought : Taylor's Scientific
Management, Fayol's,Principles of Management, Douglas Mc-Gregor's Theory X and Theory \
Mayo's Ha*thorne, Experiments, Hertzberg's Two Factor Theory of Motivation, Mas i. .

Hierarchy of Human Needs'

Productivity : Definition, measurement, pfoductivity index, types of production system, lndurL

Ownership.

Designing Organizational Structures: Concept, Imporiance and characteristics of organization.
Types of organization - Project, matrix and informal organization. Span of control, Delegation of
authority.

Materials Management-Objectives, Inventory - functions, types, associated costs, Inventory
Control Systems-Continuous review system-periodical review system. Stores Management and Stores

Records. Purchase management, duties ofpurchase of manager,
associated forms.

TEXTBOOKS
l. O.P Khanna, Industrial Engineering.

2. T.N. Bhagooiwal Economics of Labow and Industrial Relations (Sahitya BhawrtrAga)
3. Engineering Economy : Thuesen Prentice Hall

REFERENCES
Minappa and Personnel Managements M.S. Saiyada (Tata Mc Graw Hill)
C.B. Mamoria Personnel Management (Himalaya publishing house Bombay)

1.

2.

3.
A

Engg. Economics Analysis Bullinger
Introduction to Econometrics : Kliwen Prepce Hallt/w



BTEC-604 VLSIDESIGN

lnternal Marks: 40
External Marks: 60
Total Marks: 100

lntroduction: lntroduction to Computer-aided design tools for digital systems. Hardware

description languages, Introduction to VHDL, Data objects, Classes and data types, Operators,

Overloading, and Logical operators. Types of delays, Entity and Architech.rre declaration

Introduction to behavioral, dataflow and structural models

VHDL Statements: Assignment statements, Sequential Statements and Process, Conditional
Statements, Case Statements, Array and Loops, Resolution Functions, Packages & Libraries,

Concurrent Statements.

Applications of VHDL: Combinational Circuit Design such as such as Multiplexen, Encoders,
Decoders, Code Converters, Comparators, and Implementation of Boolean firnctions etc.,
Sequential Circuit Design such as Shift registers, Counters etc.

Review of MOS Devices: MOS Structure, Enhancement & Depletion Transistor, Thresl'.

Voltage, MOS device desigrr equations MOS Transistor Models. NMOS, PMOS, CMOS.

Baslc Electrical Properties and Circuit Concepts: The NMOS Inverter and Transfer

Characteristics pull up and pull down ratios of NMOS, alternative forms of pull up the CMOS

Inverter and transfer characteristics. CMOS Inverter Delays. Driving large Capacitive loads,

Propagation delays and effect of wiring capacitance.

Circuit Characterization and Performance Estimation: Estimation of R, C, L, Switching

Characteristics-delay models. Power dissipation. Scaling of MOS circuits. Effect ofdevice scaling on

circuit performance.

Recommended Text Books3

| . -A WDL Primn arl : Bhasker; Prentice Hall I 995 .

2. Weste and Eshri glian, 
-Pinciple of CMOS VLSI Designl Pearson Education, 2001 .

3. Pucknell D A and Eshraghian K, -Basic 
VLSI Designl, Prentice Hall India, New Delhr

(2003).

4. Fundamentals of Digital Logic with VHDL Design: Brown and Vranesic; TMH(2000)

5. S. M. Kang, Y. Lebiebici, -CMOS digital integrated circuits analysis & designn TMH,
3rd Edition.

LTP
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BTEC.6O5 LABVLSI

Internal Marks: 30 L T P
External Marks: 20 0 0 2
Totrl Mrrks: 50
List of Experiments:
Combinationd Design Exercises

1. Design of basic Gates: AND, OR, NOT.

2. Design ofuniversal gates

3. Design of2: I Mux using other basic gates

4. Design of2 to 4 Decoder

5. Design ofHalf-Adder, Full Adder, Half Substractor, Full Substractor

6. Design of 3:8 Decoder

7. Design of 8:3 Priority Encoder

8. Degign of4 Bit Binary to Grey code Converter

9. Desigr of4 Bit Binary to BCD Converter using sequential statement

10. Design an 8 Bit parity generator ( with for loop and Generic statements)

I l. Design of 2,s Complementary for 8-bit Binary number using Generate statements

Sequential Design Exercises

I 2. Design of all type of Flip-Flops using ( if+hen-else) Sequential Constructs

13. Design of 8-Bit Shift Register widr shift fught, Rhisft Left, l,oad and Synchronous reset.

14. Design of Synchronous 8-bit Johnson Counter.

15. Design of Synchronous S-Bit universal shift register ( parallel-in, parallel-out) with 3- state

output ( IC 74299)

16. Design of4 Bit Binary to BCD Converter using sequential statement.

17. Design counten O,|OD 3, MOD 5, MOD 8, MOD 16)

18. Desigr a decimal up/down counter that counts up from 00 to 99 or down from 99 to 00.

i

19. Design 3-line o 8-line decoder widr address latch

Highlight



BTEC{06 I,AB MICROWAVE ENGINEERING

Internel Marls: 30
External Marks: 20
Total Marks: 50

List of Experiments:

l. Study of microwave components and instruments.

2. Measurement of crystal characteristics and proof of the square law characteristics of the

diode.

3. Measurement of klysfron characteristics.

4. Measurement of VSWR and standing wave ratio.

5. Measurernent of Dielectic constants.

6. Measurerrent of Directivity and coupling coefficient of a directional coupler.

7. Measurement of Q of a cavity.

8. Calibration ofthe attenuation constant ofan attenuator.

9. Determination of the radiation chancteristics and gain of an antenna.

10. Determination ofthe phase-shift ofa phase shifter.

I l. Determination of the standing wave pattem on a transmission line and finding the length and

position of the short circuited stub.
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BTEC 901

Internal Marks: 40
External Marks: 60
Total Marks: 100

Introduction to Databas€ Systems:

RELATIONAL DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
LTP
310

File Systems Versus a DBMS, Advantages of a DBMS, Describing and Storing Data in a DBMS'

Database System Architecture, DBMS I-ayers, Data independence.

Physical Data organization: File organization and Indexing, Index Data structures, Hashing, B-

trees, clustered Index, Sparse Index, Dense Index, Fixed length and Variable length Records.

Data Models: Relational Model, Network Model, Hierarchical Model, ER Model: Entiti.

Attributes and Entity sets, Relationships and Relationship sets, constraints, weak Entities, Clas 
'

Hierarchies, Aggregation, Conccptual Database Design with ER Model, Comparison of Models'

The Relational Model: Int.odu"tion to the Relational Model, ER to Relational Model conversion,

Integrity Constraints over Relations, Enforcing Integrity constraints, Relational Algebra, Relational

Calculus. querying Relational Data

neUtionatQueryLanguages:SQL:BasicSQLQuery'CreatingTableandViews'.SQLasDML'
DDL and OCf-, SqI- atgeUraic Operations, Nested Queries, Aggregate Operations' Cursors'

DynamicsQL,fntegrityConstraintsinSQl,TriggersandActiveDatabase'Relational
Cl.pi"1"""r.-, S^ic qirery Optimization Strategies. Algebric Manipulation and Eq.ivalences.I

Oat"l"s" nesign:FunctionaiDependencies, feasoning about Functional Dependencies, Normal

Forms, Schemi Refinement, First, Second and Third Normal Forms' BCNF' Multi-valued

O"p""a"n"V, Join Dependency, Fourth and Fifth Normal Forms, Domain Key Normal Forms'

Decompositions.
Transaction Management:
,LCn p.op"rti"s, Serializability, Two-phase Commit protocol' Concurrency Control' l''
vunug"*"nq Loit Update Probiem, Inconsistent Read problem ' Read-write Locks' Deail

Handlins. 2pL protocol.
Database Protection:
Th."ut",n"""r.ControlMechanisms,DiscretionaryAccessControl'GrantandRevoke'Mandatc'r
Access Control, Bell lapadula Moiel, Role Based Security, Firewalls, Encryption and Digirai

Signatwes.
Suggested ReadingvBooks:
l.RamezElmasri,shamkantNavathe,FundamentalsofDatabasesystems,FifthEdition'pearson
education,2007.
2. C.J. Date , An Introduction to Database Systems, Eighth Edition, Pearson Education

3. Alexis leon, Mathews Leon , Database Management Systems, l-eon Press'

4. S. K. Singh, Database Systems Concepts, Design and Applications' Pearson Educaton'

q{



BTEC 902 MICRO ELECTRONICS

Internal Marks: 40 L T P

External Marks: 60 3 I 0
Total Marks: 100

INTRODUCTION: Advantages of IC's, General classification of IC's(Linear/Digital

,Monolithic/ Hybrid IC's), Basic IC fabrication steps.

CRYSTAL GRTOWTH AND EPITAXY: Starting material for formation of crystal, Horizontal

Bridgeman Method, Czochralski growth, Distribution of dopants, Zone refining, Silicon Float Zone

process, Si-Wafer preparation, Epitaxial growth, Techniques used for epitaxial

growth(LPE,VPE,MBE)

SILICON OXIDATION: Thermal oxidation process (Kinetics of growth , Thin oxide gro*'tt),

Effect of impurities on the oxidation rate, Preoxidation Cleaning, Various oxidation techniques,

Masking properties of SiO2 , IV PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY AND ETCHING, Pattem

generation Mask making, Contact and Proximity printing, Photoresistsl, Photolithography

Process(Lift off technology , Fine line photolithography), Wet/Dry etching, Reactive Plasma

etching techniques and applications

DIFFUSION AND ION IMPLANTATION: Basic diffusion process(Diffusion equation,

Diffirsion profiles), Extrinsic diffirsion, Lateral Diffr:sion, Ion Implantation Process (Ion distribution , Ion

Stopping), knplant Damage and Annealing process (Fumace and RTA), Vl

IC PACKAGING, Isolation Techniques, Testing of the Chip, Wire Bonding techniques, Flip

chip technique, Various Packaging methods and Materials, vll FABRICATION OF

MONOLITHIC COMPONENTS, Fabrication of Diodes, Resistors, capacitors and inductors,

Fabrication of BJT and FET, Fabrication of MOS Devices , CMOS fabrication techniques(nwell

and p-well process sequences), Introduction to MEMS.

Recommended Text Books:
I . Fundamental of Semiconductor Fabrication:Gray S.May and Simon M.Sze

2. VLSI Technology : Sze.

Reference Books:
1. Microelectronics: Jacob and Millmane'/



BTEC 903 INDUSTRIAL ELECTROMCS

Internal Marks: 40
External Marks: 60
Total Marks: lfi)

Characteristics of Selected Devices: Fast recovery diodes, Schottky diode, SCR, gate trigger and

commutation circuits, series and parallel connection of SCRs, Diac, Triac, UJT, Power MOSFETs.

Controlled Rectlfier: Half wave and full wave with resistive & R-L-E and resistive-inductive

loads. Free-wheeling diode, three phase rectifiers, Bridge rectifrers -half controlled and fully
controlled.

Inverter, Chopper and Cyclo converter: Voltage driven, current driven, bridge, parallel. St '

versions, control of output voltage-PWM schemes, harmonic reduction

Motor Control: D.C. and A.C. motor control, reversible drives, closed loop control, commutator le".
D.C. motor control.

A.C. Voltage Controllers: Types of AC Voltage Controllers, lntegral cycle control, single phase

voltage controller, Sequence control ofAC voltage (Transformer tap changers)

Books Recommended:

l. Power Electronics - P.C. Sen, Tata McGraw Hill Publishing Co., Ltd., 1987.

2. Power Electronics and Contol - S.K. Dutr4 Prentice llall of India Pvt. Ltd., 1986.

LTP
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BTECgM DIGITALSYSTEMDESIGN

Internal Marks: 40 L T P
External Marks: 60 4 | 0
Total Marks: 100

Combinational Logic: Review of adders, Subtractor, Multipliers, Multiplexers, ROM, PLA, pA I
PLD.

Synchronous Sequential Logic: Flip-flops, Triggering of flip-flops, Analysis of clocked sequ,-,

circuits, State reduction and assignment, Flip-flop excitation tables, Design procedure, Desrgn or
counters,

Finite State Machines: Finite state model, Memory elements and their excitation functions,
Synthesis of Synchronous sequential circuits, Capabilities and limitations of FSM, Design,
Modeling and Simulation of Moore and Mealy machines.

Algorithmic State Machines: ASM chart, Timing considerations, Control implementation, Control
Design with multiplexers, PLAs, etc.

Asynchronous Sequential Logic: Analysis Procedure, Circuits with latches, Design procedure,
Reduction of state and flow tables, Race-free state assignment, Hazards, Design examples.

Designing with Programmable Logic Devices and Programmable Gate Arrays: Re.,

memories, Programmable logic anays, Programmable array logic, Designing with FpGAs.
series FPGAs

TEXTBOOKS:
l. VHDL - 3rd Edition - Douglas Perry - TMH
2. Fundamentals of Digital tngic with VHDL design - Stephen Brown, Zvonko Vranesic - TMH,
3. Digital Design Principles - William I Fletcher.

REFERENCE BOOKS:
| . Digital System Design Using VHDL - Chales H. Roth.
2. Digital System Design - John Wakerley.
3. YHDL - Za;nalabedin Navabbr.
4. VHDL - D. Smith.



BTEC-905 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS AIID PATENT SYSTEMS

lntemal Marks: 40 L T P

Extemal Marks: 60 4 1 0
Total Marks: 100
Basic of intellectual property Rights

Introduction, Justification and Classification of intellectual property Rights, Classification of
Treaties relating to intellectual property Rights, Stranded setting treaties, Global protection system

Featies. and Classification treats

Patent System

History of the patent system, Patent on genetic resources, patents on chemicals, designs, patent

based on software, business methods, internet patent, Exception to exclusive rights conferred to a patent

holder, Remember for infringement of a patent.

Copyrights and related rights

Nature and scope of protection of copyrights and related rights, Protection of copyrights rrr i. .

digital media. Defense of fair use, Moral rights of the author, Copyrights societies, Remedies fi-r'

infringement of Copyri ghts.

Design rights

Nature and scope of protection of design rights, protection of layout designs (topographies) of
integrated circuits, protection ofundisclosed information, protection of trademarks, domain names and

geographical indications.

Practical aspects of a prtent

Drafting of a patent, Few Exercises on the preliminary rules on preparing an application seekins ,'

patenL

Recommended Text Booksl

l. Comish W.R., Intellectual property: patents, copyright, trademarks and allied rights, sweet ai:.

Maxwell 2007.

2. P. Narayana, Intellectual property law, eastern law house 2nd ed., 2001.

3. Robin Jacob and Daniel Alexander, a guide book to lntellectual property patent trademarks, Copy

rights and design, sweet and Maxwell 4th ed., 1993.

+"-



BTEC-906 INTELLIGENT INSTRUMENTATION

Internal Marks: 40
External Marks: 60
Total Marks: 100

INSTRUMENTATION

Introduction about Instrumentation systems, Types of Instrumentation systems, Data acqui. '

system (DAS) and its uses in intelligent Insmrmentation system, Detailed study of eaclr l,i

involved in making of DAS, Signal Conditioners: as DA, IA, Signal Converters (ADC & D.ir
Sample and hold, Designing of Pressure, Temperature measuring instrumentation system usin--

DAS, Data logger.

AUTOMATION

Introduction about Automation system, Concepts of Control Schemes, Types of Controllers,
Components involved in implementation of Automation system i.e., DAS, DOS, Converter ( I to P )
and Actuators: Pneumatic cylinder, Relay, Solenoid (Final Control Element), Computer

Supervisory Control System (SCADA), Direct Digital Control's Structure and Software.

PLC

Introduction of Programmable logic controller, Principles of operation, Architecturc

Programmable controll€rs, Programming the Progammable controller.

INTELLIGENT CONTROLLER

Introduction to Intelligent Controllers, Model based controllers, Predictive control, Artificra.
Intelligent Based Systems, Experts Controller, Ftzzy Logic System and Controller, Artificial
Neural Networks, Newo-Fuzzy Controller system.

Reference Text Books:

1. 
-Process 

Control Instrumentation Technoloryl 6/e, by Curtis D Johnson, Pearson Ed.

2. 
-Electrical 

and Electronics Measurement and lnstrumentationl bv A. K. Swahnev.

3. 
-Electronics 

instrumentationl by H. S. Iklsi [TMH]

4. 
-Computer-Based 

Indusrial Controlll, by Krishna Kant, PHI.

5. 
-Process 

Control Instrumentation Technology|, by Curtis D Johnson, Pearson Ed

LTP
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BTEC 907 INFORMATION THEORY & CODING

lnternal Marks: 40

Extemal Marks: 60
Total Marks: 100

Basic Concepts of Information Theory : The concept ofAmount of Information, Average

Information, Entropy, Information rate, Sharnon's Theorem, Mutual information; Channel

capacity; BSC and other channels, Capacity of a Gaussian Channel, Bandwidth - SN Trade-off,

Introduction to Channel Capacity & Coding, Channel Models, Channel Capacity Theorenr, Shannon Limit.

HufRnan source coding algorithm, kmpel Ziv source coding algorithm.

Introduction to Error Control Coding:

Linear Block Codes: Introduction !o Linear Block codes, Sl,ndrome and Error detection, Minimurr'

distance ofblock code, Hamming Code.

Cyclic Codes: Description ofCyclic codes, Generator and parity check matrices of cyclic codcl.

detection decoding of cyclic codes.

BCII Codes: Description of codes, Decoding of BCH codes, Implementation of error comection.

Convolution Codes: Encoding ofconvolution codes, structural properties ofConvolution codes,

Distance Properties of convolution codes.

Automatic Repeat Request Strategies: Stop and wait, Go back and selective repeat ARQ

strategies. Hybrid ARQ Schemes.

Recommended Books:
l. F.M Reza: Information Theory, Mc Graw Hill
2. Shulin & J Costeib: Error Control Coding, PHI
3. Dass, Mullick & Chatte{ee: Digital Communication, John Wiley,Ed. 1992
4. Information Theory and Reliable Communication: Robert G. Gallanger Mc Graw Hill, 1992

5. Related IEEEIIEE oublications

LTP
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BTIT 702 SOFIWARE PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Internal Marks: 40
External Marks: 60
Total Marks: 100
1. The software Engineering Problem
The software angineering problem and software products, All of the software engineering activities, The

concept of software product like cycle model
2. Software evolution
The concept of a software like cycle, The various forms of a software product form initial
conception through development and operation to retirement, Controlling activities and discipliner'
support evolution, Planned and unplanned events that affect software evolution, The role chr,,,,'
technology.
3. Technical Communication
Fundamentals of tecbnical communication Oral and Written communications, preparins .,, .

presentation and supporting material, Software project documentation of all kinds, ISO/Other, e.g.

IEEE.
4, Software Configuration management
Concept of configuration management, Its role in controlling software evolution, Maintaining
Product integrity, Changing control and version control, Organization structue for configuration
5. Software Quality Assurance
Software quality assurance as a controlling discipline, Organizational structures for quality
assurance, Independent verification and validation teams, Test and evaluation teams , Software
technical reviews , Software quality assruance plans : ISO 9000, ANSVIEEE
6. Standards
Introduction to standards - ISO 9002 and ISO 9003 - Quality system development, SO 9000
standard for software, Understanding ISO 900-3 clauses, SEI model - capability Maturity model
Five levels Bootstrap method, Implementing ISO 9000, Analysis the Quality system, Documc! .

& Auditing quality system, ISO 9000 registration process & Accreditation System, Total '-

Management
7, Software Project organizational and management issues

Staf{ing - development, organizations, quality assurance teams , project plaming - choice ofprocess modci.
project scheduling and milestones, resource allocation
8. Software project economics
Cost estimation, risk analysis for software projects, factors that affect cost.
REFERENCES
1. SAM Engineering - Somerville (Addison Wesley) .

2. SAM Engineering-Pressmen.
3. SAM Engineering -Jalota

LTP
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BTCS-403 Computer Networks
lnternal Marls: 40

External Marks: 6{)

Total Marks: 100

UNIT 1. Introduction to Computer Networks:
Data Communication System and its components, Data Flow, Computer network and its
goals, Types of computer networks: LAN, MAN, WAN, Wireless and wired networks,
broadcast and point to point nenvorks, Network topologies, Network software: concept of
layers, protocols, interfaces and services, ISO-OSI reference model, TCP/P reference
model.

Unit 2. Physical Layer:
Concept of Analog & Digital Signal, Bandwidth, Transmission Impairments: Attenuation,
Distortion, Noise, Data rate limits : Nyquist formula, Shannon Formula, Multiplexing :

Frequency Division, Time Division, Wavelength Division, Introduction to Transmission
Media : Twisted pair, Coaxial cable, Fiber optics, Wireless transmission (radio, microwave,
infrared), 5',vllqhing: Circuit Switching, Message Switching ,Packet Switching & their
comparisons.

Unit 3. Data Link Layer:
Design issues, Framing, Error detection and correction codes: checksum, CRC, hamming
code, Data link protocols for noisy and noiseless channels, Sliding Window Protocols: Stop
& Wait ARQ, Go-back-N ARQ, Selective repeat ARQ, Data link protocols: HDLC and
PPP.

Unit 4. Medium Access Sub-Layer:
Static and dynamic channel allocation, Random Access: ALOHA, CSMA protocols,
Controlled Access: Polling, Token Passing, IEEE 802.3 frame format, Ethemet cabling,
Manchester encoding, collision detection in 802.3, Binary exponential back offalgorithm.

Unit 5. Network Layer:
Design issues, IPv4 classful and classless addressing, subnetting, Routing algorithms:
distance vector and link state routing, Congestion control: Principles ofCongestion Control,
Congestion prevention policies, Leaky bucket and token bucket algorithms.

Unit6. Transport Layer:
Elements of transport protocols: addressing, connection establishment and release, flow control and

buffering, multiplexing and de-multiplexing, crash recovery, introduction to TCP/UDP protocols and
their comparison.

Unit 7. Application Layer:
World Wide Web (r*{Mil), Domain Name System (DNS), E-mail, File Transfer Protocol (FTP),
Introduction to Network securitv

Reference Books:

l. William Stallings 
-Computer

Technologyl,
Pearson Education.

2. Andrew S. Tanenbaum 
-Computer

LT P
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Protocols And

_k1
Networking with Intemet

h
-tllr-r/

Networksl, PHI



3. Keneth C. Mansfield, Jr. James L. Antonakos -An Iniroduction to Computer Networkingl,
PHI-

4. Behrouz A. Forouzan -Data Communications and Networking{, McGraw Hill

,,-



BTEC-701 Embedded Svstems

Internal Marks: 40

External Marks: 60
Totel Marks: lfl)

LT
3 ! li

Unit-I: Arm Processor Architecture

Architecture, Registers, Interrupts & Vector Table, VO Ports, ARM Processor family, JTAG, I:C

bus

Unit-II: Arm Programming Instructions

Instruction Set: Data processing instructions, Addressing modes, Load Store Instructions, PSR

(Program Status Register) Instructions, Conditional Inshuctions, Interrupt Instructions

Unit-III: C Programming

Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for C/C+ Programming, C/C++ Programs rr;ir'

Function Calls, Pointers, Structures, Integers & Floating Point Arithmetic, Assembly Codc ''
Instruction Scheduling, Register Allocation, Conditional Execution & Loops

Unit-IV: Interfacing Peripherals

Interfacing: ADC & DAC, Sensors, Memory, LCD Display, Stepper Motor, DC Motor, SD-MMC

Card. Biometric & RFID, ZIGBEE, GSM Interfaces, Debugging Tools

References Books:

1. Andrew N. Sloss, Dominic Symes, chris wright, John Rayfield, -ARM System Developer's

Guide Designing and Optimizing System Softwarel, Elsevier 2008.

2. Brooks, Cole, 
-Embedded 

Microcontroller Systems, Real Time lnterfacingl, Thomson kamin''
1999

3. Stevelurber, -ARM systern on Chip Architecnrel, Addision Wesley

4. Trevor Martin, -The Insider's Guide to The Philips ARMT - Based Microcontrollers, An

Engineels Intrcduction To The LPC2l00 Series! Hitex Ltd.

5. ARM Architecture Reference Manual

6. Website www.ann.com
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BTEC-702 Optical Communication

Internal Marks: 40 L T P

Externsl Marks:60 3 I 0

Total Marks: 100

Unit-I Introduction
Need of Fiber Optic Communications, Evolution of Light wave Systems, Basic Concepts; Analog &
Digital Signals, Channel Multiplexing, Modulation Formats, Optical Communication Systems, Light
wave System Components; Optical Fibers as a Communication Channel, Optical Transmitters,

Optical Receivers.

Unit-II Optical Fibers
Geometrical-Optics Description; Step-lndex Fibers, Graded Index Fibers, Wave Propagation;
Maxwell's Equations, Fiber Modes, Single-Mode-Fibers, Dispersion in Single-Mode Fibers; Group

Velocity Dispersion, Material Dispersion, Wave guide Dispersion, Higher-order Dispersion,

Polarization-Mode Dispersion, Dispersion-Induced Limitations; Basic Propagation Equation,

Chirped Gaussian Pulses, Limitations on the Bit Rate, Fiber Bandwidth , Fiber losses; Attenuatiorr

Coefficient, Material Absorption, Rayteigh Scattering, wave guide Imperfections, Nonlinear Optici

effects; Stimulated Light Scattering, Nonlinear Phase Modulation, Four Wave Mixing, Ir ;t'

Manufacturing; Design Issues, Fabrication Methods, Cables and Connectors

Unit-[I Optical Transmitters
Basic Concepts; Emission and Absorption Rates, p-n Jmctions, Non radiative Recombination, Serr,

conductor Materials, Light Emitting Diodes; Power-current characteristics, LED spectrum,

Modulation Response, LED Structures, Semi Conductor Lasers; DFB Lasers, Coupled Cavity
semiconductor Lasers, Tunable Semiconductor Lasers, Vertical Cavity Semiconductor Lasers,

Laser Characteristics, Small & Larye Signal Modulation, Spectral Line width, Source Fiber

Coupling.

Unit-IV Optical Receivers
Basic concepts, p-n Photo Diodes, p-i-n Photo Diodes, Avalanche Photo Diode, MSM Photo

detector, Receiver Design, Receiver Noise; Noise mechanism, Receiver sensitivity; Bit error rate,

Minimum Receiver Power, Sensitivity Degradation, Receiver Performance.

Unit-V Light Wave Systems
System Architecture, Loss limited Light wave systems, Dispersion limited Light wave systems. p

Budget, Long Haul systems, Sources ofPower Penalty; Model Noise, Dispersive Pulse Broacl

Mode Partition Noise, Frequency Chirping, Reflection Feedback Noise

Unit-VI Multi channel Systems
wDM Light wave systems, optical TDM systems, Subscriber Multiplexing, code Division
Multiplexing.

Reference Books:

t. Senior J. Optical Fiber Communications, Principles & Practice, PHI.

z. Keiser G., Optical Fiber Communication Mc graw-hill.
:. Govind P. Agtawal, Fiber Optics Communication Systems John Wiley & Sonl(AsF) Pvt. Ltd'

+. Djafar K. Mynbeav, 
-Fiber-Optics 

Communications Technologyl Pe"*"":$(l

u/



BTEC-703 Lab Wireless and Optical Systems & Networks

Internd Mcrks: 30
Externd lt[arks: 20

Totil Mrrliis: 50

LT P
002

t. Study and measurement ofattenuation and loss in optical fiber.

2. Study and measurement ofbending loss in optical fiber.

3. Sflrdy and measurement ofnumerical aperture ofoptical fiber-

4. Measurement of optical power using optical power meter.

s. To Study the tansmission of TDM signal through optical fiber.

6. To det€rmine the bitrate ofthe optical fiber link.

z. Study ofvarious multiplexing techniques.

8. To determine the BER of wireless system using M-ARY (BPSKQPSK,SPSK,I6PSK)

technique.

s. To determine the BER of wireless system using QAM technique

HP
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BTEC-704 Embedded Svstems Lab

Internrl M[ks: 30
Erternrl Mrrks: 20
Totrl Mrrl6: 50

Llst of Experiments

L Study of ARMT & ARMg Bit Processor Architectre and Pin Diagram.

2. Study oflntemrpt strucnre in ARM Processors

3. Write ARM Processor program to Flash LED

4. Interfacing ofan LCD Display

5. Write a program to interface an ADC

6. Write a program to generate a Ramp waveform using DAC interface

7. Write a progam to confrol a Stepper Motor

8. Write a program to conhol the speed of DC motor

9. Interface relays and write a program to control them

10. Interface ZIGBEE with ARM to control more extemal devices

I 1. krterfacing ofBiometric information recorder

12. Interfacing RFID module widr ARM Microcontoller

LT P
002
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BTEC 908 CMOS Based Design
Internal Marks: 40
External Marks: 60

Total Marks: 100

LT P

310

Unit-I Introduction to MOS Device

MOS Transistor, MOS models MOS Transistor under static conditions, threshold voltage-Resistive
operation, saturation region, channel length modulation, body effect, DC transfer characteristic*
Tristate inverters, velocity saturation, Hot carrier effect, drain current Vs voltage charts. .
threshold conduction, MOS structure capacitance, CMOS logic, fabrication and layor-rt.
diagrams

Unit-II CMOS Processing

CMOS technologies, wafer formation photolithography channel formation, isolation, gate oxide,
gate source, drain formation, contacts and metallization, layout design rules, design rule checking,

Unit-[I Circuit Characterization & Performance Estimation

Delay estimation, transistor sizing, power dissipation, Sheet resistance, area capacitance, design
margin, reliability, Scaling models, scaling factor for device parameters, Advantages and
Limitations of scaling.

Unit-IV Design of Combinational Logic

Static CMOS design, complementary CMOS, static properties, complementary CMOS design. i' '

consumption in CMOS logic gates, dynamic or glitching transitions, Design to reduce swiLl
activity, Radioed logic, DC VSL, pass transistor logic, Differential pass transistor logic, sizing o1' .
restorer, sizing in pass transisior, Dynamic CMOS design, Domino logic, optimization of Domino logr.
NPCMOS, Designing logic for reduced supply voltages

Reference Books:

1. Nail H.E. Weste, David Harris, Ayan Bane{ee, -CMOS VLSI DESIGNII, Pearson

Education.

2. Kang and kblebici 
-CMOS 

Digital integrated circuitsl, TMH 2003.

3. Wayne Wolf, -Modem VLSI Design ",2nd Edition, Prentice Hall, 1998.

4. Weste & Hanis, -CMOS VLSI Design: A Circuits and Systems PersBectivel, 3rd ed.
Addison Wesley. 2005. .t\ ,4

h ,./ d<i
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BTEC 909 Biomedical Signal Processing
Internal Marks: 40 L T P

External Marks: 60 3 I il

Total Marks: lfi)
Unit-I Introduction to Biomedical Signals
Tasks in Biomedical Signal Processing, Computer Aided Diagnosis, Examples of Biomcdii,
signals: ECG, EEG, EMG etc., Review of linear systems, Fourier Transform and Time Frequencl
Analysis (Wavelet) of biomedical signals, Processing of Random & Stochastic signals, spectral
estimation, Properties and effects of noise in biomedical instruments, Filtering in biomedical
instruments

Unit-II Cardio-logical Signal Processing
Pre-processing, QRS Detection Methods, Rhythm analysis, Arrhythmia Detection Algorithms,
Automated ECG Analysis, ECG Pattern Recognition, Heart rate variability analysis.

Unit-III Adaptive Noise Crnceling
Principles of Adaptive Noise Canceling, Adaptive Noise Canceling with the LMS adaptation.
Algorithm, Noise Canceling Method to Enhance ECG Monitoring, Fetal ECG Monitoring.

Unit-IV Neurological Signal Processing
Modeling of EEG Signals, Detection of spikes and spindles, Detection of Alpha, Beta and C;r:

Waves, Auto Regressive (A.R.) modeling of seizure EEG, Sleep Stage analysis, Inverse Filtering. i -

squares and pollmomial modeling.

Reference Books:

l. D.C.Reddy,-Biomedical Signal Processing: Principles and techniquesl, Tata McGraw Hill,
New Delhi, 2005.

2. Willis J Tompkins, Biomedical Signal Processing, Prentice Hall, 1993

3. R. Rangayan, 
-Biomedical 

Signal Analysisl, Wiley 2002.

4. Bruce, 
-Biomedical 

Signal Processing & Signal Modeling,l Wiley, 2001.

5. K. Najarian and R. Splinter, 
-Biomedical 

Signal and Image Processingl, Second Editr,r;
The CRC Press,



BTEC 910 Satellite Communication
Internal Marks: 40

External Msrks: 60

Total Marks: 100

Unit-I Introduction to Satellite Communication

Origin, Brief History Cunent state and advantages of Satellite Communication, Active & Passrve

satellite, Orbital aspects of Satellite Communication, Angle of Evaluation, Propagation Delay,
Orbital Spacing, System Performance

Unit-II Satellite Link Design

Link design equation, system noise temperature, CAJ & G/T ratio, atmospheric & econo','-,
effects on link design, complete link design, interference effects on complete link desi-lrr.
station parameters, Earth space propagation effects, Frequency window, Free space

Atmospheric absorption, Rainfall Attenuation, Ionospheric scintillation, Telemetry, Tracking ar;t

command of satellites.

Unit-[I Satellite Multiple Access System

FDMA techniques, SCPC & CSSB systems, TDMA frame structure, burst structure, frame
efficiency, super-frame, frame acquisition & sy,nchronization, TDMA vs FDMA, burst time plan, beam

hopping, satellite switched, Erlang call congestion formula, DA-FDMA, DA-TDMA.

Unit-IV Satellite Services

INTELSAT, INSAT Series, VSAT, Weather forecasting, Remote sensing, LANDSAT, Satellite
Navigation. Mobile satellite Service.

tinit-V Laser & Satellite Communication

Link analysis, optical satellite link Tx & Rx, Satellite, beam acquisition, tracking & pointing
channel frequency, head end equation, distribution of signal, n/w specifications and arclri'.
optical fibre CATV system.

Reference Books:

l. Trimothy Pratt, Charles W. Bostian, 
-Satellite 

Communicationsl, John Wiley& Sons, 1986'

2. Dr. D.C. Aggarwal, 
-Satellite 

Communicationsl, Khanna Publishers, 2001.

3. Dennis Roddy, 
-Satellite Communicationsl, McGraw Hill, 1996.

LT P
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BTEC-9l1 ArtificiallntelligenceTechniques&Applications

Internal Marks: 40

External Marks: 60

Totd Marks: 100

Unit-I: Introduction
Approaches to intelligent control, Architecture ofintelligent control, Linguistic reasoning, Rui.-i .r .

Knowledge representation.

Unit-lI: Artilicial Neural Networks
Biological neuron, Artificial Neural Network, Mathematical Models, McCulloch Neural Model,
Perceptron, Adaline and Madaline, Leaming & Training in ANN, Hopfield Neural Network,
SelfOrganizing Networks, Recurrent Networks, Associative memories

Unit-III: Fuzzy Logic System

Crisp Vs Frnzy set theory, Membership firnctions, Fuzzy set operations, Fuzzy rules, Mamdani and
Sugeno fi:zzy inference systems, Defuzzification methods

Unlt-IV: Artilicial Neural Networks
Introduction and biological background of GA, String Encoding of chromosomes, S,.t
methods, Single & multi-point crossover operation, Mutation, Adjustment of strategy par.rr:
such as Population size, Mutation & Crossover probabilities

Unit-V: Tools & Applications
MATLAB Toolboxes: p',rzzy Logic Toolbox, Neural Network roolbox, FLs for Antilock Breaking
System (ABS), GA in route planning tbr Travelling Sales Person, Time-series forecasting usrng
ANN

Reference Books:

l. Jacek M. Zurada - Introduction to Artificial Neural Systems
2. S N Sivanandam, S N Deepa - Principles of Soft Computing, Wiley publications

3. John Yen, Reza Langari - Ftuzy l_agic Intelligence, Control, and Information

+.
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BTEC 912 Speech & Image Processing
Internal Marks:40 L T P

External Marks:60 3 t 0

Total Marks: 100

Unit-I Introduction to Image Processing

Historical background, visual perception, image formation, Elements of Storage, sampling &
Quantization, Relationships between pixels-neighbors of pixel, connectivity labeling of connected
components, Relations, equivalence and Transitive closure, Distance measures, Arithmetic/ Logic
operation, Imaging Geometry Basic and perspective transformation stereo imaging, application of
image Processing.

Unit-II Image Enhancement

Spatial and frequency domain methods point processing, intensity transformation, Iliir
processing image substation and Averaging spatial filtering, LP, HP and homo-morphic l.
generation ofspatial marks. Color image processing.

Unit-III Image Compression

Redundancy models, error free compression, Lossy compression, lmage compression standards.

Unit-IV Image Segmentation

Detection of Discontinuity, Edge detection, Boundary detection, Thresholding, Regional oriented
segmentation, use of motion in segmentation.

Unit-V Speech Processing

Review of human speech and Acoustic theory, nature of sound, harmonics, resonance measurement,

virtual display. Music theory, pitch, duration, intervals, rhythm. Human speech production, the
vocal tract, the Larynx, the source filter. Speech signal processing-the phasor mode, Fourier'
transfer. DFT. FFT. The hardware use of FIR & IIR filters. Software, Elements of s1.' .

Synthesisspeech Recognition-speech in the computer-human interface.

Reference Books:

l. Digital Image Processing - by Rafact Gonzalez and Richard E. Woods, Pearson Education
Society.

2. Digital Image Processing - by Keenneth R Castleman, Pearson Education Society.

3. A. K. Jain, 
-Fundamental 

of Digital Image Processingll, PHI

4. Speech and Audio rrocessine 

lr lurtiyc's 
- av r_ r*LV
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BTEC 913 Human Resource Management
Internd Marks: 40
External Marks: 6l)

Total Marks: l{X)

Unit-I Introduction to Human R€source

Definition, Role and Functions of Human Resource Management, Concept and Significancc c,1 :

Changing role of HR managers, HR functions and Global Environment, role of a HR Manager.

Unit-II Human Resources Planning

Need and Process for Human Resource Planning, Methods of Recruitment, Planning Process,
Planning at different levels, Recruitment and selection processes, Sources of Recruitmenq
Restructuring strategies, Placement and Induction, Retention of Employees,, Employment
Exchanges (Compulsory Notification of vacancies).

Unit-III Training and I)evelopment

Principles of Training, Employee Development, Need for skill up gradation, Assessment of training
needs, Rehaining and Redeployment methods and lechniques of training employees and executives,
performance appraisal systems Career Development & Planning.

Unit-IV Job analysis, Design and Satisfaction

Job Analysis: Job Description & Job Description, Job Specification, Job satisfaction ar.

importance; Motivation, Factors affecting motivation, introduction to Motivation Theory; Wo; .

Participation, Quality of work life.

Unit-V Industrial Relations

Factors influencing industrial relations, State Interventions and Legal Framework, Role of Trade
unions, Collective Bargaining, Worker's participation in management.

Reference Books:

l. T.N.Chhabra- Human Resource Management (Dhanpat Rai & Co.).

2. Gary Dessler, Human Resource Management (8th ed.), Pearson Education, Delhi

3. Biswajeet Patanayak, Human Resource Management, PHI, New Delhi

4. A Minappa and M. S. Saiyada - Personnel Management (Tata Mc. Graw-Hill)

+A" ry

LT P

310



BTEC 914 Computer organization and Architecture
Int€rnsl Marksr 40

Ext€rnal Marks: 60

Total Marks: 100

Unit-I Introduction

Organization and Architecnrre, Structure and Function, Brief History of Computers, Designing for
Performance, Performance metrics; MIPS, MFLOPS, Computer Components and Functions,
Interconnection Structures, Bus Interconnection, Point-To-Point Interconnect, PCI Express, Fll,nn's
classification of computers (SISD, MISD, MIMD.

Unit-II Internal and Cache Memory

Computer Memory System Overview, Cache Memory Principles, Elements of Cache Il.
Pentium 4 Cache Organization, Semiconductor Main Memory, Advanced Dram Organization

Unit-lll Basic non pipelined CPU Architecture and Operating System

CPU Architecture t)?es (accumulator, register, stack, memory/ register) detailed data path of a B?ical
register based CPU, Fetch-Decode-Execute cycle (typically 3 to 5 stage), microinstruction sequencing,
implementation of control unit, Enhancing performance with pipelining. Operating System Overview,
Scheduling, Memory Management, Pentium Memory Management.

Unit-IV Parallel Processing and Multi-core Computer

Multiple Processor Organizations, Symmetric Multiprocessors, Cache Coherence and the MESI
Protocol, Multithreading and Chip Multiprocessors, Clusters, Non-uniform Memory Access, Vector
Computation, Multi-core Computers, Hardware and Software Performance Issues, Multi-core
Organization, htel x86 Multi-core Organization.

Reference Books:

William Stallings, Computer Organization and Architecture, 9/E, Pearsoru Delhi.
Computer Architecture and Orqanization, 3rd Edi, by John P. Hayes, 1998, TMH.
Chaudhuri P. Pal, 

-Computer 
Organisation &Designl, PHI,

LT',
310
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BTIT 504 Cyber Law & IPR
lnt€rnal Marks: 40

External Marks: 50

Totrl Msrks: 100

LT P

310

Unit-I Basics of Computer & Internet Technologr

Internet, ISP & domain name; Network Security; Encryption Techniques and Algorithms;
Signatures

Unit-[I Introduction to Cyber World
lntroduction to Cyberspace and Cyber Law; Different Components of cyber Laws; Cyber Law and
Netizens.

Unit-III E-Commerce
lntroduction to E-Commerce; Different E-Commerce Models; E-Commerce Trends and Prospects;

E-Commerce and Taxation; Legal Aspects of E-Commerce.

Unit W- Intellectual Property Rights

IPR Regime in the Digital Society; Copyright and Patents; lntemational Treaties and Conventions;

Business Software Patents; Domain Name Disputes and Resolutton.

Unit V- IT ACT 2000

Aims and Objectives; Overview of the Act; Jurisdiction; Role of Certifuing Authority; Rl'3

under IT Act; Cyber Crimes-Offences and Contraventions; Grey Areas of IT Act.

Unit VI- Project Work
Candidates will be required to work on a project. At the end of the course students will make a
presentation and submit the project report.

Reference Books:

I . Nandan Kamath, -A Guide to Cyber Laws & IT Act 2000 with Rules & Notificationl .

2. Law and practice ofintellectual property in India by Vikas Vashishth

3. Intellectual property- patents, coplrights, trademarks and allied rights by Comish W R

4. Keith Merill & Deepti Chopra (IK Inter.), Cyter Cops, Cyber Criminals & Intemet

Vakul Sharma (Mc Millian), Handbook of Cyber Laws

,/ h.r
r ,/ ?Sl-+\/ /



BTEC-915 Electromagnetic Interference & Compatibility

Internal Marks : 40

External Marks : 60

Total Marks : 100

Unit-I Overview of EMVEMC:

Electromagnetic environment, History, Concepts and definitions, Overview of EMUEMC, Natural and
Nuclear sources of EMI, conducted and radiated EMI, Transient EMI, Time domain Vs
Frequency domain EMI, Units of measurement parameters.

Unit-tr EMI Coupling Principles:

Electromagnetic emissions, noise from relays and switches, Nonlinearities in circuits. ;

intermodulation, cross talk in transmission lines, transients in power supply lines, Conducted, Ri., .

and Transient Coupling, Common Impedance Ground Coupling, Radiated Common Mode ar,,

Ground Loop Coupling, Radiated Differential Mode Coupling, Cable to Cable Coupling, Power
Mains and Power Supply coupling.

Unit-UI Radiated and Conducted Interference Measurements:

EMI Test Instruments/ Systems, Anechoic chamber, TEM cell, GH TEM Cell, characterization of
conduction currents/voltages, conducted EM noise on power lines, conducted EMI from equipment,

lmmunity to conducted EMl, detectors and measurements, EMI Shielded Chamber, Open Area Test Site,

TEM Cell, Sensors/ Injectors/ Couplers, Test beds for ESD and EFT.

Unit-IV EMI Control Techniques:

Principles and types of grounding, shielding and bonding, characterization of filters, pou cr

filter design shielding, Isolation Transformer, Transient Suppressors, Cable Routing, '.
Control, Component Selection and Mounting, PCB Traces Cross Talk, Impedance Control, Ptrri.

Distribution Decoupling, Zoning, Motherboard Designs and Propagation Delay Performancc

Models.

Reference Books:

l. V.P.Kodali, "Engineering EMC Principles, Measurements and Technologies", IEEE Press,1996.

2. Hewy W.Ott, 'Noise Reduction Techniques in Electronic Systems", John Wiley and Sons, New
York, 1988.

3. C.R.Paul, 
-Introduction 

to Elechomagnetic Compatibility| , John Wiley and So4s, lnc,1992
4. Bemhard Keiser, "Principles of Elecfromaenettc Coytibility", Artech housf{ff, t9t0.

.r1t ,r ./''rJ
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BTECH-916 Neural Networks And Fuzry Logic
Internal Marks: 40
External Marks: 6ll
Total Marks: 100

2. Yagna Narayanan - Artificial Neural Networks

3. Bart Kosko - Neural Networks & Fuzzy logic
4. Simon Haykin - Neural Network" 

,/
),//14,/
L'

LT P
310

Unit-I: Introduction To Neural Networks
Human brain and Biological Neuron, Artificial Neural Network, ANN Terminology, McCull,r, ,

Pitts Neural Model, Activation functions, Topology, Feedforward Neural Networks,
Learning: Supervised, Un-supervised, Competitive leaming, Reinforcement leaming, Klor,"
represenErtron.

Unit-II: Hopfield Neural Model
Learning Laws:- Hebb's rule, Delta rule, Widrow & HoffLMS leaming rule, Correlation leaming rule,
Instar and Outstar learning rules, Back-propagation Neural Networks, K-means clustering algorithm,
Kohenen's feature maps, Associative Memories

Unit-III: Radial Basis Neural Networks
Function Neural Networks, Basic learning laws in RBF Nets, Recurrent Networks, Recurrent

Backpropagation, Counter-Propagation Networks, CMAC Networks, ART Networks.

Unit-IV: Furzy Logic Sets & System

Introduction to Ftzq Logic, Fuzzy Vs Crisp set, Linguistic variables, Membership functions, | ,.

set operations, IF-THEN fu2ry rules, Mamdani & Sugeno inference techn,

Defuzzification techniques, Fuzzy Logic System: Block diagram, lmplementation, Useful tools t .

logic controller Vs PID controller, Antilock Braking System (ABS).

Reference Books:

1. Timothy J. Ross, Fuzzy Logic with Engineering Applications, Wiley publications-



BTEC 917 Robotics

Internal Marks:40 L T P

External Marks: 60 3 f 0
Total Msrksr 100

Unit-I Introduction
Definition and Need for Robots, Robot Anatomy, Co-ordinate Systems, Work Envelope, types and
classification, Specifications, Pitch, Yaw, Roll, Joint Notations, Speed of Motion, Pay Load, Robot Parts
and Their Functions, Different Applications

Unit-II Sensors
Principles and Applications and need of a sensor, Principles, Position of sensors, Piezo-Electric
Sensor, LVDT, Resolvers, Optical Encoders, Pneumatic Position Sensors, Range Sensors,
Triangulation Principle, Structured, Lighting Approach, Time of Flight Range Finders, Laser Range
Meters, Proximity Sensors, Inductive, Hall EfTect, Capacitive, Ultrasonic and Optical Proximity
Sensors, Touch Sensors, (Binary Sensors, Analog Sensors), Wrist Sensors, Compliance Sensors,
Slip Sensors,

Unit-III Drive Systems & Grippers for Robot
Drives systems (Mechanical, Electrical, Pneumatic Drives, Hydraulic), D.C.Servo Motors, S

Motor, A.C. Servo Motors, Comparison of all Drives, End Effectors, Grippers (Mechanir,.
Pneumatic, Hydraulic, Magnetic, Vacuum Grippers), Two Fingered and Three Fingered Gri1, ,

lntemal Grippers and Extemal Grippers, Selection and Design Considerations

Unit-fV Machine Vision
Camera, Frame Grabber, Sensing and Digitizing Image Data, Signal Conversion, Image Storage,
Lighting Techniques, Image Processing and Analysis, Data Reduction, Edge detection,
Segmentation Feah,rre Extraction, Object Recognition, Other Algorithms, Applications, Inspection,
Identification, Visual Serving and Navigation.

Unit-V Robot Kinematics & Programming
Forward Kinematics, Inverse Kinematics and Differences; Forward Kinematics and Reverse
Kinematics of Manipulators with Two, Three Degrees of Freedom (In 2 Dimensional), Four
Degrees of Freedom (ln 3 Dimensional), Deviations and Problems Teach Pendant Programming.
Lead through programming, Robot programming Languages, VAL Programming, Moti,.'
Commands, Sensor Commands, End effecter commands.

Reference Books:
L M.P.Groover, 

-lndustrial 
Robotics - Technology, Programming and Applicationsl,

McGraw-Hill, 2001 .

2. Ghosal, A., Robotics: Fundamental Concepts and Analysis, Oxford University Press, 2nd
reprint, 2008.

3. Yoram Koren, 
-Robotics 

for Engineersl, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1992.
4. Fu, K., Gonzalez, R. and Lee, C.S. G,, Robotics: Control, Sensing, Vision and lntelligence,

McGraw- Hill, 1987. '/' - Nr44,/ +/
\-/



BTEC 918 Operation Research

Internal Marks: 40 L T p
External Marks: 60 3 I 0
Total Marks: 100

Unit-I Introduction to Operations Research
Definition, scope, objectives, phases, models and limitations of Operations Research, Linear
Programming Problem, Formulation of LPP, Graphical solution of LPP, Simplex method, slack,
surplus and artificial variables, Concept of duality, big-M method two phase method, dual simplex
method, degeneracy and unbound solutions, procedure for resolving degenerate cases.

Unit-tr Transportation Problem
Formulation of transportation model, Optimality Methods, Unbalanced transportation prol- i .l

Basic feasible solution, Northwest comer rule, least cost method, Vogel's approximation n
Applications of Transportation problems, Assignment Problem, Formulation, trrt,.
assignment problem, Traveling salesman problem, Optimality test, the stepping stone rr-.
MODI method.

Unit-III Sequencing Models
Johnsons algorithm, Processing n Jobs through 2 Machines, Processing n Jobs through 3 Machines,
Processing 2 Jobs through m machines, Processing n Jobs through m Machines, Graphical solutions
priority rules.

Unit-Mynamic programming
Characteristics of dynamic programming, Dynamic programming approach for Priority
Management employment smoothening, capital budgeting, Stage Coach/Shortest Path, cargo
Ioading and Reliability problems.

Unit-V Games Theory
Competitive games, rectangular game, saddle point, minimax (maximin) method of optimal
strategies, value of the game. Solution of games with saddle points, dominance prinr,,
Rectangular games without saddle point - mixed strategy for 2 X 2 games.

Reference Books:

l. Operations Research and Introduction, Taha H. A. - Pearson Education edition.

2. P. Sankara Iyer, Operations Research, Tata McGraw-Hill, 2008.

3. A.M. Nataraja:q P. Balasubramani, A. Tamilarasi, 
-Operations 

Researchl, Pearson
Education, 2005.

4. Operations Research, S. D. Sharma -Kedamath Ramnath & Co 2002.

-|(/



BTEC 919 Mobile Computing
Internal Marks:4o L T P

External Marks: 60 3 I :

Total Marks: l0O

Unit-I Introduction
Introduction, issues in mobile computing, overview of wireless telephony: cellular concept, L,.>i.

air-interface, channel structure, location management: HLR-VLR, hierarchical, handoffs, channet
allocation in cellular systems

Unit II Mobile Network & Transport Layer
Mobile IP Goals, assumptions, entities and terminology, IP packet delivery, agent advertisement and
discovery, registration, tunneling and encapsulation, Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP),
Traditional TCP, Indirect TCP, Snooping TCP, Mobile TCP, Fast retransmit/fast recovery, Transmission
/time-out freezing, Selective retransmission, Transaction oriented TCP.

Unit III Wireless Networking
Wireless LAN Overview: MAC issues, IEEE 802.11, Blue Tooth, Wireless multiple access
protocols, TCP over wireless, Wireless applications, data broadcasting, Mobile IP, WAP:
Architecture, protocol stack, application environment, applications.

Unit III Mobile Ad hoc Networks

Mobile Agents computing, security and fault tolerance, transaction processing in mobile corrr;'r.r

environment, Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs): Overview, Properties of a MANET, spectrum o!

MANET applications, routing and various routing algorithms, security in MANETs.

Reference Books:

l. J. Schiller, Mobile Comrnunications, Addison-Wesley, second edition, 2004.

2. Raj Pandya, Mobile & Personal Communication Systems and Service, PHI.

3. Asoke k Talukder , Roopa R Yavagal, Mobile Computing , Technology, Application &
Service Creation. Tata Mc Graw Hill

4. Stojmenovic and Cacute, 
-Handbook 

of Wireless Networks and Mobile Computingl, Wilet.
2002.



BTEC 920 Wireless Sensor Network

Internal Marks: 40 L T P

External Marks: 60 3 I 0
Total Marks: 100

Unit-I Introduction to Wireless Sensor Networks

Constraints and Challenges of sensor networks, Emerging technologies for wireless sensor
networks, Node architecture, Hardware components overview, Energy consumption of Sensor
nodes, Dynamic energy and power management on System level, some examples of Sensor nodes.

Optimization goals and figures of merit, QOS, Energy Efficiency, scalability, robustnc.
Advantages of sensor networks, Sensor network applications.

Unit-tr Topology Control

Location driven, Geographic Adaptive Fidelity (GAF), Geographic Random Forwarding (GeRaF i.

GEAR, Connectivity driven, SPAN, ASCENT.

UniI-III WSN Sensors

Physical Layer Design, Transceiver Design, MAC Protocols for WSN, Low Duty Cycle Protocols &
Wakeup Concepts, S-MAC, Mediation Device Protocol, Wakeup Radio Concepts, Address & Name

Management, Assignment of MAC Addresses, Routing Protocols, Energy Effrcient Routing,

Geographic Routing.

Unit-IV WSN Platforms & Tools

Sensor Node Hardware, Berkeley Motes, Programming Challenges, Node-level sofbware platltrrt
Node level Simulators, State-centric programming.

Reference Books:

1. Holger Karl & Andreas Willig, "Protocols & Architectures for Wireless Sensor Netwolk.
John Wiley, 2005.

2. Feng Zhao & Leonidas J. Guibas, -Wireless 
Sensor Networks- An Information Processing

Approach", Elsevier, 2007 .

3. Waltenegus Dargie and Christian Poellabauer, 
-Fundamentals 

of Wireless Sensor Networks

- Theory and Practicel, John Wiley and Sons, first edition, 2010.

4. Holger Karl and Andreas Willig, -Protocols 
and Architectures for Wireless Sensor

Networksl, John Wiley and Sons, 2007. 4fu^-'



BTEC 921 Numerical Methods

Internol Msrks: 40 L T P

External Marks: 50 3 I 0

Total Marks: lfi)

Unit-I Errors in Numerical Calculation
Numbers and their accuracy, Mathematical preliminaries, Errors and their computation, (j-
error formula, Error in a series approximation. Zeroes of transcendental and polyTromial equltr,

using Bisection method, Regula-falsi method and Newton-Raphson method, Rate of convergence ,r

above methods.

Unit-II Solution of Equations

Linear interpolation methods, NeMon's method, Statement of Fixed Point Theorem, Fixed point

iteration, Gaussian elimination and Gauss-Jordon methods, Gauss Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel

methods, Inverse of a matrix by Gauss Jordon method.

Unit-[I Interpolation

Interpolation: Finite differences, difference tables, Newon's forward and backward interpolation

Lagrange's and Newton's divided difference formula for unequal intervals, Numeric,,r

differentiation, Numerical integration: NeMon-Cotes formula, Trapezoidal, Simpson's one third :'

three-eight rules,

Unit-IV Numerical Solution of Ordinary Differential Equations

Single step methods: Taylor series method - Euler and nodified Euler methods - Fourth order llr'ir:.

- Kutta mithod for solving first and second order equations - Multistep methods: Milne's and A&un .

predictor and corrector methods,

Reference Books:

1, Gerald, C.F, and Wheatley, P'o, _Applied Numerical Analysis|, Sixth Edition, Pearson

Education Asia, New Delhi, 2002.

2. Balagurusamy, E.,-Numerical Methodsl, Tata McGraw-Hill Pub. Co' Ltd, Delhi' 1999'

3. S. S. Sastry, Introductory Methods of Numerical Analysis, 3d ed. PHI, Delhi (2002)'
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Study Scheme & Syllabus of
Bachelor of Technology

(1', and 2'd semester)

Batch 2OIB onwards

+.--
Department of Academics

lK Gujral Punjab Technical University



lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (B. Tech. 1't Year)

Bachelors ofTechnology l" and 2nd semestcr
It is an Under Graduate (UG) Progamme of 4 years duration (8 semesters)
Eligibility for Admission: As per AICTE norms.

First Semester Physics Group

Chemistry Group

Contact Hrs. : 24

Contact Hrs. : 29

need based oo tbe cotrtent ofsubject.

First Semester

't-Psl0l-

..PSl02-18

BTPHXX.I8 lasic Science Course 'hysics 3 I 0 40 60 100

]TPIDO(.! 8 0, J,,3

BTAMXX-I8 3asic Science Course r4athsl 3.. I 0 40 60 100 4

4

BTEEI 02-I8 3ngineering Science
lourse

lasic Electrical
lnsine€rine (Lab)

0 0 2 30 20 50

BTMElOI.I8
UI

t 0

iIMPD l0l-18 vlcntoring and
)rofessional

)eveloDm€nt

0 0 z Satisfactory /
Un-Satisfactory

NoD-
Credit

lr, 17,5

*These are the minimum contact hrs. allocat€d. The contact hrs. may be increased by institute as per the

*These sre the minimum contact hrs. allocated. The conttct hrs. may be incressed by itrstitute {ptf the
need based on the content of subject. 1. - A+\--/

v
2lPage B.1cch. I't Ye ar Batch 20lli olrwrrJ



lK Gujral Puniab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1st Year)

Second Semester Physics Group Contact Hrs. l 29

*These are the minimum contact hrs. aUocated. The contact hrs. may be increased by institute as per the
need based on the content ofsubject.

r :{,d l)ased on the content of subj€ct.
\ote: l. Mentoring and Professional Development will be offered as mandatory Non-Credit course.

Mentoring and Professional Development course will hav€ imemal evaluation only.
2. This study scheme & syllabus is not applicable for B. Tech Chemical Enginecring and B. Tech

Petrochem & Petroleum Refinery Engineering. The study scheme and syllabus of B. Tech

Chcmical Engineering and B. Tech Petrochem & Petroleum Rofinery Engineering is sepamtely
uploadcd on University website. -Xl

3. Therc will be no external theory exam for subject code BTMEl0l-18lEnginecring Glffhics &
Design) For detail evaluation scheme refcr detailed syllabus Utage no. 84)

Batch 20 [,3 onwitrds

., \,1P 101-

Second Semester Contact Hrs,: 24

l hese are the minimum contact hrs. allocated. The contact hrs. may be increased by institute 8s per the

3lPage B.Tech



lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1st Year)

A. Definition of Credit:

I Hr. Lecture (L) per week I credit
I I-Ir. Tutorial (T) oer week 1 credit
I Hr. Practical @) per week

2 Hours Practical(Lab)/week

0.5 credits

I credit

B. Range of credits -

A range of credits from 150 to 160 for a student to be eligible to get Under Graduate degree in
Engineering. A student will be eligible to get Und€r Graduate degree with Honours or additional
Minor Engineering, if he/she completes an additional 20 credits. These could be acquired
through MOOCs.

C. Structure of Undergraduate Engineering program3

S.

No.
Category Suggested Breakup

ofCredits(Total
160)

Humanities and Social Sciences includinq Manaqement courses t2
2 Basic Science courses 25

3 Engineering Science courses including workshop, drawing, basics of
electricaVmechanical/comDuter etc

24

4 Professional core courses 48

5 Professional Elective courses relevant to chosen sDecialization/branch l8
6 Open subjects - Electives from other technical and /or energing

subiects
l8

7 Proiect work. seminar and intemshio 'in industrv or elsewhere l5
8 Mandatory Cou$es

[Environmental Sciences, Induction training, Indian Constitution,
Essence of Indian Traditional Knowledsel

(non-credit)

Total 160

:.i..rge B.Tecb. l" Year Batch 2018 onwar,l



lK Gujra! Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1n Yearl

Guidelines regarding Mentoring and Professional Development

The objective of mentoring will be development of:

o Overall Personality

. Aptitude (Technical and General)

. General Awareness (Current Affairs and GK)

. Communication Skills
r Presentation Skills

The course shall be split in two sections i.e. outdoor activities and class activities.
i ,'r achieving the above, suggestive list of activities to be conducted are:

Part - A
(Class Activities)

1. Expert and video lectues
2. Aptitude Test

3. Group Discussion
4. Quiz(General/Technical)
5. Presentations by the students

6. Team building Exercises

Part - B
(Outdoor Activities)

l. SportsA.,lSS/NCC

2. Society Activities of various students chapter i.e. ISTE, SCIE, SAE, CSI, Cultural Club,
etc.

Evaluation shall be based on rubrics for Part - A & B
Mentors/Faculty incharges shall maintain proper record student wise ofeach activity conducted
and the same shall be submitted to the departrnent.

5lPage B.Tech. l" Year Batch 2018 onwards



lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technoloty (8. Tech. 1st Year)

Induction Programs
A Guide to Induction Program

Introduction

(lnduction Program was discussed and approved for all colleges by AICTE in March 2017. It
u,as discussed and accepted by the Council ofIITs for all IITs in August 2016. It was originally
proposed by a Committee of IIT Directors and accepted at the meeting of all IIT Directors in
March 2016.t This guide has been prepared based on the Report of the Committee of IIT
Directors and the experience gained through its pilot implementation in July 2016 as accepted
by the Council of IITs. Purpose of this document is to help insti-tutions in understanding the
spirit of the accepted Induction Program and impletnenting it.)

Engineering colleges were established to train graduates well in the branch,/department of
admission, have a holistic outlook, and have a desire to work for national needs and beyond.

The graduating student must have knowledge and skills in the area ofhis study. However, he
must also have broad understanding of society and relationships. Character needs to be
nurtured as an essential quality by which he would understand and fulfill his responsibility as
an engineer, a citizen and a human being. Besides the above, several meta-skills and
underllng values are needed.

There is a mad rush for engineering today, without the student determining for himself his
interests and his goals. This is a major factor in the current state of demotivation towards
studies that exists among UG snrdents.

The success of gaining admission into a desired institution but failure in getting the desired
branch, with peer pressure generating its own problems, Ieads to a peer envi-ronment that is
demotivating and conosive. Start ofhostel life without close parental supervision at the same
time, further worsens it with also a poor daily routine.

To come out of this situation, a multi-pronged approach is needed. One will have to work
closely with the newly joined students in making them feel comfortable, allow them to explore
their academic interests and activities. reduce comDetition and make them

1A Committee of IIT Directors was setup in the l52nd Meeting of IIT Directors on 6th
September 2015 at IIT Patna, on how to motivate undergnduate students at IITs towards
studies, and to develop verbal ability. The Committee submitted its repon on l9th January
2016. It was considered at the l53rd Meeting of all IIT Directors at IIT Mandi on 26 March
2016, and the accepted report came out on 3l March 2016. The Induction Program was an
important recommendation, and its pilot was implemented by three lITs, namely, IIT(BHU),
IIT Mandi and IIT Patna in July 2016. At the 50th meeting of the Council of IITs on 23 August
2016, recommendation on the Induction Program and the report of its pilot implementation
were discussed and the program was accepted for all IITs.

work for excellence, promote bonding within them, build relations between teachers and
students, give a broader view of life, and build character.

Mq
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Induction Program

When new students enter an institution, they come with diverse thoughts, backgrounds and
preparations. It is important to help them adjust to the new environment and inculcate in them
the ethos of the institution with a sense of larger purpose. Precious little is done by most ofthe
institutions, except for an orientation program lasting a couple of days.

We propose a 3-week long induction program for the UG students entering the insti-tution,
right at the start. Normal classes start only after the induction program is over. Its purpose is to
make the students feel comfortable in their new environment, open them up, set a healthy daily
routine, create bonding in the batch as well as between faculty and students, develop awamess,

sensitivity and understanding ofthe self, people around them, society at large, and nature.2

The time during the Induction Program is also used to rectify some critical lacunas, for
example, English background, for those students who have deficiency in it.

The following are the activities under the induction program in which the student would be
'i Llly engaged throughout the day for the entire duration ofthe program.

Induction Program as described here borrows from tlree programs running earlier at
different insti-tr,rtions: (l) Foundation Program running at IIT Gadhinagar since July 2011, (2)
Human Values course running at IIIT Hyderabad since July 2005, and (3) Counselling Service
or mentorship running at several IITs for many decades. Contribution ofeach one is described
next.

(l) IIT Gandhinagar was the first IIT to recognize and implement a special 5-week
Foundation Program for the incoming lst year UG students. It took a bold step that the norma.
classes would start only after the five week period. It involved activities such as games, art,

etc., and also science and other creative workshops and lectures by resource persons from
outside.

(2) IIIT Hyderabad was the first one to implement a compulsary course on Human Values,

Under it, classes were held by faculty through discussions in small groups of students, rather
,r:rn in lecture mode. Moreover, faculty from all departrnents got involved in conducting the

;roup discussions under the course. The content is non-sectarian, and the mode is dialogical
mther than sermonising or lecturing- Faculty were trained beforehand, to conduct these

discussions and to guide students on issues of life.

(3) Counselling at some ofthe IITs involves setting up mentor-mentee network under which
1st year students would be divided into small groups, each assigned a senior student as a student
guide, and a faculty member as a mentor. Thus, a new student gets connected to a faculty
member as well as a senior student, to whom he/she could go to in case ofany diffbulty whether
psychological, financial, academic, or otherwise.

The Induction Program defined here amalgamates all the three into an integrated whole,
which leads to its high effectiveness in terms ofbuilding physical activity, creativity, bonding,
and character. It develops sensitivity towards self and one's relationships, builds awateness
about others and society beyond the individual, and also in bonding with their own batch-mates
and a senior student besides a faculty member.

Scaling up the above amalgamation to an intake batch of 1000 plus
i 1 iiBHfD, Varanasi starting from July 2016.

students was done:v
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2.1 Physical Activity

This would involve a daily routine of physical activity with games and sports. It would start with all
students coming to the field at 6 am for light physical exercise or yoga. There would also be games
in the evening or at other suitable times according to the local climate. These would help develop
team work. Each student should pick one game and learn it for three weeks. There could also be
gardening or other suitably designed activity where labour yields fruits from nature.

? 2 Creative Arts

, . student would chosc one skill related to the arts whether visual arts or performing arts.
.:rrlples are painting, sculpture, pottery, music, dance etc. The student would pursue it everyda.,'

ror the duration of the program.

These would allow for creative expression. It would develop a sense ofaesthetics and also enhance
creativity which would, hopefully, flow into engineering design later.

2.3 Universal Human Values

It gets the student to explore oneself and allows one to experience the joy of leaming, stand up to
peer pressure, take decisions with courage, be aware ofrelationships with colleagues and supporting
staff in the hostel and department, be sensitive to others, etc. Need for character building has been
underlined earlier. A module in Universal Human Values provides the base.

Methodology ofteaching this content is extremely important. It must not be through do's and dont's,
hrt get students to explore and think by engaging them in a dialogue. It is best taught through group

-rions and real life activities rather than lecturing. The role ofgroup discussions, however, with
, rif thought of the teachers cannot be over emphasized. It is essential for giving exposure.

r, rrg thoughts, and realizing values.

The teachers must come from all the departments rather than only one departrnent like HSS or from
outside ofthe Institute. Experiments in this direction at IIT(BHU) are noteworthy and one can learn

from them.3

Discussions would be conducted in small groups ofabout 20 students with a faculty mentor each. It
is to open thinking towards the self. Universal Human Values discussions could even continue for
rest ofthe semester as a normal course, and not stop with the induction program.

Besides drawing tlre attention of the student to larger issues of life, it would build relationships
between teachers and students which last for their entire 4-year stay and possibly beyond.

sThe Universal Human Values Course is a result ofa long series of expcriments at educational
' :, rires starting from IIT-Delhi and IIT Kanpur in the I 980s and 1990s as an elective course, NIT
', ,ir'rlate1990sasacompulsoryone-weekoffcampusprogram.ThecoursesatIIT(BHU)which
-J liom July 2014, are taken and developed from two compulsory courses at IIIT Hyderaba,l

trrst introduced in July 2005.

2.4 Literary

t-iterary activity would encompass reading, writing and possibly, debating, enacting WWfrc.
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-r 6 Proficiency Modules

...:riod can be used to overcome some critical lacunas that students might have, for exanrpi
,rglish, computer famitiarity etc. These should run like crash courses, so that when normal corr;,.

start after the induction program, the student has overoome the lacunas substantially. We hope th.,
problems arising due to lack ofEnglish skills, wherein students start lagging behind or failing in several
subjects, for no fault oftheirs, would, hopefully, become a thing of the past.

2.6 Lectures by Eminent People

This period can be utilized for lectures by eminent people, say, once a week. It would give the students
exposure to people who are socially active or in public life.

2.7 Visits to Local Area

A couple of visits to the landmarks of the city, or a hospital or orphanage could be organized. This
would familiarize them with the area as well as expose them to the under privileged.

' Familiarization to Dept./Branch & Innovations

. rrc students should be told about different method of study compared to coaching that is neede.:
IlTs. They should be told about what gefting into a branch or department means what role it play' ,

society, through its technology. They should also be shown the laboratories, workshops & other
facilties.

3.Schedule

The activities during the Induction Program would have an Initial Phase, a Regular Phase and a
Closing Phase. The Initial and Closing Phases would be two days each.

Time Activity
Day 0
Whole Day

Str:dent anive - HosteI allotment.
(Preferablv do pre-allotment)

T)ay-l
,itt am- 03:00 pm

-i:iU om - 06:00 on
Academic Registration
Orientation

[ay-2
09:00 am - 10:00 am Diagnostic Test (fo. English "t")
I 0:15am - 12:25 pm Visit to respective depts..

l2:30 pm - 0l :55 pm Lunch
02:00 pm -02:55 pm Director's address

03:00 pm - 05:00 pm Interaction with Darents

03:30 pm - 05:00 pm Mentor-mentee groups - introduction within
goup (Same as Universal Human Values
ffoups)

3.2 Regular Phase

" fter two days is the start of the Regular Phase of induction. With this phase there wo@
,titr program to be followed every day. I

4-.vt-/ \-
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3.2.1 Daily Schedule

Some ofthe activities are on a daily basis, while some others are at specified
periods within the lnducrion Program. We first show a typical daily timetable.

Sessn. Iirne Activity Remarks

Day 3 onwards
06:00 am Wake uo call

I 06:30 am - 07:10 am Physical activity (mild exercise/yoga)

07:15 am - 08:55 am Bath, BreaWast, etc.
II 09:00 am - 10:55 am Creative Arts / Universal Human Halfthc,' .'

Values do Creatir c .
III I I :00 am - 12:55 pm Universal Human Values / Creative Complementar'.

Arts alternate

01:00pm-02:25pm Lunch
IV 02:30 pm - 03:55 pm Aftemoon Session See below.

V 04:00 pm - 05:00 pm Aftemoon Session See below.

05:00 pm - 05:25 pm Break / light tea
VI 05:30 pm - 06:45 pm Games / Special Lectures

06:50 pm - 08:25 pm Rest and Dinner
VII 08:30 pm - 09:25 pm lnformal interactions (in hostels)

Sundays are off. Saturdays have the same schedule as above or have outings.

3.2.2 Afternoon Activities (Non-Daily)

The following five activities are scheduled at different times of the Induction
Progtam, and are not held daily for everyone:

1. Familiarization to DeDt. / Branch & Innovations
2. Visits to l-ocal Area
3. Lectures by Eminent People
4. Literary
5. Proficiency Modules

l0 lPa ge B..f cch. l" Year Batch 20lfi
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Here is the approximate activity schedule for the aftemoons (may be changed to suit
local needs):

Familiarization with IV
Dept/Branch & Innovations

For 3 days (Day 3 to 5)

Visits to Local Area IV, V and

VI
For 3 days - interspersed (e.g., 3

Saturdays)

Lectures by Eminent People IV As scheduled - 3-5 lectures

For 3-5 days

Proficiency Modules V Daily, but only for those who need it

3.3 Closing Phase

Literary (Play /
Reading / Lecture)

Book IV

Last But One Day

08:30 am - l2 noon Discussions and finalization of oresen-
tation within each goup

02:00 am - 05:00 pm Presentation by each group in front of 4
other groups besides their own (about

100 students)

Last Day
Whole day Examinations (if any). May be ex-

panded to last 2 days, in case needed.

3.4 Follow Up after Closure

A question comes up as to what would be the follow up program after the formal 3-
week Induction Program is over? The groups which are formed should function as

mentor-mentee network. A student should feel free to approach his faculty mentor or
Ihe student guide, when facing any kind of problem, whether academic or financial
or psychological etc. (For every l0 undergraduate first year students, there would be

a senior student as a sludent guide, 
^nd 

for every 20 students, there would be a
faculty mentor.) Such a group should remain for the entire 4-5 year duration of the

stay ofthe student. Therefore, it would be good to have groups with the students as

well as teachers from the same departmenVdiscipline4.
Here we list some important suggestions which have come up and which have been

experimented with.

11 lPa ge
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3.4.1 Follow Up after Closure - Same Semester

It is suggested that the groups meet with their faculty mentors once a month, within
the semester after the 3-week lnduction Program is over. This should be a scheduled
meeting shown in the timetable. (The groups are of course free to meet together on
their own more often, for the student groups to be invited to their faculty mentor's
home for dinner or tea, nature walk, etc.)

3,4.2 Follow Up - Subsequent Semesters

It is extremely important that continuity be maintained in subsequent semesters.

It is suggested that at the start of the subsequent semesters (upto fourth semester),
three days be set aside for three full days of activities related to follow up to Induc-
tion Program. The students be shown inspiring films, do collective art work, and group
discussions be conducted. Subsequently, the groups should meet at least once a month.

Summary
Engineering institutions were set up to generate well trained manpower in engineering
with a feeling of responsibility towards onesel{ one's family, and society. The
incoming undergraduate students are driven by their parents and society to join
engineering without understanding their own interests and talents. As a result, most
students fail to link up with the goals of their own institution.

The graduating student must have values as a human being, and knowledge and
meta-skills related to his/her profession as an engineer and as a citizen. Most students
who get demotivated to study engineering or their branch, also lose interest in
learning.

The lnduction Program is designed to make the newly joined students feel
comfortable, sensitize them towards exploring their academic interests and activities,
reducing compe-tition and making them work for excellence, promote bonding within
them, build relations between teachers and students, give a broader view of life, and
building of character.

The Universal Human Values component, which acts as an anchor, develops
awareness and sensitivity, feeling ofequality, compassion and oneness, draw attention
to society and

aWe are aware that there are advantages in mixing the students from different
depts. However, in mixing, it is our experience that the continuity of the group
together with the faculty mentor breaks down soon after. Therefore, the groups be
from the same dept. but hostel wings have the mixed students from different depts.
For example, the hostel room allotment should be in alphabetical order irrespective of
dept.

nature, and character to follow through. It also makes them reflect on their relationship
with their families and extended family in the college (with hostel staff anqrhers). It
12 lPage B Tee h. l" \'ear adf, ZOIS
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also connects sfirdents with each other and with teachers, so that they can share any
difficulty they might be facing and seek help.

References:

Motivating UG Studenf.s lowards Sfudrbs'

Rajeev Sangal, IITBHU Varanasi, Gautam Biswas, IIT Guwahati, Timothy Gonsalves,
IIT Mandi, Pushpak Bhattacharya, IIT Patna, (Committee of IIT Directors), 3l March
2016, IIT Directors' Secretariat IIT Delhi.

Contact Prof. Rajeev Sanga/ Director, IIT(BHLI), Varanasi, (director@iitbhu.ac.in)

x:-'-,:{ I
DTiif':li i: !l::ioni: & hnmnicaijcn Ellghfti4 .

iii Gri:il Pun;abTechnical Univeisrty'

. i!ain Campls, lkpurihala (Punjab)'144003
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S.No. Branch Related Branches Course codes Course title Credits

I Civil
Engineering

L Civil Engineering BTPHIOI-I8

BTPHI I I-I8

Mechanics of
solids

Mechanics of
solids Lab 1.5

2.Construction Engineering &
Management

Electrical
Engineering

l.Electrical Engineering BTPH I O2-I8

BTPHI 12-I8

Optics and Modern

Physics

Optics and Modem
Physics Lab 1.5

2.Automation & Robotics

3.Electrical & Electronics

Engineering

4.Electronics & Electrical
Engineering

5.Electrical Engineering &
lndustrial Control

6.Instnrmentation & Conhol
Engineering

Mechanical

Engineering

l.Mechanical Engineering BTPHl03-18

BTPHI I3-t8

Electromagnetism 4

l.)

2.Marine Engineering

3.Production Engineering blectromagnetlsm

Lab

4.Industrial Engineering

5.Tool Engtneering

S.Automobile Engineering

T.Aerospace Engineering

8.Aeronautical Engineering

Computer

Science

Engineering

l.Computer Engineering BTPH I O4-I8

BTPHl14-18

Semi{onductor
Physics

Semi-Conductor
Physics Lab l.)

2.Computer Science Engineering

3.Information Technology

4.3D Animation Engineering

15 lPage
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Electronics and
cnrnmnnicafinn

I .Electronics & Commrmication

Engineering

BTPHl05-I8

BTPHI I5.I8

Introduction to
qamif^n,fir^r^r

4

l.)

Engineering Physics

Semi{onductor
Physics Lab

Z.Electronics & Computer
Engineering

l.Electronics & Instrumentation

Engineering

4.Electronics & Telecomm

Engineering

5.Electronics Engineering

Chemical

Sciences

LChemical Engineering BTPHI06-I8

BTPHI l6-18

Optics and

Electromagnetism

Optics and

Electromag!etism

4

1.5

2.Petrochem & Petroleum

Refinery Engineering

!.Textile Engineering Lab

4.Food Technology

7 Bio-Technology Bio-Technolory BTPHl07.I8

BTPHI I7-18

lnhoduction to
Physics:

Biotechnology

Physics Lab

4

1.5

lK Gujral Punjab Technlcal University
Bachelor of Technology {8. Tech. 1n Year)
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BTPHlOT.l8 Mechanics of Solids L-3, T-1, P-0 4 Credits

Pre-requisites (if any):

(i) High-school education with Physics as one.ofthe subject

Course Objectives: The aim and objective of the course on Mechanics of Solids is io introduce the students

' rech. to the formal structue of vector mechanics. harmonic oscillators. and mechanics ofsolids so that
:rr use these in Engineering as per their requirement.

co1 Understand the vector mechanics for a classical
co2 Identi& various types offorces in nature, frames ofreferences, and conservation laws.
c03 Know the Newton's equafions of motion in polar, cylindrical and spherical coordinated.

c04 Apply the knowledge obtained in this course to related problems such as weather systems,
Foucault pendulum; Harmonic oscillator. etc.

co5 Analvze the olanar risid bodv dwamics of the 2-Dimensional and 3-Dimensional svstem.

Detailed Syllabus:
PART-A
Module 1: Vector mechanics of particles

Physical significance ofgradient, Divergence and curl. Potential energy function; F = - Grad V, equipotential
!'1r cs. Forces in Nahue; Newton's laws and its completeness in describing particle motion; Form invanance

uurse Outcomes: At the end ofthe the student will be able to

, i.rn's Second Law. Introduction to Cartesian, spherical and cylindrical coordinate system. Conservativc
, rr r)-conservative forces, curl ofa force field; Central forces; Conservation ofAlgular Momentum: Errer'.-r'.

cquation and energy diagrams; Elliptical, parabolic and hyperbolic orbits. Non-inertial frames of refercrr.c:

Rotating coordinate system: - Centripetal and Coriolis accelerations; Foucault pendulum.

Module 2: Simple harmonic motion, danrped and forced simple harmonic oscillator

Mechanical and electrical simple harmonic oscillators, damped oscillations, damped harmonic oscillator -
healy, critical and light damping, energy decay in a damped harmonic oscillator, quality factor, forced

mechanical and electrical oscillators. resonance.

PART-B

Module 3: Planar rigid body Mechanics

Definition and motion ofa rigid body in the plane; Rotation in the plane, Angular momentum about a point of
il body in planar motion; centre of mass, moment of inertia, moment oftheorems of moment ofinertia.

,rf plane lamina, circular ring, moment of force, couple, Euler's laws of motion. Introduction to thrcc

,,rrnsronal rigid body motion.

17 lPage
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Module 4: Mechanics of solids

i, rion: Definitions: Types of friction, Laws of static friction, Limiting friction, Angle of friction, angle of
,r,)st'; motion on horizonial and inclined planes. Methods of reducing friction, Concept of stress and strail

,rr a point; Concepts of elasticity, plasticity, strain hardening, failure (fracture / yielding), one dimensional
stress-strain curve; Generalized Hooke's law. Force analysis - axial force, shear force, bending moment and

twisting moment. Bending stress; Shear stress; Concept of strain energy; Yield criteria.

Reference books:

Engineering Mechanics, 2nd ed. - MK Harbola
Introduction to Mechanics - MK Verma 

I

An Introduction to Mechanics -D Kleppner & R Kolenkow 
I

Principles ofMechanics -JL Synge & BA Gri ths 
I

Mechanics - JP Den Hartog 
I

Engineering Mechanics- Dynamics, 7th ed. - JL Meriarn 
I

Mechanics Vibrations - JP Den Hartog 
I

Theory of Vibrations with Applications - WT Thomson l

An Introduction to the Mechanics of Solids, 2nd ed. with SI Units-SH Cranda[, NC Dahl & TJ Lardnc r

Classical Mechanics: H. Goldstein, Pearson Education Asia.
Classical mechanics of particles and rigid bodies: K.C Gupt4 Wiley eastem New Delhi,
Engineering Mechanics: Statics, 7th ed.-JL Meriam
Modem's Analytical Mechanics, Satish K Gupta

lSlPage
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BTPIIIII-I8 Mech.nics of Solids Lab r-0, T-t), P-3 1.5 Credits

Pre-requisites (if any):

(i) High-school education with Phvsics as one ofthe subiect

Course Objectives: The aim and objective of the Lab course on Mechanics of Solids is to introduce the
students ofB. Tech to the formal structure of Mechanics ofsolids so that they can use these in Engineering as

Der their reouirement.
Course Outcomes: At the end ofthe the student will be

lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1st Year)

''01 Able to understand the conceots leamed in the mechanics of solids.

Leaming the skills needed to verify some of the concepts oftheory courses.

(03 Trained in measurcments ano sensitive

c04

Detailed syllabus:

Note: Students are expected to perform about 10-12 experiments from the following list:

l. Measurements of length (or diameter) using vemier caliper, screw gauge, and travelling microscope.

Use of Plumb line and Spirit level.
2. To determine the horizontal distance between two points using a Sextant.

3. To determine the vertical distance betw€en two points using a Sextant.

4. To determine the height ofan inaccessible object using a Sextant.

5. To determine the angular diameter ofthe sun using the sextant.

To determine the angular acceleration c, torque r, and Moment of lnertia of flyrvheel.
To study the Motion ofa Spring and calculate (a) Spring Constant (b) Value of g and (c) Modulus ol

rigidity.
To determine the time period ofa simple pendulum for different length and acceleration due to gravity.

To snrdy the variation of time period with distance between centre of suspension and centre of gravity

for a compound pendulum and to determine: (i) Radius of gyration ofthe bar about an axis through

its C.G. and perpendicular to its length. (ii) The value of g in the laboratory.
10. To determine the Young's Modulus of a Wire by Optical Lever Method.
I l. To detemine the Elastic Constants/Young's Modulus of a Wire by Searle's method.

12. To deiermine the Modulus of Rigidity of a Wire by Maxwell's needle.

13. To determine the Modulus of Rigidity ofbrass using Searle's method.

14. To find the moment of inertia ofan irregular body about an axis through its C.G with the torsional
pendulum.

15. To determine g by Kater's Pendulum.
16. To determine g and velocity for a freely falling body using Digital Timing Technique.

6.

i.

o.

9.

Able to understand the principles of error analysis and develop skills in experimental design.

Able to document a tecbnical report which communicates scientific information in a clear
and concise manner.

onrvards
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Mechanics virtual lab:
17. To determine the angular acceleration c and torque z of flywheel.
18. To determine the moment of inertia of a flywheel.
19. To find the acceleration ofthe cart in the simulator.
20. To find the distance covered by the cart in the simulator in the given time intewal.
21. To veriff that energy conservation and momentum consewation can be used with a ballistic pendulum

to determine the initial velocity ofa projectile, its momentum and kinetic energ]/.
To verifu the momentum and kinetic energy conservation using collision balls.
To understand the torsional oscillation of pendulum in different liquid. and determine the rigidiq
modulus ofthe suspension wire using torsion pendulum.

24. To find the Time offlight, Horizontal range and maximum height ofa projectile for different velocitl,.
angle ofprojection, cannon height and environment.

25. The Elastic and lnelastic collision simulation will help to analyse the collision variations for different
situations.

26. Demonstration of collision behaviour for elastic and inelastic type.
27. Variation of collision behavior in elastic and inelastic t)?e.
28. Study ofvariation of Momentum, Kinetic energr, Velocity ofcollision ofthe objects ard the Center

of Mass with different velocity and mass.
29. Calculation of the Momen m, Kinetic energy, and Velocity after collision.

Suggested ReNding
1. Advanced Practical Physics for students, B.L. Flint and H.T. Worsnop, 197.1, Asia Publishing House

?. Advanced level Physics Practicals, Michael Nelson and Jon M. Ogbom, 4tn Edition, reprinted 1985.
Heinemann Educational Publishers

. ATextBookof Practical Physics, t. Prakash & Ramakrishna, lltn Edn,2011, Kitab Mahal
4. Engineering Practical Physics, S. Panigrahi & B. Mallick, 2015, Cengage Leaming India Pvt. Ltd.

5. Practical Physics, G.L. Squires, 2015, 4m Edition, Cambridge University Press.
6. htto://vlab.amrita.edu/index.ohp?sub=l
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Optics and Modern Physics L3, T-1, P-0

Pre-requisite (if any):

(i) High-school education with physics as one ofthe subject

lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1s Year)

, !r02-18 4 Credits

Course Objectives: The aim and objective ofthe couri
students of B.Tech. to the subjects of wave optics, Quantum Mechanics, Solids, and Semiconductors so that
they can use these in Engineering as per their requirement.

' ,. Outcomes: At the end of the cowse, the student witl be able to

ir,c l: Waves (3 hours)

.,rr,rnical and electrical simple harmonic oscillators, damped harmonic oscillator, forced mechanicai ,r:',r
electrical oscillators, impedance, steady state motion of forced damped harmonic oscillator

Module 2: Non-dispersiv€ transverse and longitudinrl waves (4 hours)

Transverse wave on a string, the wave equation on a string, Harmonic waves, reflection and transmission of
waves at a boundary, impedance m2fghing, standing waves and their Eigen frequencies, longitudinal waves
and the wave equation for them, acoustics waves

Module 3: Light and Optics (3 hours)

Light as an electromagnetic wave and Fresnel equations, reflectance and fansmittance, Brewster's angle, total
intemal reflection, and evanescent wave, Minors and lenses and optical instruments based on them.

21 lPage
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.rl Identi$r and illustrate physical concepts and terminology used in optics and other *ar'c
Dhenomena.

c02 Understand optical phenomena such as polarization, birefringence, interference and
diffraction in terms of the wave model.

c03 Understand the importance of wave equation in nahfe and appreciate fhe mathernaticat
formulation of the same

c04 Appreciate the need for quantum mechanics, wave particle duality, uncertainty principle
etc.

cos Understand some ofthe basic concepts in the physics of Solids and Semiconductors.
Detailed Syllabus:
PART-A

B.Tcch.
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Module 4: Wave Optics (5 hours)

Huygens' principle, superposition of waves and interference of light by wavefiont splitting and amplitude
splitting; Young's double slit experiment, Newton's rings, Michelson interferometer, Mach Zehnder
interferometer. Farunhofer diffraction from a single slit and a circular apertue, the Rayleigh criterion for limit
ofresolution and its application to vision; Diffraction gratings and their resolving power.

PART-B

.',ilule 5: Lasers (5 hours)

riistein's theory of matter radiation interaction and A and B coefficients; amplification oflight by populnrio,.

inversion, different types oflasers: gas lasers (He-Ne, COz), solid-state lasers (ruby, Neodynium), dye laser,r.

Properties of laser beams: mono-chromaticity

Module 6: Introduction to Quantum Mechanics (5 hours)

Wave nature of Particles, Time-dependent and time-independent Schrodinger equation for wave frrnction,

Bom interpretation, probabitity current, Expectation values, Free-particle wave function and wave-packets,

uncertainry principle.

Module 7: Solution of Wave Equation (6 hours)

Solution of stationary-state Schrodinger equation for one dimensional problems-particle in a box, particle in

attractive delta-function potential, square-well potential, linear harmonic oscillator. Scattering from a potential

' rrrier and tuffleling; related examples like alpha{ecay, field-ionization and scanning tunneling microscope,
.:;'rg in semiconductor structures. Three{imensional problems: particle in three dimensional box. and

,.,ier.i examples.

Module 8: Introduction to Solids and Semiconductors (9 hours):

Free electron theory of metals, Fermi level, density of states in 1,2 and 3 dimensions, Bloch's theorem for

particles in a periodic potential, Kronig-Penney model and origin ofenergy bands.

Types ofelectronic materials: metals, semiconductors, and insulators. lntrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors,

Dependence of Fermi level on carrier-concentration and temperature (equilibrium carrier statistics), Carier
generation and recombination, Carrier transport: diffusion and drill, p-n junction.

Text/References:

l. I. G. Main, "Vibrations and waves in physics", Cambridge University Press, 1993.

2. H. J. Pain, "The physics ofvibrations and waves", Wiley, 2006.

3. E. Hecht, "Optics", Pearson Education,2008.
A. Ghatak, "Optics", McGraw Hill Education, 2012.
r ). Svelto, "Principles ofLasers", Springer Science & Business Media, 2010.

D. J. Griffiths, "Quantum mechanics", Pearson Education, 2014.
R. Robinett, "Quanh:m Mechanics", OU? Oxford, 2006.
D. McQuarrie, "Quantum Chemistry", University Science Books, 2007.

D.A. Neamen, "semiconductor Physics and Devices", Times Mirror High Education Group, Chicago,

1997 .

E.S. Yang. "Microelectronic Devices", McGraw Hill, Singapore, 1988.

B.G. "Solid State Electronic Devices". Prentice Hall of
10.
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Bachelor of Technology {B. Tech. 1'gt Year}

rPH112-18 Optics and Modern Physics Lab

Course Objectives: The aim and objective of the lab on Optic and Modern Physics is io introduce the
students of B.Tech. class to the formal struch.ue of wave and optics, Quantum Mechanics and semiconductor
physics so that thev can use these in Engineering branch as per their requirement.
Course Outcomes: At the end of the course, the student will be able to
co1 Verifv some ofthe theoretical conceots learnt in the theory courses.

co2 Trained in carnrinq out Drecise measurements and handlins sensitive equiDment.
c03 Introduced to the methods used for estimating and dealing with experimental uncertainties

and systematic erors.

co4 Leam to draw conclusions from data and develop skills in exoerimental desim.
c05 Write a lechnical report which comrnunicates scientific information in a clear and concise

manner.
Iletailed Syllabus:

l're-requisite (Ifany): (i) High-school education with physics as one ofthe subject

'.ute: Stud€nts are expected to perform about 10-12 experiments from the following list:

i . To study the laser beam characteristics like; wave length using diffraction grating aperture & divergence.
2. Study ofdiffraction using laser beam and thus to determine the grating element.
3. To study laser interference using Michelson's Interferometer.
4. To determine the numerical aperture ofa given optic fibre and hence to find its acceptance angle.
5. To determine attenuation & propagation losses in optical fibres.
6. To determine the grain size of a material using optical microscope.
7 . To find the refractive index of a material/glass using spectrometer.
8. To find the refractive index ofa liquid using spectrometer.
9. To find the velocity ofultrasound in liquid.
10. To deiermine the specific rotation of sugar using Laurent's half-shade polarimeter.
I l. To study the characteristic of different p-njunction diode - Ge and Si.

12. To analyze the suitability ofa given Zener diode as voltage regulator.
13. To find out the intensity response ofa solar cell/Photo diode.
14. To find out the intensity response ofa LED.
\rirtual lab experiments:

To find the resolving power ofthe prism.
To determ.ine the angle of the grven prism.
To determine the refractive index of the rnaterial of a prism
To determine the numerical aperture ofa given optic fibre and hence to find its acceptance angle.
To calculate the beam divergence and spot size ofthe given laser beam.
To determine the wavelength of a laser using dre Michelson interferometer.
To revise the concept of inlerference of light waves in general and thin-film interference in particular.
To set up and observe Newton's rings.
To determine the wavelengtJr of the given source.
To understand the phenomenon Photoelectric effect as a whole.
To draw k.inetic energy of photoelectrons as a function of frequency ofincident radiation.
To determine the Planck's constant from kinetic energy versus frequency graph.
To plot a graph connecting photocurrent and applied potential.
To determine the
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Electromagnetism I-3, T-1, P-0

Pre-requisites (Ifany): (i) High-school education with physics as one ofthe Subject

Course Objectives: The aim and objective of the course is to expose the students to the formal structure of
electromagnetism so that they can use these in Engineering as per their requirement.

acquire the knowledge of Maxwell equation and electromagnetic field theory and

have a solid foundation in engineering fundamentals required to solve problems and also to

lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology lB. Tech. ln Yearl

Course Outcomes: At the end ofthe course, tie student will be able to

Speciry the constitutive relationships for fields and understand why they are important.

.!? Describe the static and dynamic electric and magnetic fields for technologically important
struotures.

cor

(r()3 Measure the voltage induced by time varying magnetic flux.

Detailed Syllabus:
PART.A
Module 1: Electrostatics in vacuum (8 lectures)

Calculation of electric field and electrostatic potential for a charge distribution; Divergence and curl of
electrostatic field; Laplace's and Poisson's equations for electxostatic potential and uniqueness oftheir solution

and connection with steady state difnrsion and thermal conduction; Practical examples like Farady's cage and

coffee-ring effect; Boundary conditions of electric field and electrostatic potential; method of images; energy

'1'a charge distribution and its expression in terms ofelectric field.

', ,l le 2: Electrostatics in a linear dielectric medium (4 lectures)

Llectrostatic field and potential ofa dipole. Bound charges due to electric polarization; Electric displacement;

boundary conditions on displacement; Solving simple electrostatics problems in presence ofdielectrics - Point

charge at the c€ntr€ of a dielectric sphere, charge in fiont of a dielectric slab, dielectric slab and dielectric

sphere in uniform electric field.

Module 3: Magnetostatics (6 kctures)

Bio-savart law, Divergence and cud of static magnetic field; vector potential and calculating it for a given

magnetic freld using Stokes' theorem; the equation for the vector pot€ntial and its solution for giv€n current

densities.

Module 4: Magnetostatics in a linear magnetic medium (3 lectures)

Vaqnetiation and associated bound currents; auxiliary magnetic field F ; Boundary conditions on F and

:;,lving for magnetic field due to simple magnets like a bar magnet; magnetic susceptibility and

.,rn)gnetic, paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials: Qualitative discussion of magnetic field in

irresence oi magnetic materials.
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PART-B

\.{odule 5: Faraday's law (4 lectures)

. .r.iiry's law in terms of EMF produced by changing magnetic flux; equivalence of Faraday's law and

:rutional EMF; Lenz's law; Electromagnetic breaking and its applications; Differential form of Faraday's

law expressing curl of electric field in terms of time-derivative of magnetic field and calculating electric

field due to changing magnetic fields in quasi-static approximation; energy stored in a magnetic field.

Modale 6: Displacement current, Mtgnetic Jield due to time4ependent elearic tield and Maxwell's
equations (5 lcctares)

Continuity equation for current densities; Modi$ing equation for the curl of magnetic field to satisfo

continuity equation; displace current and magnetic field arising from time-dependent electric field;

calculating magnetic field due to changing electric fields in quasi-static approximation. Maxwell's equation

in vacuum and non-conducting medium; Energy in an elechomagnetic field; Flow of energy and Poynting

vector with examples. Qualitative discussion of momentum in electromagnetic frelds.

Vodale 7: Electromagnetic waves (8 lectures)

r:rve equation; Plane electromagnetic wav€s in vacuum, their transverse nature and polarization;

iltror'r between electric and magnetic fields of an electromagnetic wave; energy carried by electromagnetic

waves and examples. Mom€ntum carried by electromagnetic waves and resultant pressure. Reflection and

transmission of electromagnetic waves from a non-conducting medium-vacuum interface for normal

incidence.

Suggested Text Books

(i) David Griffiths, Introduction to Electrodlmamics

Suggested Reference Books:

(i) Halliday and Resnick, Physics
(ii) W. Saslow, Electricity, magnetism and light
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BTPH113-18 Electromagnetism Lab L-0, T-0, P-3 1.5 Credits

Pre-requisite (If any): (i) High-school education

Course Objectiveb: The aim and objective ofthe lab course on Electromagnetism is to introduce the students
ofB. Tech. class to the formal structue of electromagnetism so that they can use lhese in various branches of
engineering as per their requirement.

Course Outcomes: At the end ofthe course. the student will be able to
cot Able to verifu some ofthe theoretical conceots learnt in the theory courses.

co2 Trained in carrvins out Drecise measurements and handling sensitive equipment.
CO3 | understand the methods used for estimating and dealing with experimental uncertainties and

I

I svstematic "errors."t-
u.l I Leam to draw conclusions fiom data and develop skills in experimental design.

COs I Write a technical report which communicates scientific informalion in aclearandconci,.
ItmAnner

Detailed Syllabus:

Note: Students are expected to perform about 10-12 €xp€riments from the following list:

l. Use a Multimeter for measuring (a) Resistances, (b) AC and DC Voltages, (c) DC Current, (d)

Capacitances, and (e) Checking electrical fuses.
2. To study the magnetic field of a circular coil carrying current.
3. To study B-H curve using CRO.
4. To find out the flequency ofAC mains using electric-vibrator.
5. To find out polarizability ofa dielectric substance.

6. Determine a high resistance by leakage method using Ballistic Galvanometer.
7. To study the Characteristics ofa Series RC Circuit
t To study the series LCR circuit and determine its (a) Resonant Frequency, (b) Quality.

lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technologv (8, Tech. 1d Yearl

To study a parallel LCR circuit and determine its (a) Anti-resonant frequency (b) Quality factor Q.
i o determine the value of self-inductance by Maxwell Inductance Bridge.
To determine the value of self-inductance by Maxwell Inductance Capacitance Bridge.
To determine the mutual inductance of two coils by Absolute method.
To study the induced emf as a function of the velocity of magnet and to study t}le phenomenon ol'
electromagnetic damping.

14. To determine unknown capacitance by flashing and quenching method.
15. To study the field pattern ofvarious modes inside a rectangular waveguide.

16. To determine charge to mass ratio (e/m) of an electron by helical method.

17. To deiermine charge to mass ratio (e/m) of an electron by Thomson method.
18. To determine dipole moment ofan organic molecule acetone.

19. To find out the horizontal component ofearth's magnetic field (Br').

Virtual lab experiments:
20. To find out the horizontal component ofearth's magnetic field (Br,).

2l . An experiment to study the variation of magnetic field with distance along the axis of a circular coil
carrymg crlTent.

'l Aim is to find the horizontal intensity of eadh's magnetic field at a place and moment of the bar magnet.

lo determine the self inductance ofthe coil (L) using Anderson's bridge.
. i. To calculate the value ofinductive reactance (Xr-) of the coil at a particular frequency.
15, The temperature coefficient of resistor simulation will help the user to easily identi$ the changc ;ll

resistivity of the resistor according to the change in temperature.
26. To find the inductance ofa coil
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1n Year)

BTPHI04.I8 4 Credits

co2 Undentand and describe the interaction of light with semiconductors in terms of femi
rule.

Understand and describe the impact of solid-state device capabilities and limitations
electronic circuit
Understand the design,
semiconductor materials.

fabrication, and characterization techniques of

Detailed Syllabus:

PART-A
Module l: Electronic materials (8)

Free electron theory, Density of states and energy band diagrams, Kronig-Penny model (to introduce origin

of band gap), Energy bands in solids, E-k diagram, Direct and indirect bandgaps, Types of electronic

materials: metals, semiconductors, and insulators, Density of states, Occupation probability, Fermi level,

Effective mass, Phonons.

Module 2: Semiconductors (10)

Intrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors, Dependence of Fermi level on carrier-concentration and

temperature (equilibrium carrier statistics), Carrier generation and recombination, Carrier transport:

diffirsion and drift, p-n junction, Metal-semiconductor junction (Ohmic and Schottky), Semiconductor

materials of interest for optoelectronic devices.

c03

2TlPage
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r-3, T-1, P-0Semiconductor Phvsics

Prerequisite:

(i) "lntroduction to Quanhrm Mechanics" Desirable

Course Objectives: The aim and objective of tle course on Semiconductor Physics is to introduce the

students of B. Tech. class to the formal structure of semiconductor physics so that they can use these in

Engineering as per their requirement.

Course Outcomes: At the end ofthe course. the student will be able to

Understand and explain the fundamental principles and properties of electronic materials
and semiconductors

Develop the basic tools with which they can study and test the newly developed devices and

other semiconductor aDDlicati
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
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PART-B

Module 3: Light-semiconductor int€rrction (6)

Optical transitions in bulk semiconductors: absorption, spontaneous emission, and stimulated emission; Joint

density of states, Density of states for photons, Transition rates (Fermi's golden rule), Optical loss and gain;

Photovoltaic effect, Exciton, Drude model.

Module 4: Measurements (6)

Four-point probe and van der Pauw measurements for carrier density, resistivity, and hall mobility; Hot-point

probe measurement, capacitance-volhge measurements, parameter extraction from diode l-V
characteristics, band gap by UV-Vis spectroscopy, absorption/transmission.

Module 5: Engineered semiconductor materials (6)

Density of states in 2D, lD, and 0D (qualitatively). Practical examples of lowdimensional systems such as

quantum wells, wires, and dots: design, fabrication, and characterization techniques. Hetero junctions and

associated band-diaerams.

References:

l. J. Singh, Semiconductor Optoel€ctronics: Physics and Technotogy, McGraw-Hill Inc. (1995).

2. B. E. A. Saleh and M. C. Teich, Fundamentals of Phoionics, John Wiley & Sons, hc., (2007).

3. S. M. Sze, Semiconductor Devices: Physics and Technology, Wiley (2008).

4. A. Yariv and P. Yeh, Photonics: Optical Electronics in Modern Communications, Oxford University Press.

New York (2007).

5. P. Bhattacharya, Semiconductor Optoelechonic Devices, Prentice Hall of India (1997).

6. Online course: "semiconductor Optoelectronics" by M R Shenoy on NPTEL.
?. Online course: "Optoelectronic Materials and Devices" by Monica Katiyar and Deepak Gupta on NPTEL.

xl
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1st Yearl

: ,rr:ineering as per their requirement.

BTPH114-18 Semiconductor Physics Lab L-0, T-l), P-3 1.5 Credits

Pre-requisite: (i) High-school education

Course Objectives: The aim and objective ofthe Lab course on Serniconductor Physics is to introduce the
students of B.Tech. class to the formal structure of semiconductor physics so that they can use these in

L'ourse Outcomes: At the end ofthe course, the student will be able to

co1 Able to verifii some ofthe theoretical conceDts leamt in the theorv courses.
co2 Trained in carrying out precise measurements and handling sensitive equipment.
co3 Introduced to the methods used for estimating and dealing with experimental uncertainties

and systematic "errors."

co4 Leam to draw conclusions from data and develop skills in experimental design.
co5 Write a technical report which communicates scientific information in a clear and concise

manner.
Detailed Syllabus:

Note: Students are expected to perform about 10-12 experiments from the following list:

I . To study the characteristic of different PN junction diode-Ge and Si.
L To analyze the suitability of a given Zener diode as a power regulator.
3. To find out the intensity response ofa solar cell/Photo diode.
4. To find out the intensity response of a LED.
5 . To determine the band gap of a semiconductor.
6. To deterrnine the resistivity of a semiconductor by four probe method.
7. To confirm the de Broglie equarion for electrons.
8. To study voltage regulation and ripple factor for a half-wave and a full-wave rectifier without and

with different filters.
9 . To study the magnetic field of a circuler coil canying current.
10. To find out polarizability ofa dielectric substance.
1 l. To study B-H curve of a ferro-magnatic material using CRO.
12. To find out the frequency of AC mains using electric-vibrator.
13. To find the velocity of ultrasound in liquid.
14. To study the Hall effect for the determination ofcharge current densities.
15. Distinguish between Diamagnetic material, Paramagnetic and ferromagnetic material.
16. Measurement of susceptibility ofa liquid or a solution by Quincke's method.
17. AFM experiment to snrdy the sample with the nano-scale objects and measure surface topography

with different scales, width and height ofnano objects, and force-distance curves.
To study the temperature coefficient ofResistance ofcopper.
To determine the ratio k/e Using a transistor.
To compare various capacitance and verify the law ofaddition ofcapacitance.
To determine dipole moment ofan organic molecule acetone.
To measure the temperature dependence of a ceramic capacitor.
Verification ofthe curie Weiss law for the electrical susceDtibiliw ofa feromasnetic material.

i 8.

19.

20.
21.
22.
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lK Gujral Punjab Technlcal Unlversity
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. lf Year)

\ irtual hb €xperiments:

24. To draw the static current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of a junction diode.
25. To plot the characteristics of thermistor and hence find the templerature coefficient of resistance.
26. To dercrmine the resistivity of semiconductors by Four Probe Method.
27 . To sfidy Z,aer diode voltage as regulator and measure its line and load regulation.
28. To study the B-H Curve.
29. To study the Hall effect experiment to determine the charge carrier density.
30. To dercrmine the magnetic susceptibilities ofparamagnetic liquids by Quincke's Method.
31. To study the phenomena ofmagnetic hysteresis and calculate the retentivity, coercivity and saturation

magnetization ofa material using a hysieresis loop bacer.
32. Verification and design of combinational logic using AND, OR, NOT, NAND and XOR gates.
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BTPHI05-I8 Introduction to Serniconductor Phvsics L3, T-1, P-o 4 Credits

Prerequisite:

(il) "lntroduction to Quantum Mechanics" Desirable

lK Gujral Punjab Technical Univercity
Bachelor of Technology (B. Tech. 1't Year)

{lou 
"a 

,t ,.'
introduce the students ofB. Tech. class to the formal struch-rre ofsemiconductor physics and Optoelectronr,-

Detailed Syllabusr
PART.A

Module 1: Electronic materials

Free electron theory, Density of states and energy band diagrams, Kronig-Penny model (to introduce origin

of band gap), Energy bands in solids, E-k diagram, Direct and indirect band gaps, Tlpes of electronic

materials: metals, semiconductors and insulators, Effective mass ofelectron and hole.

Modul€ 2: Semiconductors

Intrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors, Fermi level and Dependence of Fermi level on carrier-

concentration and temperature (equilibrium carrier statistics), Carrier generation and recombination,

Carrier transport: diffusion and drift, p-n junction, Metal-serniconductorjunction (Ohmic and Schottky)

PART-B

Module 3: Optoelectronic devices

Radiative and non-radiative recombination mechanisms in semiconductors, Semiconductor materials of
interest for oDtoelectronic devices.

Az
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so that they can use these in Engineering as per their requirement.

Course Outcomes: At the end ofthe course. the shrdent will be able to

col Understand and explain the fundamental principles and properties of electronic materials
and semiconductors.

co2 Understand and describe the interaction of lieht with semiconductors in terms of fermi
solden rule.

c03 Understand and describe the impact of solid-state device capabilities and limitations on

electronic circuit oerformance.

c04 Understand the design, fabrication, characterization techniques, and measurements of
Ensineered semiconductor materials.

c05 Leam the basics of the optoelectronic devices, LEDs, semiconductor lasers, and photo

detectors.
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Semiconduclor light emitling diodes (LEDs): light emitting materials, device structure, characteristics,

Fiber ootic communication.

Semi.onductor /asers. Lasers, Optical transitions in bulk semiconductors: absorpion, spontaneous

emission, and stirnulated emission, Semiconductor laser: population inversion at a junction, structure,

materials, device characteristics, vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VECSEL), Tunable

seniconductor lasen.

Photodetectors: Types of semiconductor photo detectors -p-n junction, PlN, and Avalanche-and their
structure, materials, working principle, and characteristics, Noise limits on performance; Solar cells.

Introduction to Low-dimensional optoelectronic devices viz Quantum-well, -wire, and dot based LEDs,
lasers, and photodetectors.

Module 4: Measurements: Four-point probe and vander Pauw measwements for resistivity, and hall
urobility and electronic energy band gap; Hot-point probe measurement, capacitance-voltage

rreasurements, parameter extraction from diode I-V characteristics, optical band gap by UV-Vis
spectroscopy, absorptiodtransmissron.

References:

l. J. Singh, Semiconducror Optoelectronics: Physics and Technology, McGraw-Hill Inc. (1995).
2. B. E. A. Saleh and M. C. Teich, Fundamentals ofPhotonics, John Wiley & Sons, lnc., (2007).
3. S. M. Sze, Semiconductor Devices: Physics and Technology, Wiley (2008).
4. A. Yariv and P. Yeh, Photonics: Optical Electronics in Modern Communications, Oxford University Press,

New York (2007).

5. P. Bhattacharya, Semiconductor Optoelectronic Devices, Prentice Hall of India (1997).
6. Online course: "Semiconductor Optoelectronics" by M R Shenoy on NPTEL.
7. Online course: "Optoelectronic Materials and Devices" by Monica Katiyar and Deepak Gupta on NPTEL.
8. Solid state electronics devices by Ben. G. Streetman Pearson Prentice Hall.

+\-
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BTPHII5-I8 Semiconductor Physics Lab I-0, T-0, P-3 l.S Credits

Pre-requisite:

(i) High-school education

Course Objectives: The aim and objective ofthe Lab course on Semiconductor Physics is to introduce the

lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1sr Year)

.,rlents of B.Tech. class to the formal

,.:rncering as per their requirement.
lab structure of semiconductor physics so that they can use these in

\ote: Students are expected to perform about 10-12 experiments from ollowing

j. To sludy the characteristic of different PN junction diode-Ge and Si.

2. To analyze the suitability of a given Zener diode as a power regulator.

3 . To find out the intensity response of a solar cell/Photo diode

4. To find out the intensity response ofa LED.
5. To determine the band gap of a semiconductor'
6. To determine th€ tesistivity of a semiconductor by four probe method.

7. To confirm the de Broglie equation for electrons.

8. To study voltage reguiation and ripple factor for a half-wave and a full-wave rectifier without and

with different filters.
To study the magnetic field ofa circular coil carrying current.

To find out polarizability ofa dielectric substance.
To study B-H curve ofa ferro-magnatic material using CRO.

To find out the frequency ofAC mains using electric-vibrator.
To find the velociry of ultrasound in liquid.
To study the Hall effect for the determination ofcharge current densities.

Distinguish belween Diamagnetic material, Paramagnetic and ferromagnetic material'

Measurement of susceptibility ofa liquid or a solution by Quincke's method:

AFM experiment to study the sample with the nano-scale objects and measute surface topograph\

with different scales, width and height ofnano objects, and force-distance curves.

To study the temperature coefficient ofResistance ofcopper'
To determine the ratio kie Using a transistor.
To compare various capacitance and verify the law ofaddition ofcapacitance.

To measure the temperature dependence of a ceramic capacitor.

Verification of the curie Weiss law for the electrical ofa material.

o

10.

ll.
12.
13.

14.
15.

16.

i7.

18.

19.

20.
21.
22.
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Course Outcomes: At the end ofthe course, the student will be able to

col Able to verifu some ofthe theoretical concepts leamt in the theory courses.

co2 Trained in carrving out precise measurements and handling sensitive equipment.

c03 Introduced to the methods used for estimating and dealing with experimental uncerlainties

and systematic "errors."

c()4 Learn to draw conclusions from data and develop skills in experimental design.

co5 Write a technical report which communicates scientific information in a clear and concise

flranner.

Detailed Syllabus:

the followins list:
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f irtual lab:

?i. To draw the static current-voltage (I-V) charact€ristics ofajunction diode.
24. To plot the characteristics of thermistor and hence find the temperature coefficient ofresistance.
25. To determine the resistivity of semiconductors by Four Probe Method.
26. To study Zeuer diode voltage as regulator and measure its line and load regulation.
27. To study the B-H Curve.
28. To study the Hall effect experiment to determine th€ charge carrier density.
29. To dercrmine the rnagnetic susceptibilities of paramagnetic liquids by Quincke's Method.
30. To study the phenomena ofrnagnetic hysteresis and calculate the ret€ntivity, coercivity and saturation

magnetization of a material using a hyst€resis loop tracer.
3l. Verification and design of combinational logic using AND, OR, NOT, NAND and XOR gates.
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BTPHI06-18 Optics and Electromagnetism r-3, T-1, P-0 4 Credits

Prerequisite:

(t) "lntroduction to Quantum Mechanics" Desirable

course Objectives: The aim and objective of the course on Optics and Electromagnetism is to introduce

lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (B. Tech. 1n Year)

rrudents of B.Tech. class to the basic concepts of optics and its applications, electricity and magnetisnl

,|d quantum physics, so that they can use these in Engineering as per their requirement.

Detailed syllabus:

PART.A

Modulel: Optics and Fibre Optics (l2L + 4T)

o Diffraction: lntroduction to interference and example; concept of diffraction, Fraunhofer and Fresnel

diffraction, Fraunhofer diffraction at single slit, double slit, and multiple slits; diffraction grating,

characteristics of diffraction grating and its applications.

o Polarisation: Introduction, polarisation by reflection, polarisation by double refraction, scattering of light,

circular and elliptical polarisation, optical activity.

o Fibre Optics: Introduction, optical fibre as a dielectric wave guide: total intemal reflection, numerical

apernrre ard various fibre parameters, losses associated with optical fibres, step and graded index fibres,

.pplication of optical fi bres.

. Lasers: Introduction to interaction of radiation with matter, principles and working of a laser: populati,r,'

inversion, pumping. various modes, threshold population inversion, types oflaser: solid state, semiconductor.

gas; application of lasers.
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Course Outcomes: At the end ofthe course, the student will be able to understand

cot Identify and illustrate physical concepr and terminology used in optics and other wave

nhenomena.

coz Understand optical phenomena such as polarization, birefringence, interference and diffraction
in terms of the wave model.

c03 Understand the importance of wave equation in nature and appreciate the mathematical

formulation of the same

co4 Acquire knowledge about the Maxwell equation and magnetic prop€rties of materials.

a05 Appreciate the need for quantum mechanics, wave particle duality, uncertainty principle etc. -
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PART-B

Module 2: Electromignetism and Magnetic Properties of Mrterirls (f 5L + 5T)

t Laws ofelectrostatics, electric current and the continuity equation, laws of magnetism. Ampere's Faraday's

laws. Maxwell's equations. Polarisation, permeability and dielectric constant, polar and uon-polar dielectrics.

intemal fields in a soli4 Clausius-Mossosi equation, applications ofdielectics.

. Magnetisation, permeability and susceptibility, classification of magnetic materials, ferromagnetisn!

magnetic domains and hysteresis, applications.

Module 3: Quantum Mechrnics (18L + 6I)

o Introduction to quantum physics, black body radiation, explanation using the photon concept, photoelectic

effect, Compton effect, de Broglie hypothesis, wave-particle duality, Bom's intorprctation of the wave

function, verification of matter waves, rmcertainty principle, Schrodinger wave equation, particle in box,

quantum harmonic oscillatot, hydrogen atom.
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olvergence,
4. To study laser interference using Michelson's lnterferometer.
i. Study of diffraction using laser beam and thus to determine the grating element.

t,. To determine numerical aperture of an optical fibre.
7. To determine attenuation & propagation losses in optical fibres.

8. To find out the frequency ofAC mains using electric-vibrator.
9. To find the refractive index ofa material using spectrometer.

10. To find the refractive index ofa liquid.
I L To study B-H curve using CRO.
12. To find the velocity of ultrasound in liquid.
I 3 . To determine the grain size of a material using optical miqoscope.
14. To study the characteristics ofsolar cell.
15. To study the Characteristics ofLight Emitting Diode (LED).
16. To determine the energy gap ofa given semi-conductor.
17. To determine the specific rotation of sugar using Laurent's half-shade polarimeter.

4

BTPHl TGTS Optics and Electromagnetism Lab L0, T-0, P-3 1.5 Credits

Pre-requislte (if any):

(i) High-schooleducation

Course Objectives: The aim and objective ofthe lab on Optics and Electromagnetism is to provide students

the firsthand experience of verifying various theoretical concepts leamt in theory courses so that they can use

these in their branch of Engineering as per their requirement.

Laboratory Outcomes: At the end of the course, students will be

llr
t'o2

Able to veri& some of the theoretical concepts learnt in the theory courses.

Trained in carrving out Dre€ise measurements and handling sensitive equip

c03 Introduced to the methods used for estimating and dealing with experimental uncertainties

and systematic "errors. "

c()4 L€am to draw conclusions from data and develop skills in experimental design.

co5 Write a technical report which communicates scientific information in a clear and concise

manner.

Detailed Syllabus:

Note: Students are expected to perform about 10-12 experiments from the following list:

l. To study the magnetic field of a circular coil carrying cur€nt.
2. To find out polarizability ofa dielectric substance.

3. To study the laser beam characteristics like; wave length using difhaction gating aperture &

3TlPage
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Virtual lab experiments:

18. To find the resolving power of the prism.
! 9 To determine the angle of the given prism.
'iJ To determine the refractive index of the material of a prism.
;1. To find the numerical aperhrre ofa given optic fibre and hence to find its acceptance angle.
22. To calculate the beam divergence and spot size ofthe given laser beam.
23. To determine the wavelength ofa laser using the Michelson interferometer.
24. To revise the concept ofinterference of light waves in general and thin-film interference in particular.
25. To set up and observe Newton's rings.
26. To determine the wavelength ofthe given source.
27. To understand the phenomenon Photoelectric effect as a whole.
28. To draw kinetic energy of photoelectrons as a function of frequency ofincident radiation.
29. To determine the Planck's constant from kinetic energy versus frequency graph.

30. To plot a graph connecting photocurrent and applied potential
31. To determine the stopping potential from the photocurrent versus applied potential graph.

Reference Books:

l. "Fundamentals of Physics",6th Ed., D. Halliday, R. Resnick and J. Walker, Jobn Wiley and Sons,

lnc.. New York. 2001.
' . "Physics", M. Alonso and E.J. Finn, Addison Wesley, .1992,

-l. "Fundamentals of Optics",4th Ed., F.A. Jenkins andH.E. White, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1981.

4. "Optics", A Ghatak, Tata-McGraw Hill. New Delhi, 1992

5. "Vibration and Waves", A.P. French, Amold-Heinemann, New Delhi,1972.
6. "students Refetence Manual for Electronic lnstrum€ntation Laboratories",
7. "Laboratory Experiments in College Physics", C.H. Bemard and C.D' Epp, John Wiley and Sons,

Inc.. New York. 1995.

Practical Physics", G.L. Squires, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1985.

Experiments in Modern Physics", A.C. Melissinos, Academic Press, N.Y., 1966.

Practical Physics, by C L Arora. S. Chand & Company LTD.
/vlab.amrita. ?sub=l

8.
9.
10.

11.
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, ii i sc Outcomes: At the end of the course . the student will be able to

' l:,scr: solid state (Ruby), semiconductor, gas (He-Ne); application of lasers (Medical Applications.
. .."trial Applications).

i.ibre Optics: Introduction, optical frbre as a dielectric wave guide: total intemal reflection, st€p and gfa.rl

index fibres, numerical aperture and various fibre parameters, losses associated with optical frbres, applicatiol
ofoptical fibres (various t'?es of sensors and endoscopes).

Module 2: X-rays and Ultnsounds

X-rays: X-rays, Production of X-rays, Continuous and Characteristic X-Rays, Absorption ofX-rays, Bragg's

law, Adverse effects of X-rays, X-ray radiography.

Ultrasounds: Ultra sound generators, properties ofuhrasound- waves and its propagation in biological tissues,

Pulse echo techniques, Doppler principle, involvement in design ofmedical instruments, Adverse effects of
ultrasound waves. 

"_ A_./q./
/
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BTPH1OT-I8 Introduction to Physics in Biotechnology I-3, T-1, P-0 4 Credits

Prerequisite:

(D High School knowledge

Course Objectives: The aim and objective of the course on lntroduction to Physics in Biotechnology is to

introduce the students of B. Tech. class to the basic concepts and applications ofLasers, fibre optics, X-rays,

magnetic material, superconductivity and a brief introduction to quantum physics, so that they can use these

: . Engineering as per their requirement.

col Identiff and illustrate physical concepts and terminology used in Lasers, fibre optics anii

other wave ohenomena.
co2 Understand the X-Ravs and their applications to the ultrasounds.

c()3 Understand the importance of wave equation in nature and appreciate the mathematical
formulation ofthe same

c04 Appreciate the need for quantum mechanics, wave particle duality, uncertainty principle
etc.

c05 Understand the properties of mametic materials and superconductiviry.
Detailed Syllabus:

PART.A

Module 1: Lasers and Fibre Optics
Lasers: Principles and working of laser: population inversion, pumping, threshold population inversion, qpes

B.Iech. 1'r Ye ar Batch 20ll{
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PART-B

Module 3: Magnetic Materials and Superconductivity

Magnetlc Materials: Origin of magnetism, Basic idea of Diamagnetic, Paramagnetic, Ferromagnetic,
;rerimagnetic and Ferrite materials, Soft and Hard Magnetic materials, applications ofmagnetic materials.

\uperconductivity: Superconductivity, Signatues of Superconducting state, Meissner Effect, Type-I auri

I ype-Il superconductors, SQUIDS and its applications in medical industry.

Module 4: Quentum Theory end Low-dimensional Materials

Quantum Theory: Review of Photoelectric effect, Compton effect and de-Broglie waves; Wave- particle

duality, Electron microscopy.

Low-dimensional Materials: Nanoscale, surface to volume ratio, electron confinement, confinement

dimensions, Qualitative idea of quantum well, quanhrm wire and quantum dot. Carbon nanotubes: types,

properties and applications.

R€ference Books:
l. Engineering Physics, Malik; HK" Singh; AK, Tata McGraw Hill,
2. Concepts of Modem Physics, Beiser; A., Tata McGraw Hill.
3 . Introduction to Solids, Azaroff LV, Tata Mc Graw Hill.
4. Engineering Physics, D.K. Bhattacharya, Poonam Tondon, Oxford University Press.

5. Optical Fibre system, Technology, Design & Applications, Kao; CK, McGraw Hill.
6. Laser Theory & Applications, Thygrajan; K, Ghatak; AK, Mc Millan India Ltd.

/rclPage
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ir tPHll7-18

Pre-requisite (if any):

6. To determine numerical aperture ot an optlcal tlbre.
:. To determine attenuation & propagation losses in optical fibres.
s . To find out the ftequency of AC mains using electric-vibrator.
9. To find the refractive index of a material using speckometer.

10. To find the refractive index of a liquid.
11. To study B-H curve using CRO.
12. To find the velocity ofultrasound in liquid.
13. To determine the grain size ofa material using optical microscope.

14. To study the characteristics ofsolar cell.
15. To study the Characteristics ofLight Emitting Diode (LED).
16. To detemrine the energy gap ofa given semi-conductor.
17. To determine the specific rotation of sugar using Laurent's half-shade polarimeter.

Virtual lab €xperiments:

To find the resolving power of the prtsm.

To deterrnine the angle of the given prism.
To determine the refiactive index ofthe material of

1.5 Credits

I1..4-.-'/
a orism,

t8
l9
t0

L-0, T-0, P-3

(i) High-school education

Course Objectives: The aim and objective ofthe Physics lab is to provide students the firsthand experience of
verifuing various theoretical concepts leamt in theory courses so that they can use these in Engineering as per

their requirement.

Laboratory Outcomes: At the end of the course, studenb will be

co1 Able to verify some ofthe theoretical concepts leamt in the theory courses.

coz Trained in carrying out precise measurements and handling sensitive equipment.

c03

(()4

Introduced to the methods used for estimating and dealing with experimental

uncertainties and systematic errors.

cos Write a technical report which communicates scientific information in a clear and concise

manner.

Detailed Syllabus:

Note: Students are expected to perform about 10-12 experiments from the following list:

l. To study the magnetic field of a circular coil carrying current.
2. To find out polarizability ofa dielectric substance.

3. To study the laser beam characteristics like; wave length using diffraction gating aperture &
divergence.

4. To study laser interference using Michelson's lnterferometer.
5 . Study of difhaction using laser beam and thus to d€termine the gating element.

6 . To determine numerical aDefile of an optical fibre.
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21. To find the numerical aperture of a given optic fibre and hence to find its acceptance angle.
22. To calculate the beam divergence and spot size ofthe given laser beam.
23. To determine the wavelength ofa laser using the Michelson interferometer.
24. To revise the concept of interference of light waves in general and thin-film interference in particular.
25. To set up and observe Newton's rings.
26. To determine the wavelength of the given source.
27. To understand the phenomenon Pholoelectric effect as a whole.
28. To draw kinetic energy ofphotoelectrons as a function of frequency ofincident radiation.
?9. To determine the Planck's constant from kinetic energy versus frequency graph.

To plot a graph connecting photocurrent and applied potential
To determine the stopping potential from the photocurrent versus applied potential graph.

Reference Books:

l. "Fundamentals of Physics", 6th Ed., D. Halliday, R. Resnick and J. Walker, John Wiley and Sons,

Inc., New York, 2001.
2. "Physics", M. Alonso and E.J. Finn, Addison Wesley, .1992.
3. "Fundamentals of Optics",4th Ed., F.A. Jenkins and H.E. White, Mccraw-Hill Book Co., 1981.

4. "Optics", A Ghatak, Tata-Mccraw Hill, New Delhi, 1992

5. "Vibration and Waves", A.P. French, Amold-Heinemann, New Delhi, l9?2.
6. "Students Reference Manual for Electronic Instrumentation Laboratories",
7. "Laboratory Experiments in College Physics", C.H. Bemard and C.D. Epp, John Wiley and Sons,

Inc.. New York. 1995.
8. Practical Physics", G.L. Squires, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1985.

9. Experiments in Modem Physics", A.C. Melissinos, Academic Press, N.Y., 1966.
ll. Practical Physics, by C L Arora. S. Chand & Company LTD.

I . http://vlab.amrita.edu,/index.php?sub:l
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Mathematics-l

Mathematics{l

Mathematics-lBTAMlO2-18

Electrical & Electronics

.Electrical Engineering &

lnstrumentation & Control

Mathematics-llBTAM202.18

Electrical & Electronics

.Electrical Engineering &

lnstrumentation & Control
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Mechanical

Engineering-l

5em

l.Mechanical Engineering

BTAMlO3-18 Mathematicsl f

2.Marine Engineering

3.Production Engineering

4.lndustrial Engineering

5.Tool Engineering

5.Automobile Engineering

T.Aerospace Engineering

E.Aeronautical EngineerinS

Mechanical

Engineering-ll

Sem

l.Mechanical Engineering

BTAM2O3.18 Mathematics-ll 5

2.Marine Engineering

3.Production Engineering

4.lndustrial Engineering

5.Tool Engineering

S.Automobile Engineering

T.Aerospace Engineering

S.Aeronautical Engineering

Computer

Science

Engineering-l

5em

l.Computer Engineering

BTAMl04-18 Mathematics

Paper-l

5

2.Computer Science Engineering

3.lnformation Technology

4.3D Animation Engineering

Computer

Science

Engineeringll

5em

l.computer Engineering

BTAM204-18 Mathematics

Paper-ll

2.Computer Science Engineering

3.lnformation Technology

4.3D Animation Engineering
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Electronics and

:ommunication

Engineering-l

iem

l.Electronics & Communication

Engineering

BTAMl05-18 Mathematics-l 5

2.Electronics & Computer

Engineering

3.Electronics & Instrumentation

Engineering

4.Electronics & Telecomm

Engineering

5.Electronics Engineering

Electronics and

communication

Engineering-ll

Sem

l.Electronics & Communication

Engineering

BTAM2O5-18 Mathematicsil 5

2.Electronics & Computer

Engineering

3.Electronics & Instrumentation

Engineering

4.Electronics & Telecomm

Engineering

5.Electronics Engineering

Chemical

Sciences-l Sem

l.Chemical Engineering

BTAM106.18 Mathematics-l 5

2.Petrochem & Petroleum

Refinery Engineering

3.Textile Engineering

4.Food Technology

Chemical

Sciences-ll Sem

l.Chemical Engineering

BTAM206-18 Mathematics{l 5

2.Petrochem & Petroleum

Refinery Engineering

3.Textile Engineering

4.Food Technology
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7 Bio-Technology-

I S€m

Bio-Technology BTAM1O7.18 Basic

Mathematics-l

5

Bio-Technology-

ll Sem

Bio-Technology BTAM207.18 Basic

Mathematics-ll

5
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(Calculus. Multivariable
Cglculus & Linear Algebra)
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Bachelor of Technology (B. Tech. 1't Year)

Branch/course: ClVlt ENGINEERING

course Objective:

The objective of this course is to familiarize the prospective engineers with techniques in

calculus, multivariate analysis and linear algebra. lt aims to equip the students with standard

concepts and tools at an intermediate to advanced level that will serve them well towards
tackling more advanced level of mathematics and applications that they would find useful

in their disciplines.

Detailed Contents:

Module 2a: Colculus; (6 hours)

.volutes and involutes; Evaluation of definite and improper integrals; Beta and Gamma

functions and their properties; Applications of definite integrals to evaluate surface areas and

volumes of revolutions.

Module 2b: Colculus.' (6 hours)

Rolle's theorem, Mean value theorems, Taylor's and Maclaurin theorems with remainders;

Indeterminate forms and L'Hospital's rule; Maxima and minima.

Modufe 2c: Segue nces and series: (Prerequisite 2b) (10 hours)

convergence of sequence and series, tests for convergence, power series, Taylor's series. Series

for exponential, trigonometric and logarithmic functions; Fourier series: Half range sine and

cosine series, Parseval's theorem.

Textbook/References:

1. G.B. Thomas and R.L. Finney, calculus and Analytic geometry, 9th Edition, Pearson, Reprint,

2002.

2. Veerarajan T., Engineering Mathematics for first year, Tata McGraw-Hill, New Delhi, 2008.

3. Ramana 8.V., Higher Engineering Mathematics, Tata Mccraw Hill New Delhi, 11th Reprint,

2010.

4. N.P. Bali and Manish Goyal, A text book of Engineering Mathematics, Laxmi Publications,

Reprint,2010.
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5. B.S. Grewal, Higher Engineering Mathematics, Khanna Publishers,35th Edition,2000.

Multivariable calculus

Modufe 3a: Murtivorioble Calculus (Differentiotion, (Prerequisite 2b) (10 hours)

Limit, continuity and partial derivatives, directional derivatives, total derivative; Tangent plane

and normal line; Maxima, minima and saddle points; Method of Lagrange multipliersi Gradient,

curl and divergence.

Modufe 3b: Multivdridble Cdlculus (tntegrdtion) (Prerequisite 3a) (10 hours)

Multiple Integration: double and triple integrals (Cartesian and polar), change of order of

integration in double integrals, Change ofvariables (Cartesian to polar), Applications: areas and

volumes by (double integration) Center of mass and Gravity (constant and variable densities).

Theorems of Green, Gauss and stokes, orthogonal curvilinear coordinates, Simple applications

involving cubes, sphere and rectangular parallelepipeds.

Textbooks/Ref erences books:

1. G.B. Thomas and R.L. Finney, Calculus and Analytic geometry, 9th Edition, Pearson, Reprint,

2002.

2. Veerarajan T., Engineering Mathematics for first year, Tata McGraw-Hill, New Delhi, 2008.

3. Ramana 8.V., Hither Engineering Mathematics, Tata Mccraw Hill New Delhi, 11rh Reprint,

20LO.

4. N.p. Bali and Manish Goyal, A text book of Engineering Mathematics, Laxmi Publications,

Reprint,2010.

5. 8.5. Grewal, Higher Engineering Mathematics, Khanna Publishers,35th Edition,2000'

Matrices and Linear Algebra

Module 4at Matrices (in cdse vedor spoces is not to be taughtl (14 hours)

Algebra of matrices, Inverse and rank of a matrix, rank-nullity theorem; system of linear

equations; symmetric, skew-symmetric and orthogonal matrices; Determinants; Eigenvalues

and eigenvectors; Diagonalization of matrices; cayley-Hamilton Theorem, Orthogonal

transformation and quadratic to canonical forms.

Text books/References:

1. D. Poole, Linear Algebra: A Modern Introduction, 2nd Edition, Brooks/Cole, 2005'

2. v. Krishnamurthy, v.P. Mainra and l.L. Arora, An introduction to Linear Al8ebra, Affiliated

East-West press, RePrint 2005.
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3. Erwin Kreyszi& Advanced Engineering Mathematics, 9th Edition, John Wiley & 50ns, 2005.

4. Veerarajan T., Engineering Mathematics for first year, Tata McGraw-Hill, New Delhi, 2008'

5. N.P. Bali and Manish Goyal, A text book of Engineering Mathematics, Laxmi Publications,

Reprint,2010.

6.8.5. Grewal, Higher Engineering Mathematics, Khanna Publishers,35th Edition,

Course Outcomes: The students will learn:

To apply differential and integral calculus to notions of curvature and to improper

integrals. Apart from some other applications they will have a basic understanding

of Beta and Gamma functions.

The fallouts of Rolle's Theorem that is fundamental to application of analysis to
Engineering problems.

The tool of power series and Fourier series for learning advanced Engineering

Mathematics.

To deal with functions of several variables that are essential in most branches of
engineering.

The essential tool of matrices and linear algebra in a comprehensive manner.

4-/
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BTAM2Ol-18 Mathematics-ll

{Diff erential equations}

3L:1T:0P 4 credits

Course Objectives:

The objective of this course is to familiarize the prospective engineers with techniques in

multivariate integration, ordinary and partial differentiai equations. lt aims to equip the

students to deal with advanced level of mathematics and applications that would be

essential for their disciolines.

Detailed Contents:

(Prerequisite Sections 2 and 3)

Modufe 5a: Fi6t o rder ordinory dillerential equotions (6 hoursl

Exact, linear and Bernoulli's equations, Eule/s equations, Equations not of first degree:

equations solvable for p, equations solvable for y, equations solvable for x and Clairaut's type'

Modufe 5b: Ordindry diJlercntiol equottons of higher orders (Prerequisite 2c, 4a) (8 hours)

second order linear differential equations with variable coefficients, method of variation of
parameters, Cauchy-Euler equation; Power series solutions; Legendre polYnomials, Bessel

functions of the first kind and their properties.

Textbooks/References:

Erwin Kreyszig, Advanced Engineering Mathematics, 9th Edition, John Wiley & Sons,

2006.

W. E. Boyce and R. C. DiPrima, Elementary Differential Equations and Boundary Value

Problems, 9th Edition, Wiley lndia, 2009.

S. L. Ross, Differential Equations,3rd Ed., Wiley India, 1984.

E. A. Coddington, An Introduction to ordinary Differential Equations, Prentice Hall India,

1995.

E. L. Ince, Ordinary Differential Equations, Dover Publications, 1958.

G.F. Simmons and s.G. Krantz, Differential Equations, Tata McGraw Hill,2007'

Modufe 5c: Paftidt Dillercntidl Equations - First order (Prerequisite sa-b) (6 hours) First

order Dartial differential equations, solutions of first order linear and non-linear PDEs.
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Modufe 5d: Partid I Dillercntiat Equatiors - Higher order (Prerequisite 5b-c) (10 hours) Solution
to homogenous and non-homogenous linear partial differential equations second and higher

order by complimentary function and particular integral method. Flows, vibrations and

diffusions, second-order linear equations and their classification, Initial and boundary

conditions (with an informal description of well-posed problems), D'Alembert's solution of the
wave equation; Duhamel's principle for one dimensional wave equation. Separation ofvariables
method to simple problems in Cartesian coordinates. The Laplacian in plane, cylindrical and

spherical polar coordinates, solutions with Bessel functions and Legendre functions. one
dimensional diffusion equation and its solution by separation of variables. Boundary-value
problems: Solution of boundary-vaiue problems for various linear PDEs in various geometries

Textbooks/Ref erences:

5. J. Farlow, Partial Differential Equations for Scientists and Engineers, Dover

Publications, 1993.

R. Haberman, Elementary Applied Partial Differential equations with Fourier Series and

Boundary Value Problem,4th Ed., Prentice Hall, 1998.

lan Sneddon, Elements of Partial Differential Equations, McGraw Hill, 1964.

Manish Goyal and N.P. Bali, Transforms and Partial Differential Equations, University

Science Press, Second Edition, 2010.

Course Outcomes: The students will learn:

. The mathematical tools needed in evaluating multiple integrals and their usage.

. The effective mathematical tools for the solutions of differential equations that
model physical processes.

o The tools of differentiation and integration of functions of a complex variable that
are used in various techniques dealing engineering problems.

*..--
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Complex Voriobles (Prerequisite 2a-c)

Course Objectives: The main objective oJ this course rs to introduce and developing a

clear understanding of the fundamental concepts of Complex Analysis such as analyic
functions, Cauchy-Riemann relations and harmonic functions etc. and to make students
equipped with the understanding of the firndamental concepts of complex variable
theory.

Detailed Contentsl
Module 6a: Comptex vdridbte - Difrercntiation (Prerequisite 2a-c) (8 hours): Differentiation,
Cauchy-Riemann equations, analytic functions, harmonic functions, finding harmonic

conjugate; elementary analytic functions (exponential, trigonometric, logarithm) and their
properties; Conformal mappings, Mobius transformations and their properties.

Modufe 5b: Complex va abte -,ntegrotion (Prerequisite 5a) (8 hours):

Contour integrals, Cauchy-Goursat theorem (without proof), Cauchy Integral formula (without

oroof), Liouville's theorem and Maximum-Modulus theorem (without proof); Taylor's series,

zeros of analWic functions, singularities, Laurent's series; Residues, cauchy Residue theorem
(without proof), Evaluation of definite integral involving sine and cosine, Evaluation of certain

improper integrals using the Bromwich contour.

Modufe 6c: Appticdtions oI comptex integrction by residues: (Prerequisite 2a, 6b) (4 hours)

Evaluation of definite integral involving sine and cosine. Evaluation of certain improper integrals

using the Bromwich contour.

Textbooks/References:

Erwin kreyszig, Advanced Engineering Mathematics, 9th Edition,.,ohn wiley & sons,

2006.

J. W. Brown and R. V. Churchill, Complex Variables and Applications, 7th Ed., Mc-Graw

Hi11,2004.

Veerarajan T., Engineering Mathematics for first year, Tata Mccraw-Hill, New Delhi,

2008.

N.P. Bali and Manish Goval, A text book of Engineering Mathematics, Laxmi Publications,

Reprint,2010.

B.S. Grewal, Higher Engineering Mathematics, Khanna Publishers, 35th Edition, 2000.

Course Outcomes: After the completion of this course the student will be able to

. represent complex numbers algebraically and geometrically.

. Evaluate complex integrals and applying Cauchy integra..

. evaluate limits and checking the continuity of complex function & apply the concept

and consequences of analyticity and the Cauchy-Riemann equations and of results

on harmonic and

entire functions including the fundamental theorem of algebra.
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Numerical Methods

Course Objective: The objective ofthis course includes the study the basic numerical methods

and their convergence properties for solving nonlinear equations, lin€ar system of equations,

initial value problems and boundary value problems and the study of numerical methods for
differentiation and integration.

Detailed Contents:

Modufe 7a: ,Vurterical Methods - 7 (Prerequisite 2a) (12 hours)

Solution of polynomial and transcendental equations - Bisection method, Newton-Raphson

method and Regula-Falsi method. Finite differences, Relation between operators, Interpolation
using Newton's forward and backward difference formulae. Interpolation with unequal

intervals: Newton's divided difference and Lagrange's formulae. Numerical Differentiation,
Numerical integration: Trapezoidal rule and Simpson's 1/3rd and 3/8 rules.

ModuleTb: Numerical Methods - 2 (Prerequisite 7a, 5a-d) (10 hours)

Ordinary differential equations: Taylor's series, Euler and modified Euler's methods. Runge-

Kutta method of fourth order for solving first and second order equations. Milne's and Adam's

predicator-corrector methods.

Partial differential equations: Finite difference solution two-dimensional Laplace equation and

Poission equation, lmplicit and explicit methods for one dimensional heat equation {Bender-
Schmidt and Crank-Nicholson methods), Finite difference explicit method for wave equation.

Textbooks/References:

P. Kandasamy, K. Thilagavathy, K. Gunavathi, Numerical Methods, S. Chand & Company,

2no Edition, Reprint 2012.

s.s. sastry, Introductory methods of numericai analysis, PHl,4th Edition, 2005.

Erwin kreyszig, Advanced Engineering Mathematics, 9tn Edition, John Wiley & Sons,

2006.

B.S. Grewal, Higher Engineering Mathematics, Khanna Publishers, 3sth Edition, 2010.
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couse outcorn63 the student will be able to:
. apply the numerical methods (such as Bis€ction, False position, Nelflton-

Raphson, Secant, to solve equations.
. apply the numerlcal methods (such as 6auss Elimination, Gauss Jordan, LU

factorization, Cholesky Factorizatlon, Jacobi and Gauss Seidel) for linear system

of equations.
r apply the numerical methods (such as Newton forward and backward

dlfference interpolation formula- Lagnnge intcrpolation formula) for
differentiation and integration.
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BTAMI 02-18 Mathematics-I

(Calculus & Differential
Equations)

3L:tT:0P 4 credits

lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8, Tech. ls Yearl

Branch/Course: ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Coulse Objective:

The objective of this course is to familiarize the prospective engineers with techniques in
calculus, multivariate analysis and differential equations. lt aims to equip the students with
standard conceDts and tools at an intermediate to advanced level that will serve them well
towards tackling more advanced level of mathematics and applications that they would find
useful in their disciplines.

Detalled Contents:

Module 1: Calculus {8 hours)

Evolutes and involutes; Evaluation of definite and improper integrals; Beta and Gamma

functions and their properties; Applications of definite integrals to evaluate surface areas and

volumes of revolutions. Rolle's theorem, Mean value theorems, Taylor's and Maclaurin

theorems with remaindersi Indeterminate forms and L'Hospital's rule; Maxima and minima.

Module 2: Sequences and series (7 hours)

convergence of sequence and series, tests for convergence, power series, Taylor's series. Series

for exponential, trigonometric and logarithmic functions; Fourier series: Half range sine and

cosine series, Parseval's theorem.

Module 3: Multivariable Calculus: Differentiatlon (6 hours)

Limit, continuity and partial derivatives, directional derivatives, total derivative; Tangent plane

and normal line; Maxima, minima and saddle points; Method of Lagrange multipliers; Gradient,

curl and divergence.

Module 4: Multivariable Calculus: Integration (7 hours)

Multiple Integration: double and triple integrals (cartesian and polar), change of order of

integration in double integrals, Change of variables (Cartesian to polar), Applications: areas and

volumes by (double integration) Center of mass and Gravity (constant and variable densities).

Theorems of Green, Gauss and Stokes, orthogonal curvilinear coordinates, Simple applications

involving cubes, sphere and rectangular parallelepipeds.
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Module 5: First Order Ordinary Differential Equations (3 hoursl

Exact, linear and Bernoulli's equations, Euler's equations, Equations not of first degree:

equations solvable for p, equations solvable for y, equations solvable for x and Clairaut's type.

Module 6: ordinary Differential Equations of Higher order (5 hours)

Second order linear differential equations with variable coefficients, method of variation of
parameters, cauchy-Euler equation; Power series solutions; Legendre polynomials, Bessel

functions of the first kind and their properties.

Module 7: Partial Differential Equations: First Order (3 hours)

First order partial differential equations, solutions of first order linear and non-linear PDEs.

Text / References:

G.B. Thomas and R.L. Finney, "Calculus and Analytic geometry", Pearson, 2002.

T. Veerarajan, "Engineering Mathematics", McGraw-Hill, New Delhi, 2008.

B. V. Ramana, "Higher Engineering Mathematics", McGraw Hill, New Delhi, 2010.

N.P. Bali and M. Goyal, "A text book of Engineering Mathematics", Laxmi Publications, 2010'

B.S. Grewal, "Higher Engineering Mathematics", Khanna Publishers, 2000.

E. Kreyszig, "Advanced Engineering Mathematics", John Wiley & Sons,2005.

W. E. Boyce and R. C. DiPrima, "Elementary Differential Equations and Boundary Value

Problems", Wiley lndia, 2009.

5. L. Ross, "Differential Equations", Wiley India, 1984.

E. A. Coddington, "An Introduction to ordinary Differential Equations", Prentice Hall India,

1995.

E. L. Ince, "Ordinary Differential Equations", Dover Publications, 1958.

G.F. Simmons and 5.6. Krantz, "Differential Equations", McGraw Hill, 2007.

Course Outcomes: The students will learn:

o To apply differential and integral calculus to notions of curvature and to improper
integrals. Apart from some other applications they will have a basic understanding
of Beta and Gamma functions

o The fallouts of Rolle's Theorem that is fundamental to application of analysis to
Engineering problems-
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. The tool of power series and Fourier series for learning advanced Engineering
Mathematics.

. The tools of d ifferentiation a nd integration of functions of a com plex varia ble that
are used in various techniques dealing engineering problems.

BTAM2O2-I8 Mathematics-Il

(Linear Algebra, Transform
Calculus & Numerical
Methods)

3L:lT:0P 4credits

Course Objective:

The objective of this course is to familiarize the prospective engineers with techniques in

linear algebra, transform calculus and numerical methods. lt aims to equip the students with
standard concepts and tools of integral transforms, matrices and numerical techniques that
will serve them well towards tackling more advanced level of mathematics and applications

that thev would find useful in their disciplines.

Detailed Contents:

Module 1: Matrices (10 hoursl

Algebra of matrices, Inverse and rank of a matrix, rank-nullity theorem; system of linear

equations; Symmetric, skew-symmetric and orthogonal matrices; Determinants; Eigenvalues

and eigenvectors; Diagonalization of matrices; Cayley-Hamilton Theorem, Orthogonal

transformation and quadratic to canonical forms.

Module 2: Numerical Methods-l (10 hours)

Solution of polynomial and transcendental equations - Bisection method, Newton-Raphson

method and Regula-Falsi method. Finite differences, Interpolation using Newton's forward and

backward difference formulae. Central difference interpolation: Gauss's forward and backward

formulae. Numerical integration: Trapezoidal rule and Simpson's 1/3rd and 3/8 rules.

Module 3: Numerical Methods-ll (10 hours!

Ordinary differential equations: Taylor's series, Euler and modified Eule/s methods. Runge-

Kutta method of fourth order for solving first and second order equations. Milne's and Adam's

predicator-corrector methods. Partial differential equations: Finite difference solution two-

dimensional Laplace equation and Poisson equation, tmplicit and explicit methods for one

dimensional heat equation (Bender-Schmidt and Crank-Nicholson methods), Finite difference

explicit method for wave equation.

STlPace
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Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1* Year)

Module 4: Transform Calculus 110 hoursl

Laplace Transform, Properties of Laplace Transform, Laplace transform of periodic functions.

Finding inverse Laplace transform by different methods, convolution theorem. Evaluation of
integrals by Laplace transform, solving ODES and PDES by Laplace Transform method. Fourier

transforms,

Text / References:

D. Poole, "Linear Algebra: A Modern Introduction", Brooks/cole, 2005.

N.P. Bali and M. Goyal, "A text book of Engineering Mathematics", Laxmi Publications,
2008.

B.S. Grewal, "Higher Engineering Mathematics", Khanna Publishers, 2010.

V. Krishnamurthy, V. P. Mainra and J. L. Arora, "An introduction to Linear Algebra",
Affiliated East-West press, 2005.

Cours€ Outcomes: Students will be able to:

. demonstrate knowledge of a range of applications of these methods

. understand how integral transforms can be used to solve a variety ofdifferential
equations

o develop their attitude towards problem solving.
o Understand how to apply numerical methods to solve the mathematical models.
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Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. l't Year)

Branch/Course: MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Course Objective:

The obiective of this course is to familiarize the prospective engineers with techniques in

calculus, multivariate analysis and linear algebra. lt aims to equip the students with standard

conceots and tools at an intermediate to advanced level that will serve them well towards
tackling more advanced level of mathematics and applications that they would find useful

in their disciplines.

Detailed Contents:

Module 1: Calculus: {6 lectures}

Evolutes and involutes; Evaluation of definite and improper integrals; Beta and Gamma

functions and their properties; Applications of definite integrals to evaluate surface areas

and volumes of revolutions.

Module 2: Calculus: (6 lectures)

Rolle's Theorem, Mean value theorems, Taylor's and Maclaurin theorems with remainders;

indeterminate forms and L'Hospital's rule; Maxima and minima'

Module 3: Sequences and series: (10 lectures)

convergence of sequence and series, tests for convergence; Power series, Taylor's series,

series for exponential, trigonometric and logarithm functions; Fourier series: Half range sine

and cosine series, Parseval's theorem.

Module 4: Multivariable Calculus (Differentiation): (8 lectures)

Limit, continuity and partial derivatives, directional derivatives, total derivative; Tangent
plane and normal line; Maxima, minima and saddle points; Method of Lagrange multipliers;

Gradient, curl and divergence.

Module 5: Matrices (10 lectures,

Inverse and rank of a matrix, rank-nullity theorem; System of linear equations; Symmetric,

skew-symmetric and orthogonal matrices; Determinants; Ei8envalues and eigenvectors;

Diagonalization of matrices; cayley-Hamilton Theorem, and orthogonal transformation.
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suggested Text/Reference Books

G.B. Thomas and R.L. Finney, Calculus and Analytic geometry, 9th Edition, Pearson,
Reprint,2002.

Erwin kreyszig, Advanced Engineering Mathematics, 9th Edition, John wiley & Sons, 2006.

T. Veerarajan, Engineering Mathematics for first year, Tata McGraw-Hill, New Delhi,

2008.

B.V. Ramana, Higher Engineering Mathematics, Tata McGraw Hill New Delhi, 1lh Reprint,

2010.

D. Poole, l-inear Algebra: A Modern Introduction, 2nd Edition, Brooks/Cole, 2005.

N.P. Bali and Manish Goyal, A text book of Engineering Mathematics, Laxmi Publications,

Reprint,2008.

B.S. Grewal, Higher Engineering Mathematics, Khanna Publishers, 36th Edition, 2010.

Course Outcomes: The students will learn:

To apply differential and integral calculus to notions of curvature and to improper

integrals. Apart from some other applications they will have a basic understanding

of Beta and Gamma functions.

. The fallouts of Rolle's Theorem that is fundamental to application of analysis to
Engineering problems.

o The tool of oower series and Fourier series for learning advanced Engineering

Mathematics.

. To deal with functions of several variables that are essential in most branches of
engineering.

. The essentialtool of matrices and linear algebra in a comprehensive manner.
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Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech, lst Year)

BTAM203-18 MATHEMATICS II

(Calculus,Ordinary Differential

Equations and Complex Variable)

3L:1T:0P I credits

Course Objective:

The objective of this course is to familiarize the prospective engineers with techniques in
calculus, Ordinary differential equations and Complex analysis. lt aims to equip the students
with standard concepts and tools at an intermediate to advanced level that will serve them
well towards tackling more advanced level of mathematics and applications that they would
find useful in their disciDlines.

Detailed Contents:

Module 1: Multivariable Calculus (lntegration): (10 lectures)

Multiple Integration: Double integrals (Cartesian), change of order of integration in double
integrals, Change of variables (Cartesian to polar), Applications: areas and volumes, Center of
mass and Gravity (constant and variable densities); Triple integrals (Cartesian), orthogonal
curvilinear coordinates, Simple applications involving cubes, sphere and rectangular
parallelepipeds; Scalar line integrals, vector line integrals, scalar surface integrals, vector
surface integrals, Theorems of Green, Gauss and Stokes.

Module 2: First order ordinary differential equations: (6 lectures)

Exact, linear and Bernoulli's equations, Euler's equations, Equations not of first degree:
equations solvable for p, equations solvable for y, equations solvable for x and Clairaut,s
IVOE.

Module 3: Ordinary differential equations of higher orders: (8 lectures)

Second order linear differential equations with variable coefficients, method of variation of
parameters, Cauchy-Euler equation; Power series solutions; Legendre polynomials, Bessel
functions of the first kind and their properties.

Module 4: Complex Variable - Differentiation: (8 lectures)

Differentiation, Cauchy-Riemann equations, analytic functions, harmonic functions, finding
harmonic conjugate; elementary analytic functions (exponential, trigonometric, logarithm)
and their properties; Conformal mappings, Mobius transformations and their properties.

Module 5: Complex Variable - lntegration: (8 lectures)

Contour integrals, Cauchy-Goursat theorem (without proof), Cauchy Integral formula (without
proof), Liouville's theorem and Maximum-Modulus theorem (without proof); Taylor's series,
zeros of analytic functions, singularities, Laurent's series; Residues, Cauchy Residue theorem
(without proof), Evaluation of definite integral involving sine and cosine, Evaluation of certain
improper integrals using the Bromwich 

)contour.
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Suggested Text/Reference Books

G.B. Thomas and R.L. Finney, Calculus and Analytic geometry,gth Edition, pearson,

Reprint,2002.

Erwin kreyszig Advanced Engineering Mathematics, 9th Edition, John Wiley & Sons,
2006.

W. E. Boyce and R. C. DiPrima, Elementary Differential Equations and Boundary Value
Problems, 9th Edn., Wiley India, 2009.

S. L. Ross, Differential Equations,3rd Ed., Wiley tndia, 1984.

E. A. Coddington, An Introduction to Ordinary Differential Equations, Prentice Hall
India, 1995.

E. L. Ince, Ordinary Differential Equations, Dover Publications, 1958.

J. W. Brown and R. V. Churchill, Complex Variables and Applications, 7t Ed., Mc-Graw
Hill, 2004.

N.P. Bali and Manish Goyal, A text book of Engineering Mathematics, Laxmi
Publications, Reprint, 2008.

B.S. Grewal, Higher Engineering Mathematics, Khanna Publishers, 36th Edition, 2010.

Course Outcomes: The students will learn:

. The mathematical tools needed in evaluating multiple integrals and their usage.

o The effective mathematical tools for the solutions of differential eouations that
model physical processes.

o The tools of differentiation and integration of functions of a complex variable that
are used in various techniques dealing engineering problems.

-V
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Branch/Course: COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

BTAMTO4-18 Mathematics Paper-l

(Calculus & Linear Algebra)

3L:lT:0P 4credits

Course Obiective:

The objective of this course is to familiarize the prospective engineers with techniques in
basic calculus and linear algebra. lt aims to equip the students with standard concepts and
tools at an intermediate to advanced level that will serve them well towards tackling more
advanced level of mathematics and applications that they would find useful in their
disciplines.

Detailed Contents:

Module 7: Calculus: (6 leaures)

Evolutes and involutes; Evaluation of definite and improper integrals; Beta and Gamma
functions and their properties; Applications of definite integrals to evaluate surface areas and
volumes of revolutions.

Module 2: Calculus: (6 tectures)

Rolle's theorem, Mean value theorems, Taylor's and Maclaurin theorems with remainders;
Indeterminate forms and L'Hospital's rule; Maxima and minima.

Module 3: Mdtrices (in case vector spoces is to be tought) (8 lectures)

Matrices, vectors: addition and scalar multiplication, matrix multiplication; Linear systems of
equations, linear Independence, rank of a matrix, determinants, Cramer's Rule, inverse of a
matrix, Gauss elimination and Gauss-Jordan elimination.

Module 4: Vector spoces (Prcrcquisite Modute 3-Motrices) (70 hours)

Vector Space, linear dependence of vectors, basis, dimension; Linear transformations (maps),
range and kernel of a linear map, rank and nullity, Inverse of a linear transformation, rank-
nullity theorem, composition of linear maps, Matrix associated with a linear map.

Module 5: Vedor spaces (Prcrcquiite Module 3 -Matrices & Module4 Vector spaces) (lO
lecturcs)
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Sut8ested Text/Referenc€ Books

G.B. Thomas and R.L. Finney, Calculus and Analpic geometry, 9th Edition, Pearson, Reprint,
20,02.

Erwin Kreyszig, Advanced Engineering Mathematics, 9th Edition, John Wiley & Sons, 2006.

D. Poole, Linear Algebra: A Modern Introduction, 2nd Edition, Brooks/Cole, 2005.

Veerarajan T., Engineering Mathematics for first year, Tata McGraw-Hill, New Delhi, 2008.

Ramana 8.V., Higher Engineering Mathematics, Tata McGraw Hill New Delhi, 11rn Reprint,
2010.

N.P. Bali and Manish Goyal, A text book of Engineering Mathematics, Laxmi Publications,
Reprint,2010.

B.S. Grewal, Higher Engineering Mathematics, Khanna Publishers, 35th Edition, 2000.

V. Krishnamurthy, V.P. Mainra and J.L. Arora, An introduction to Linear Algebra, Affiliated
East-West press, Reprint 2005.

Course Outcomes: The students will be able

. To apply differential and integral calculus to notions of curvature and to improper
integrals. Apart from various applications, they will have a basic understanding of
Beta and Gamma functions. The essential tools of matrices and linear algebra
including linear transformations, eigenvalues, diagonalization and
orthogonalization.

A/
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BTA2O+|8 Mathematics PNper-II

(Probability & Statistics)

3L:lT:0P 4 credits

Course Obiective:

The objective of this course is to familiarize the students with statistical techniques. lt
aims to equip the students with standard concepts and tools at an intermediate to
advanced level that will serve them well towards tackling various problems in the
discipline.

Detailed Content:

Module 7: Bosic Probobil@: F2 lectures)

Probability spaces, conditional probability, independence; Discrete random variables,
Independent random variables, the multinomial distribution, Poisson approximation to the
binomial distribution, infinite sequences of Bernoulli trials, sums of independent random
variables; Expectation of Discrete Random Variables, Moments, Variance of a sum,
Correlation coeff icient, Chebyshev's Inequality.

Module 2: Continuous Probobility Distibutions: (4 lectures)

Continuous random variables and their properties, distribution functions and densities,
normal, exponential and gamma densities.

Module 3: Biva dte Distributions: (4 lectures) Bivariate distributions and their properties,
distribution of sums and quotients, conditional densities, Bayes' rute.

Module 4: Basic Stdtistics: (8 ledurcs)

Measures of Central tendency: Moments, skewness and Kurtosis - Probability distributions:
Binomial, Poisson and Normal - evaluation of statistical oarameters for these three
distributions, Correlation and regression - Rank correlation.

Module 5: Applied Statistics: (8 ledurcs)

Curve fitting by the method of least squares- fitting of straight lines, second degree parabolas
and more general curves. Test of significance: Large sample test for single proportion,
difference of proportions, single mean, difference of means, and difference of standard
deviations.

Module 6: Small sdmptes: (4 lea;urcs)

Test for single mean, difference of means and correlation coefficients, test for ratio of
variances - Chi-square test for goodness of fit and independence of attributes.

N,/tl='t{
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Bachelor of Technolq;y lB. Tech. 1$ Yearl

Suggested Text/Reference Books

Erwin Kreyszi& Advanced Engineering Mathematics, 9th Edition, lohn Wiley & sons,
2006,

P. G. Hoel, S. C. Port and C. J. Stone, Introduction to Probability Theory, Universal Book

Stall, 2003 (Reprint).

5. Ross, A First course in ProbabiliW,6th Ed., Pearson Education lndia,2OOZ.

W. Feller, An Introduction to Probability Theory and its Applications, Vol. 1,3d Ed., Wiley,
1968.

N.P. Bali and Manish Goyal, A text book of Engineering Mathematics, Laxmi Publications,
Reprint,2010.

B.S. Grewal, Higher Engineering Mathematics, Khanna Publishers,3Sth Edition, 2000.

T. Veerarajan, Engineering Mathematics (for semester lll), Tata McGraw-Hill, New Delhi,
20LO.

Course Outcomes: The students will learn:

o The ideas of probability and random variables and various discrete and
continuous probability distributions and their properties. The basic ideas of
statistics including measures of central tendency, correlation and regression and
the statistical methods of studying data samples.
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BTAMI05-I8 Mathematics-I

(Calculus & Ordinary
Differential Equations)

3L:1T:0P I credits

lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 15t Year)

Branch/Cource: ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING

Course Objective:

The objective of this course is to familiarize the prospective engineers with techniques in

calculus, multivariate analysis and ordinary differential equations. lt aims to equip the
students with standard concepts and tools at an intermediate to advanced level that will
serve them welltowards tackling more advanced level of mathematics and applications that
they would find useful in their disciplines.

Detailed Contents:

Module 1: Calculus (8 hours)

Evolutes and involutes; Evaluation of definite and improper integrals; Beta and Gamma

functions and their properties; Applications of definite integrals to evaluate surface areas and

volumes of revolutions. Rolle's theorem, Mean value theorems, Taylor's and Maclaurin

theorems with remainders; Indeterminate forms and L'Hospital's rule; Maxima and minima.

Module 2: Sequences and Seties (7 hours)

Convergence of sequence and series, tests for convergence, power series, Taylor's series. Series

for exponential, trigonometric and logarithmic functions; Fourier series: Half range sine and

cosine series, Parseval's theorem.

Module 3: Multivariable Calculus: Differentiatlon (6 hours)

Limit, continuity and partial derivatives, directional derivatives, total derivative; Tangent plane

and normal Iine; Maxima, minima and saddle points; Method of Lagrange multipliers; Gradient,

curl and divergence.

Module 4: Multivariable Calculus: lntegration (7 hours)

Multiple Integration: double and triple integrals (cartesian and polar), change of order of

integration in double integrals, Change ofvariables (Cartesian to polar), Applications: areas and

volumes by (double integration) center of mass and Gravity (constant and variable densitiesl.

Theorems of Green, Gauss and Stokes, orthogonal curvilj.near coordinates, Simple applications

involving cubes, sphere and rectangular parallelepipgrfs.
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 15t Year)

Module 5: First Order Ordinary Differential Equations (3 hoursl

Exact, linear and Bernoulli's equations, Euler's equations, Equations not of first degree:

equations solvable for p, equations solvable for y, equations solvable for x and clairaut's type.

Module 6: Ordinary Differential Equations of Higher Order (6 hours)

Second order linear differential equations with variable coefficients, method of variation of
parameters, Cauchy-Euler equation; Power series solutions; Legendre polynomials, Bessel

functions of the first kind and their properties.

Module 7: Partial Differential Equations: First Order (3 hours)

First order partial differential equations, solutions of first order linear and nonlinear PDEs.

Text / References:

G.B. Thomas and R.L. Finney, "calculus and Analytic geometry", Pearson, 2002.

T. Veerarajan, "Engineering Mathematics", McGraw-Hill, New Delhi, 2008.

B. V. Ramana, "Higher Engineering Mathematics", McGraw Hill, New Delhi,2010.

N.P. Bali and M. 6oyal, "Atext book of EngineerinB Mathematics", Laxmi Publications, 2010.

8.5. Grewal, "Higher Engineering Mathematics", Khanna Publishers, 2000.

E. Kreyszig, "Advanced Engineering Mathematics", John Wiley & Sons,2006.

W. E. Boyce and R. C. DiPrima, "Elementary Differential Equations and Boundary Value

Problems", Wiley India, 2009.

S. L. Ross, "Differential Equations", Wiley India, 1984.

E. A. Coddington, "An Introduction to Ordinary Differential Equations", Prentice Hall India,
1995.

E. L. Ince, "ordinary Differential Equations", Dover Publications, 1958.

G.F. simmons and S.G. Krantz, "Differential Equations", McGraw Hill, 2007.

4,,/
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Bachelor of Technology {B. Tech. 1n Year}

Course Outcomes: The students will learn:

To apply differential and integral calculus to notions of curvature and to improper
integrals. Apart from some other applications they will have a basic understanding
of Beta and Gamma functions.

The fallouts of Rolle's Theorem that is fundamental to application of analysis to
Engineering problems.

The tool of power series and Fourier series for learning advanced Engineering
Mathematics.

To deal with functions of several variables that are essentlal ln most branches of
engineering.

The essentialtool of matrices and linear algebra in a comprehensive manner.
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Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. ls Year)

BTAM2Os.I8 Mathematics-II

(Linear Algebra,
Transform Calculus &
Numerical Methods)

3L:1T:0P 4 credits

Course Objective:

The objective of this course is to familiarize the prospective engineers with techniques in

linear algebra, transform calculus and numerical methods. lt aims to equip the students with
standard concepts and tools of integral transforms, matrices and numerica I techniques that
will serve them well towards tackling more advanced level of mathematics and applications
that they would find useful in their disciplines.

Detailed Contents:

Module 1: Matrices (10 hoursl

Algebra of matrices, Inverse and rank of a matrix, rank-nullity theorem; System of linear

equations; Symmetric, skew-symmetric and orthogonal matrices; Determinants; Eigenvalues

and eigenvectors; Diagonalization of matrices; Cayley-Hamilton Theorem, OrthoSonal

transformation and ouadratic to canonical forms.

Module 2: Numerical Methods{ (10 hours}

Solution of polynomial and transcendental equations - Bisection method, Newton-Raphson

method and Regula-Falsi method. Finite differences, Interpolation using Newton's forward and

backward difference formulae. Central difference interpolation: Gauss's forward and backward

formulae. Numerical integration: Trapezoidal rule and simpson's 1/3rd and 3/8 rules.

Module 3: Numerical Methods{l (10 hoursl

ordinary differential equations: Taylor's series, Euler and modified Eule/s methods. Runge-

Kutta method of fourth order for solving first and second order equations. Milne's and Adam's

predicator-corrector methods. Partial differential equations: Finite difference solution two

dimensional Laplace equation and Poisson equation, lmplicit and explicit methods for one

dimensional heat equation (Bender-Schmidt and Crank-Nicholson methods), Finite difference

explicit method for wave equation.

Module 4: Transform calculus (10 hoursl

Laplace Transform, Properties of Laplace Transform, Laplace transform of periodic functions.

Finding inverse Laplace transform by different methods, convolution theorem. Evaluation of

integrals by Laplace transform, solving ODES and PDES by Laplace Transform method. Fourier

transforms.
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ll( Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1d Year)

Text / References:

D. Poole, "Linear Algebra: A Modern Introduction", Brooks/Cole, 2005.

N.P. Bali and M. Goyal, "A text book of Engineering Mathematics", Laxmi publications,
2008.

B.S. Grewal, "Higher Engineering Mathematics", Khanna Publishers, 2010.

V. Krishnamurthy, V. P. Mainra and l. L. Arora, "An introduction to Linear Algebra,,,
Affiliated East-West press, 2005.

course outcomes: Students will be able to:

o

demonstrate knowledge of a range of applications of these methods

understand how integral transforms can be used to solve a variety of differential
eouations
develop their attitude towards problem solving.
Understand how to apply numerical methods to solve the mathematical models.
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (B, Tech. 1st Year)

Branch/Course: CHEMICAI ENGINEERING

BTAM IOGl8 Mathematics-I 3L:lT:0P 4 credits

Course Objectives: The objective of this course is to introduce matrices, vectors, linear

svstem of equations, eigen values and eigen vectors. Vectors are basic to this course. We

will learn to manipulate them algebraically and geometrically. They will help us simplify

the statements of problems and theorems and to find solutions and proofs. Determinants

measure volumes ano areas.

Detailed Contents:

1. Linear Algebra: Matrices, Vectors, Determinants, Linear Systems (121+ 4Tl: Matrices,

Vectors: Addition and scalar Multiplication, Matrix Multiplication, Linear Systems of
Equations, Gauss Elimination, Linear Independence. Rank of a Matrix. Vector Space,

Solutions of Linear Systems: Existence, Uniqueness, Determinants, Crame/s Rule, lnverse

of a Matrix. Gauss-Jordan Elimination

2. Linear Algebra: Matrix Eigenvalue Problems (9L + 3Tl:

Eigenvalues, Eigenvectors, Applications of Eigenvalue Problems, SVmmetric, Skew-

Symmetric, and Orthogonal Matrices

3. vector Differential Calculus. Grad, Div, Curl (12t + 4Tf:

Vectors in 2-Space and 3-Space, Inner Product (Dot Product), Vector Product (cross

Product), Vector and Scalar Functions and Fields, Derivatives, Curves. Arc Length.

Curvature, Gradient of a Scalar Field, Directional Derivative, Divergence of a Vector Field,

curl of a Vector Field.

4. Integral Calculus. Integral Theorems (121+ 4Tl:

Line Integrals, Path Independence of Line Integrals, Green's Theorem in the Plane,

Surfaces for Surface Integrals, Surface Integrals

Suggested Text/Reference Books

G.B. Thomas and R.L. Finney, Calculus and Analytic geometry, 9rn Edition, Pearson, Reprint,

2002.

Erwin Kreyszig, Advanced Engineering Mathematics, gtn Edition, john Wiley & Sons, 2006.

D. Poole, Linear Algebra: A Modern Introduction, 2nd Edition, Brooks/Cole, 2005.

Veerarajan T., Engineering Mathematics for first year, Tata McGraw-Hill, New 0elhi, 2008.

721?aEe
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1't Year)

Ramana 8.V., Higher Engineering Mathematics, Tata McGraw Hill New Delhi, 11th Reprint,
2010.

N.P. Bali and Manish Goyal, A text book of Engineering Mathematics, Laxmi Publications,
Reprint,2010.

B.S. Grewal, Higher Engineering Mathematics, Khanna Publishers, 35th Edition, 2000.

V. Krishnamurthy, V.P. Mainra and J.L. Arora, An introduction to Linear Algebra, Affiliated
East-West press, Reprint 2005.

Course Outcomes: The students will be able to

. Learn to manipulate how to use matrices to sole linear system of equations.

. Use vectors in various mathematical problems which arise in kinematics.
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1st Year)

BTAM2OG18 Mathematics-Il 3L:lT:0P 4 Credits

Course Objective:

The objective of this course is to familiarize the prospective engineers with techniques in

integral transform and differential equations. lt aims to equip the students with standard
concepts and tools at an intermediate to advanced level that will serve them well towards
tackling more advanced level of mathematics and applications that they would find useful

in their disciplines.

Detailed Contents:

1. Tlansforms [61+ 2T]:
Laplace Transforms, Fourier Series and Transforms

2. First-Order oDEs [91 + 3T]:
Basic Concepts, Solutions of Separable ODES, Exact ODES, Linear ODES, Solving ODES by

Laplace Transforms

3. Second-Order Linear ODES [9t + 3Tl:
Homogeneous Linear ODES of Second Order, Euler-Cauchy Equations, Wronskian,

Nonhomogeneous ODEs, Solution by Variation of Parameters

4, Series Solutions of ODES, special Functions [121+ 4Tl:

Power Series Method, Legendre.'s Equation, Legendre Polynomials, Bessel's Equation,

Bessel Functiont Sturm-Liouville Problems, Orthogonal Functions

5. Partial Differential Equations (9[ + 3T]:
Basic Concepts, Classification, Solution of PDES: separation of Variables, Fourier Series,

Laplace Transforms

Text Books/ Refetence Books:

D. Poole, "Linear Algebra: A Modern Introduction", Brooks/cole, 2005.

N.P. Bali and M. Goyal, "A text book of Engineering Mathematics", Laxmi Publications,

2008.

B.S. Grewal, "Higher Engineering Mathematics", Khanna Publishers, 2010.

V. Krishnamurthv, V. P. Mainra and J. L. Arora, "An introduction to Linear Algebra",

T4lPaee
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical Unlversity
Bachelor of Technology (B. Tech. 1t Year)

Course Out omes: Students will be able to:

a

demonstrate knowledge of a range of applications of these methods

understand how integral transforms can be used to solve a variety of differential
equations
develop their attitude towards problem solving.
Understand how to appv integraltransforms to solve the mathematical models.

; l:r:.,:: liil.-1.r.::ii:r::r;::i::l '-' . .;
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (B, Tech. 1st Year)

Branch/Course: BIOTECHNOTOGY ENGINEERING

BTAMIOT-I8 Basic Mathematics-I 3L:1T:0P 4 Credits

Course Objectives: The objective of this course is to familiarize the students with the basic

techniques of mathematics which are highly usefulto solve simple problems. This introduction

aims at making the students understand the basic concepts in mathematics.

Detailed Contents:

1. Algebra: complex numbers, Solution of quadratic equations, Permutations and

combinations, Binomial theorem for positive/negative index and its simple

applications, Arithmetic and geometric progression.
2. Trigonometry: Review of trigonometric functions, Sum and product formulae for

trigonometric functions, Trigonometric equations and sum - to - product formulae for
trigonometric functions, ldentities related to double angle formulae.

3. Determinants and Matrices: Matrices, Operations on matrices, Determinants and its

properties, Singular and non-singular matrices, Adjoint and inverse of a matrix and its
properties, Solution of system of linear equations using Cramer's rule and matrix
method.

4, Coordinate Geometry: Rectangular coordinate system, Straight lines, Circles (in

standard form onlV).

5. statistics: Measure of dispersion: mean deviation, Variance and standard deviation of
grouped/ungrouped data. Correlation and regression.

Text books/Reference Books:

1) Mathematics, A Text books (Parts t & ll), NCERT, New Delhi 2011.

2) E. Krevszig, Advanced Engineering Mathematics, John Wiley, 1999.

3) V.K. Krishnamurthy, V.P. Mainra and J.L. Arora, An introduction to Linear Algebra, Associated

East West Press 2007.

4) 5.1. Loney, The elements of Coordinate Geometry, Michigan Historical Reprint series, 2012.

5) P.L. Meyer, Introductory Probability and Statistical Applications, Addison Wesley 1970.

Course Outcomes: Students will be able to

o acquire knowledge of basic algebra, trigonometry, matrices, coordinate geometry etc.

. apply these concepts to solve complex mathematical problems

. analyze the data of any experim?\statistically to extract meaningful result 
,4tfr.' >K/
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1't Year)

BTAM2OT-18 Basic Mathematics-Il 3L:lT:0P 4 credits

Course Objectives: The objective is to develop basic computing skills and application of
quantitative required for biological studies and rationalization of experimental designs.

Detailed contents:

1. Differentiation: Functions, Domain and range, Properties of standard functions
(trigonometric, exponential and logarithmic) and their graphs, Limit, Continuity and

Differentiability. Differentiation of standard functions (polynomials, trigonometric,
inverse trigonometric exponentials and logarithmic), Product rule, Quotient rule, chain

rule, Applications of derivatives in graphing, Maximum and minimum of single variable

function, Functions of several variables, Partial derivatives, Homogeneous functions,

Maximum and minimum of several variable functions.

2. Integration: Integra I as anti-derivative, Integration: by substitution, bypartsand partial

fractions, Definite integral and its properties, Double integrals, Areas of bounded

regions and rectification.
3. Differential Equations: Order and degree, General and particular solution of

differential equation, Techniques for solving first order ordinary differential equation

and its applications to biological problems (population growth, radioactive decay).

Text books/Reference Books:

1. Mathematics, A Text books (Parts I & ll), NCERT, New Delhi, 2011.

2. G.B. Thomas and R.L. Finney, calculus and Analwical Geometry, Pearson Education, 10th ed',

2007.

3. E. Kreyszig, Advanced Engineering Mathematics, Sth Edition, John Wiley, 1999'

4. Shanti Naravan, Differential and Integral Calculus, S. Chand,2005.

Course outcomes: Students will be able:

. explain functions, related properties and determine their continuity and

differentiabiliW.
. apply derivatives in graphing and maxima and minima of single variable function'

o predict integration of function using by parts, by substitution and partial fraction

methods and apply these to find areas of bounded regions and rectifications.

o learn methods to solve first order ordinary !ifferential equations and apply it to
biological problems +c

Year Balch 10lETTlPage
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category Engineering Science course

Course title Basic Electrical Engineering (Theory & Lab.l

scheme and credits T P Credits Semester -llll
l 1 2 5

Pre-requisites lif anylr Nil

lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (B. Tech. l't Year)

Course code: BTEE-101-18

Course Title: Basic Electrical Engineering

lL: 3; T:1; P : 0l
Internal Marks:40 External Marks: 60

(4 credits)

Total Marks: 100

Detailed contents:

Module 7: DC Circuits (8 hours)
Electrical circuit elements (R, L and C), voltage and current sources, Kirchoff's current

and voltage laws, analysis of simple circuits with dc excitation. Superposition,

Thevenin's and Norton's Theorems. Time-domain analysis of first-order RL and RC

circuits.

Module 2: AC Arcuits (8 hours)
Reoresentation of sinusoidal waveforms, peak and rms values, phasor representation,

real power, reactive power, apparent power, power factor. Analysis of single-phase

ac circuits consisting of R, L, C, RL, RC, RLC combinations (series and parallel),

resonance. Three-phase balanced circuits, voltage and current relations in star and

delta connections.

Module 3: Tronslormers (5 houts)

Magnetic materials, BH characteristics, ideal and practical transformer, equivalent

circuit, losses in transformers, regulation and efficiency. Auto-tra nsformer and three-

ohase transformer con nections.

Module 4: Ele(';ricd,l Mdchines (8 hours)
Generation of rotating magnetic fields, construction and working of a three-phase

induction motor, significance of torque-slip characteristic. Loss components and

efficiency, starting and speed control of induction motor. single-phase induction

motor. Construction, working, torque-speed characteristic and speed control of

separately excited dc motor. Construction and working of synchronous generators'

Module 5: Power converterc (6 hours)
DC-DC buck and boost converters, duty ratio control' single-phase and three-phase

voltage source inverters; sinusoidal modulation.

Module 6: Electricol lnstdllotions (6 hours)

Components of LT Switchgear: Switch Fuse Unit (SFU), MCB, ELCB, MCCB, Types of

wlres and cables, Earthing. Types of Batteries, lmportant characteristics for Batteries.

TSlPage
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1* Year)

Elementary calculations for energy consumption, power factor improvement and

battery backup.

SugSested Text / Reference Books

(i) D. P. Kothari and L l. Nagrath, "Basic Electrical Engineering", Tata McGraw Hill,

2010.

(ii) D. C. Kulshreshtha, "Basic Electrical Engineering", Mccraw Hill, 2009.

(iii) L. S. Bobrow, "Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering", Oxford University Press,

2OLI,

{iv) E. Hughes, "Electrical and Electronics Technology', Pearson,2010.

(v) V. D. Toro, "Electrical Engineering Fundamentals", Prentice Hall India' 1989.

Course Outcomes

i. To understand and analyze basic electric and magnetic circuits

ii. To study the working principles of electrical machines and power

conveners.
iii. To introduce the components of low voltage electrical installations

'=e/
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (B. Tech. 1n Year)

Course code: BTEE-102-18

Course Title: Basic Electrical Engineering Laboratory (1 creditl

[L: 0; T:0; P : 2]
lnternal Marks: 30 External Marks:20 Total Marks:50

List of experiments/demonstrations:

. Basic safety precautions. Introduction and use of measuring instruments -
voltmeter, ammeter, multi-meter, oscilloscope. Real-life resistors, capacitors
and inductors.

Measuring the steady-state and transient time-response of R-1, R-C, and R-L-C

circuits to a step change in voltage (transient may be observed on a storage
oscilloscope). Sinusoidal steady state response of R-1, and R-c circuits -
imoedance calculation and verification. Observation of phase differences
between current and voltage. Resonance in R-L-C circuits.

Transformers: Observation of the no-load current waveform on an oscilloscope
(non-sinusoidal wave-shape due to B-H curve nonlinearity should be shown

along with a discussion about harmonics). Loading of a transformer:
measurement of primary and secondary voltages and currents, and power'

Three-phase transformers: Star and Delta connections. Voltage and Current
relationships (line-line voltage, phase-to-neutral voltage, line and phase

currents). Phase-shifts between the primary and secondary side. Cumulative

three-phase power in balanced three-phase circuits.

Demonstrate of cut-out sections of machines: dc machine (commutator-brush

arrangement), induction machine (squirrel cage rotor), synchronous machine

(field winging - slip ring arrangement) and single-phase induction machine'

Torque Speed Characteristic of separately excited dc motor.

Synchronous speed of two and four-pole, three-phase induction motors.

Direction reversal by change of phase-sequence of connections. Torque-Slip

Characteristic of an induction motor. Generator operation of an induction

machine driven at super-synch ronous speed.

Svnchronous Machine operating as a generator: stand-alone operation with a

load. Control of voltage through field excitation.

Demonstration of (a) dc-dc converters (b) dc-ac converters - PWM waveform
(c) the use of dc-ac converter for speed control of an induction motor and (d)

Components of LT switchgear,

S0 lPa ge
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1* Year)

Laboratory Outcomes

i. Get an exposure to common electrical components and their ratings.
ii. Make electrical connections by wires of appropriate ratings.
iii. Understand the usage of common electrical measuring instruments.
iv. Understand the basic characteristics of transformers and electrical machines.
v. Get an exposure to the working of power electronic converters.

S. No. Suggested List of Experiments
1. To verifu Ohm's Law and its limitations.
2. To verifu Kirchhoff s Laws.
3. To measure the resistance and inductance ofa coil by ammeter-voltmeter

method
4. To find voltage-current relationship in a R-L series circuit and to determine

the power factor ofthe circuit.
5. To verifr the voltage and curent relations in star and delta connected

systems.
6. To measure power and power factor in a single- phase AC circuit.
7. To verifu series and parallel resonance in AC circuie.
8. To observe the B-H loop of ferromagnetic core material on CRO.
9. To use a bridge rectifier for full- wave rectification ofAC supply and to

determine the relationship between RMS and average values of the rectified
volrage.

10. To measure the minimum operating voltage, current draun, power
consumed, and the power factor ofa fluorescent tube light.

ll. To connect measuring analog and digital instnrments to measurc current,
voltage, power and power factor.

12. To obtain the characteristics of a transistor under common base (CB) and
common emitter (CE) confrguration.

13. To perform open- and short circuit tests on a single- phase transformer and
calculate its efficiency.

14. To stad and reverse the direction ofrotation ofa (i) DC motor (ii) Induction
motor

15. Determining ofvoltage regulation of transformer by directly loading.
I 6. Study of starters for (i) DC motor (ii) lnduction motor

81 lPage
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Course code BTMEI O I.I8
Category Engineerine Science Courses
Course title Engineering Graphics & Design (Theory & Lab.)

Scheme and Credits L T P Credits Semester - I
I 0 4 3

Pre-requisites (if
anv)

Common to all branches

lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. l't Year)

Engineering Graphics & Design [A total of l0 lecture hours & 60 hours of lab.]
[[L : l; T:0; P:4 (3 credits)]

Detailed contents

Traditional Engineering Graphics:
Principles of Engineering Graphics; Orthographic Prqectron; Descriptive Geometry;
Drawing Principles; Isometric Projection; Surface Development; Perspective; Reading a
Drawing; Sectional Views; Dimensioning & Tolerances; True Length, Angle; intersection,
Shortest Distance.
Computer Graphics:
Engineering Graphics Software; -Spatial Transformations; Orthographic Projections; Model
Viewing; Co-ordinate Systems; Multi-view Projection; Exploded Assembly; Model Viewing;
Animation; Spatial Manipulation; Surface Modelling; Solid Modelling; lntroduction to
Building lnformation Modelling (BIM)

(Except the basic essential concepts, most ofthe teaching pan can happen
concurrently in the laboratory)

Module l: Introduction to Engineering Drawing covering,
Principles of Engineering Graphics and their significance. usage of Drawing instruments,

lettering, Conic sections including the Rectangular Hlperbola lGeneral method only);
Cycloid, Epicycloid, Hypocycloid and Involute; Scales - Plain, Diagonal and Vemier Scales;

Module 2: Orthographic Projections covering,
Principles of Orthographic Projections-Conventions - Projections ofPoints and lines inclined
to both planes; Projections ofplanes inclined Planes - Auxiliary Planes;

Module 3: Projections ofRegular Solids covering,
those inclined to both the Planes- Auxiliary Views; Draw simple amotation, dimensioning
and scale. Floor plans that include: windows, doors, and fixtures such as WC, bath, sink,
shower, etc.

Module 4:Sections and Sectional Views ofRight Angular Solids covering,
Prisnq Cylinder, Pyrarnid, Cone - Auxiliary Views; Development of surfaces of Right
Regular Solids - Prism, Pyramid, Cylinder and Cone; Draw the sectional orthographic views
ofgeometrical solids, objects from industry and dwellings (foundation to slab only)

Module 5: Isometric Projections covering,

82 lPage
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1n Year)

Principles of Isometric projection - Isometric Scale, Isometric Views, Conventions;
lsometric Views of lines, Planes, Simple and compound Solids; Conversion of Isomeric
Views to Orthographic Views and Vice-versa, Conventions;

Modulc 6: Overview of Computer Graphics covering,
listing the computer technologies that impact on graphical communication, Demonstrating
knowledge of the theory ofCAD software [such as: The Menu System, Toolbars (Standard,
Object Properties, Draw, Modi$ and Dimension), Drawing Area (Background, Crosshairs,
Coordinate System), Dialog boxes and windows, Shortcut menus (Button Bars), The
Command Line (where applicable), The Status Bar, Different methods of zoom as used in
CAD, Select and erase objects.; Isometric Views of lines, Planes, Simple and compound
Solidsl;

Module 7: Customisation & CAD Drawing
consisting of set up of the drawing page and the printer, including scale settings, Setting up
of units and drawing limits; ISO and ANSI standards for coordinate dimensioning and
tolerancing; Orthographic constraints, Snap to objects manually and automatically;
Producing drawings by using various coordinate input entry methods to draw shaight lines,
Applying various ways of drawing circles;

Module 8: Annotations, layering & other functions cov€ring
applying dimensions to objects, appling annotations to &awings; Setting up and use of layers,
layers to create drawings, Create, edit and use customized layers; Changing line lengths through
modifying existing lines (extend/lengthen); Printing documents to paper using the print
command; orthographic projection techniques; Drawing sectional views of composite right
regular geometric solids and project the true shape ofthe sectioned surface; Drawing annotation,
Computer-aided desiglr (CAD) software modeling ofparts and assemblies. Parametric and non-
parametric solid, surface, and wireframe models. Part editing and twodimensional
documentation of models. Planar projection theory, including sketching of perspective,

isometric, multiview, auxiliary, and section views. Spatial visualization exercises. Dimensioning
guidelines, tolerancing techniques; dimensioning and scale multi views of dwelling;

Module 9: Demonstration of a simple team design project that illustrates
Geometry and topology ofengineered components: creation of engineering models and their
presentation in standard 2D blueprint form and as 3D wire-frame and shaded solids; meshed

topologies for engineering analysis and tool-path generation for component manufacturei
geometric dimensioning and tolerancing; Use of solid-modeling software for creating
associative models at the component and assembly levels; floor plans that include: windows,
doors, and fixtures such as WC, bath, sink, shower, etc. Applying colour coding according to
building drawing practice; Drawing sectional elevation showing foundation to ceiling;
Inhoduction to Building hformation Modelling (BIM).

Suggested Text/Reference Books:

(i) Bhatt N.D., Panchal V.M. & Ingle P.R., (2014), Engineering Drawing, Charotar
Publishing House

(ii) Shah, M.B. & Rana B.C. (2008), Engineering Drawing and Computer Graphics,
Pearson Education

(iii) Agrawal B. & Agrawal C. M. (2012), Engineering Graphics, TMH Publication
(iv) Narayana, K.L. & P Kannaiah (2008), Text book on Engineering Drawing, Scitech

Publishers
(v) (Coresponding set of1 CAD Software Theory and User Manuals Course Outcomes

^zl
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. ln Year)

Course Outcomes

All phases of manufacturing or construction require the conversion of new ideas and
design concepts into the basic line language ofgraphics. Therefore, there are many areas
(civil, mechanical, electrical, architectural and industrial) in which the skills ofthe CAD
technicians play major roles in the design and development of new products or
construction. Students prepare for actual work situations through practical training in a
new state-of-the-art computer designed CAD laboratory using engineering software.
This course is designed toaddress:

to prepare you to design a syst€m, component, or process to meet d€sired needs

' within realistic constraints such as economic, environmental, social, political,
ethical, health and safety, manufacturability, and sustainability

. to prepare you to communicate effectively

. to prepare you to use the techniques, skills, and modem engineering tools necessary
for engineering practice

The student will learn :

. lntroduction to engineering design and its place in society

. Exposure to the visual aspects of engineering design

. Exposure to engineering graphics standards

. Exposure to solid modelling

. Exposure to computer-aided geometric design

. Exposure to creating working drawings

. Exposure to engineering communication

Paper Title : Engineering Graphics & Design (Practical)

Course Assessment Methods

End Semester Assessment:

1. University Theory Exam: Nil
2. University Practical Exam: 40 Marks (Evaluation of Traditional Engineering Graphics

part of 20 Marks should be based upon wdtten test by Extemal Practical Examiner &
Evaluation of Computer Graphics part of 20 marks should be based upon lab

performance using computer graphics software & viva voce by Extemal Practical

Examiner)

Internal Assessment:

1. 60 Marks (20 marks for day to day work, 20 marks for written test & 20 marks for intemal
vlva voce)

+// +4
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Course code BTCHl0l-18
Cateqory Basic Science Course

Course title l neor

I ln for
Scheme and Credits L T P Credits Semester -II

3 I 0 4

Pre-requisites (if anv)

lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (B. Tech. 1st Year)

(i)Chemistry-I (Concepts in chemistry for engineering) [L : 3; T:l; P : 0 (4 credits)l

Detailed contents

(i) Atomic and molecahr studarc (12 ledurcs)

Schrodinger equation. Particle in a box solutions and their applications for conjugated
molecules and nanoparticles. Forms ofthe hydrogen atom wave functions and the plots of
these functions to explore their spatial variations. Molecular orbitals of diatomic molecules
and plots of the multicenter orbitals. Equations for atomic and molecular orbitals. Energy
level diagrams of diatomic. Pi-molecular orbitals of butadiene and benzene and
aromaticity. Crystal field theory and the energy level diagrams for transition metal ions
and their magnetic properties. Band structure of solids and the role of doping on band
strucures.

(ii) Spectroscopic techniques and applicotions (8 lectarcs)

Principles of sp€ctroscopy and selection rules. Electronic spectroscopy. Fluorescence
and its applications in medicine. Vibrational and rotational spectroscopy of diatomic
molecules. Applications. Nuclear magnetic resonance and magnetic resonance imaging,
surface characterisation techniques. Diffraction and scattering.

(iii) Intermolecular forces and potential energt surfaces (4 lectures)

Ionic, dipolar and van Der Waals interactions. Equations ofstate ofreal gases and critical
phenomena. Potential en€rgy surfaces of Hr, HzF and HCN and trajectories on these

surfaces.

(iv) Use offree energt in chemical equilibia (6 lectures)

Thermod5mamic functions: energy, entropy and free energy. Estimations ofentropy and
free energies. Free enerry and emf. Cell potentials, the Nemsl equation and applications.
Acid base, oxidation reduction and solubility equilibria. Water chemistry. Corrosion.

Use of free energy considerations in metallurgy through Ellingham diagrams.

+.1
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1$ Year)

(v) Peiodir properties (4 Lectures)

Effective nuclear charge, penetration of orbitals, variations of s, p, d and f orbital
energies ofatoms in the periodic table, electronic configurations, atomic and ionic sizes,

ionization energies, electron afhnity and electronegativify, polarizability, oxidation
states, coordination numbers and geometries, hard soft acids and bases, molecular
geometnes

(vi) Stereochemistry (4 leaures)

Representations of 3 dimensional structures, strucrural isomers and stereo'isomers,
configuations and symmetry and chirality, enantiomers, diastereomers, optical activity,
absolute configurations and conformational analysis. Isomerism in transitional metal
compormds

(vii) Organic reaaions and synthesis of a drug molecule (4 ledwes)

Introduction to reactions involving substitution, addition, elimination, oxidation, reduction,
cyclization and ring openings. Synthesis ofa commonly used drug molecule.

Suggested Text Books

(i) University chemistry, by B. H. Mahan
(ii) Chemistry: Principles and Applications, by M. J. Sienko and R.A. Plane
(iii) Fundamentals of Molecular Spectroscopy, by C. N. Banwell
(iv) Engineering Chemistry (NPTEL Web-book), by B. L. Tembe, Kamaluddin and M. S.

Krishnan
(v) Physical Chemistry, by P. W. Atkins
(vi) Organic Chemistry: Struchrre and Function by K. P. C. Volhardt and N. E. Schore, 5th
Edition http://bcs.whfieeman.com/vollhardtschore5e/default.asp

Cours€ Outcomes

The concepts developed in this course will aid in quantification of several concepts in chemistry
that have been introduced at the l0+2 levels in schools. Technology is being increasingly based
on the electronic, atomic and molecular level modifications.

Quantum theory is more than 100 years old and to understand phenomena at nanometer levels,
one has to base the description of all chemical processes at molecular levels. The course will
enable the student to:

. Analyse rnicroscopic chemistry in terms of atomic and molecular orbitals and
intermolecular forces.

o Rationalise bulk properties and processes using thermodl.namic considerations.
o Distinguish the ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum used for exciting different

molecular energy levels in various spectroscopic techniques.
o Rationalise periodic properties such as ionization potential, elechonegativity, oxidation

states and electronegativity.
. List major chemical reactions that are used in the slmthesis ofmolecules.
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BTCHl02-18

lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology {B. Tech. 1st Year)

Semester -II

(ii)Chemistry Laboratory I L : 0; T:0 ; P : 3 (1.5 credits)l

Choice of 10-12 experiments from the following
. Determination of surface tension and viscosity
. Thin Layer Chromatography
. Ion exchange colutnn for removal of hardness of water
. Colligative properties using freezing point depression
. Determination ofthe rate constant of a reaction
. Determination ofcell constant and conductance of solutions
. Potentiometry-determination of redox potentials and emf
. Synthesis ofa polymer/drug
. Saponificationiacid value ofan oil
. Chemical analysis ofa salt
. Lattice structures and packing ofspheres
. Models ofpotential energy surfaces
. Chemical oscillations- Iodine clock reaction
. Determination ofthe partition coefhcient ofa substance between two immiscible liquids
. Adsorption ofacetic actd by charcoal
. Use ofthe capillary viscometers to the demonstrate ofthe isoelectric point as the pH of

minimum viscosity for gelatin sols and/or coagulation ofthe white part ofegg.

Laboratory Outcomes

The chemistry laboratory course will consist of experiments illustrating the principles of
chemistry relevant to the study ofscience and engineering. The shrdents will leam to:

. Estimate rate constants of reactions ffom concentration of reactants/pfoducts as a

function of time

Measure molecular/syslem properties such as surface iension, viscosity,
conductance ofsolutions, redox potentials, chloride content of water, etc

Synthesize a small drug molecule and analyse a salt sample
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (B. Tech. 1s Year)

(i)Programming for Problem Solving ( [L : 3; T:0; P : 0 (3 credits)l
lcontrct hrs : 401

Detailed contents

Unit I
Introduction to Programming (4 lectures)

Introduction to components ofa computer system (disks, memory, processor,

where a program is stored and executed, operating system, compilers etc.) -
(1 lecture).

Idea of Algorithm: steps to solve logical and numerical problems. Representation of
Algorithm: Flowchart/Pseudocode with examples. (1 lecture)

From algorithms to programs; source code, variables (with data tlpes) variables and memory
locations, S)'ntax and Logical Errors in compilation, object and executable code- (2 lectur€s)

Unit 2
Arithmetic €xpressions and precedence (2 lectures)
Conditional Branching and loops (6 lectures)
Writing and evaluation of conditionals and consequent branching (3 lec'tures)
Iteration and loops (3 l€ctures)

Unit 3
Arrays (6 lectures)
Arrays (1-D,2-D), Character arrays and Strings

Unit 4
Basic Algorithms (6 lectures)
Searching Basic Sorting Algorithms (Bubble, lnsertion and Selection), Finding
roots ofequations, notion oforder of complexity though example programs (no
formal definition required)

Unir 5
Function (5 lectures)

39 lPage
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Course eode BTPS 1O I -I8
Category Science Course

Course title Programming for Problem Solving (Theory)

Scheme and
Credits

L T P Credits Semester - II
[The lab component should have
one hour oftutorial followed or
preceded by laboratory
assignments.]

3 0 0 3

Pre-requisites (if
anY)
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1$ Year)

Functions (including using built in libraries), Parameter passing in functions, call
by value, Passing arrays to functions: idea ofcall by ref'erence

Unit 6
Recursion (4 -5 lectures)
Recursion, as a different way of solving problems. Example programs, such as Finding
Factorial, Fibonacci series, Ackerman function etc. Quick sort or Merge sort.

Unit 7
Structure (4 lectures)
Structures, Defining structures and Array of Structures

Unit 8
Pointers (2 lectures)
Idea ofpointen, Defining pointers, Use ofPointers in self-referential structures,
notion oflinked list (no implementation)

Unit 9
File handling (only if time is available, otherwise should be done as part ofthe lab)

Suggest
ed
Text
Books
(i) Byron Gottfried, Schaum's Outline of Progamming with C, McGraw-Hill
(ii) E. Balaguruswamy, Programming in ANSI C, Tata Mccraw-Hill

Suggested Reference Books
(i) Brian W. Kemighan and Dennis M. Ritchie, The C Programming Language, Prentice

Hall of India.

Course Outcomes

The student will learn
To formulate simple algorithms for arithmetic and logical problems.
To translate the algorithms to programs (in C language).
To test and execute the programs and correct syntax and logical errors.
To implement conditional branching, iteration and recursion.
To decompose a problem into functions and synthesize a complete program
using divide and conquer approach.
To use arrays, pointers and struchrres to formulate algorithms and programs.
To apply programming to solve matrix addition and multiplication problems
and searchilg and sorting problems.
To apply programrning to solve simple numerical method problems,
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology lB. Tech. 1n Year)

(ii) Laboratory - Programming for Problem Solving IL:0; T:0; P:4 (2cr€dits)l

[The laboratory should be preceded or followed by a tutorial to explain the
approach or algorithm to be irnplemented for the problem given.l

Tutorial 1: Problem solving using computers:
Labl: Familiarization with programming environment

Tutorial 2: Variable types and rype conversions:
Lab 2: Simple computational problems using arithmetic expressions

Tutorial 3: Branching and logical expressions:
Lab 3: Problems involving if-then-else structures

Tutorial 4: l-oops, while and for loops:

Lab 4: Iterative problems e.g., sum of series

Tutorial 5: lD Arrays: searching, sorling:
Lab 5: lD Array manipulation

Tutorial 6: 2D arrays and Strings
Lab 6: Matrix problems, String operations

Tutorial 7: Functions, call by value:
Lab 7: Simple functions +'
Tutorial 8 &9: Numerical methods (Root finding, numerical differentiation,
nurnerical integration):
Lab 8 and 9: Programming for solving Numerical methods problems
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Course code BTPS102.18

Category Science Course

Course titl€ Programming for Probl€m Solving (Lab)

Scheme and
Credits

L T P Credits Semester - II
[The lab component should have
one hour of tutorial followed or
preceded by laboratory
assignments.]

0 0 4 1

Pre.requisites (if
any)
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lK Gujral Punjab Technlcal University
Bachelor of Technology (8, Tech. 1$ Year)

Tutorial l0: Recursion. structure ofrecursive calls
Lab 10: Recursive firnctions

Tutorial I I : Pointers, structures and dynamic memory allocalion
Lab ll: Pointers and structues

Tirtorial 12: File handling:
Lab 12: File operations

Laboratory Outcomes

To formulate the algorithms for simple problems
To translate given algorithms to a working and correct program
To be able to conect syntax errors as reported by the compilers
To be able to identify and conect logical errors encountered at run time
To be able to write iterative as well as recursive programs
To be able to represent data in arrays, strings and struchues and manipulate them
through a program
To be able to declare poinrcrs of different types and use thern in defining self
referential structures-
To b€ able to create, read and write to and ftom simple text files.
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Course code BTMPIOl-18
Category Engineering Science Courses
Course title Workshop/Manufacturing Practices (Theory & Lab.)

Scheme and
Credits

L T P Credits Semester-Il
I 0 4 3

Pre-requisites (if
anv)

Common to all branches

lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech, 1sr Year)

Workshop/lr4anufacturing Practices [ [L : l; T:0i p : 0 (l credir)]
Lectures & videos: (10
hours)

Detailed contents

l. Manufacturing Methods- casting, forming, machining, joining, advanced
manufacturing methods (3 lectures)

2. CNC machining, Additive manufacturing (l lecture)
3. Fitting operations & power tools (1 lecture)
4. Electrical &Electronics (l lechrre)
5. Carpentry (l lecture)
6. Plastic moulding, glass cutting (l lecture)
7. Metal casting ( I lecture)
8. Welding (arc welding & gas welding), brazing (l lecture)

Suggested Text/Reference Books:

(i) Hajra Choudhury S.K., Hajra Choudhury A.K. and Nirjhar Roy S.K., " Elements of
Workshop Technology", Vol. I2008 and Vol. Il 2010, Media promoters and
publishers private lirnited, Mumbai.

(ii) Kalpakjian S. And Steven S. Schmid, " Manufachring Engineering and
Technology" , 4u edition, Pearson Education India Editi on,2002.

(iii) Gowri P. Hariharan and A. Suresh Babu," Manufacturing Technology - f' Pearson
Education, 2008.

(iv) Roy A. Lindberg, " Processes and Materials of Manufacture", 4h edition, Prentice
Hall India, 1998.

(v) Rao P.N., " Manufacturing Technology" , Vol. I and Vol. II, Tata McGrawHill
House,20l7.

W{
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. ld Yearl

Course Outcomes

Upon completion of this course, the students will gain knowledge of the different
manufacturing processes which are commonly employed in the industry, to fabricat€
components using different materials.

(iD Workshop Practice:(60 hours)[ L : 0; T:0 ; P : 4 (2 credits)l

l. Machine shop (10 hours)
2. Fitting shop (8 hours)
3. Carpentry (6 hours)
4. Electrical & Electronics(8 hours)
5. Welding shop ( 8 hours (Arc welding 4 hrs + gas welding 4 hrs)
6. Casting (8 hours)
7. Smithy (6 hours)
8. Plasic moulding& Glass Cutting (6 hours)

Examinations could involve the achral fabrication of simple components, utilizing one or
more ofthe techniques covered above.

Laboratory Outcomes

o Upon compl€tion of this laboratory course, students will be able to fabricate
components with their own hands.

o They will also get practical knowledge of the dimensional accuracies and dimensional
tolerances possible with different manufacturing processes.

o By assembling different components, they will be able to produce small devices of
their interest.
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical Universaty
Bachelor of Technolory (8. Tech. ln Year)

BTHU-l0l-rB English 2L: 0T: 0P 2 credits

Course Outcomes:

. The objective ofthe course is to help the students become the independent users

of English language.

. Students will acquire basic proficiency in reading & listening, comprehension,

writing and speaking skills.

o Students will be able to understand spoken and written English language,

particularly the language oftheir chosen technical field.

r They will be able to converse fluently.

o They will be able to produce on their own clear and coherent texts.

Detailed contents

Unit-l Vocabulary Building & Basic Writing Skills

o The concept of Word Formation

. Root words from foreign languages and their use in English

e Acquaintance with prefixes and suffixes from foreigr languages in English to

form derivatives.

. Synonyms, antonyms, and standard abbreviations.

. S€ntence Sffuctures

o Use of phrases and clauses in sentences

. knportance of proper punctuation

r Creating coherence

. Organizing principles of paragraphs in documents

r Techniques for writing precisely

Unit-2 Identifying Common Errors in Writing

. Subject-verbagreement

. Noun-pronounagreement

o Misplaced modifiers

o Articles

. Prepositions

. Redundancies
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lX Gujral Punjab Technical Universfi
Bachelor of Technology (B. Tech. ln Year)

o Clich6s

Unit-3 Mechanics of Writing

. Writing inkoduction and conclusion

o Describing

r Defining

o Classi&ing

o Providing examples or evidence

Unit-4 Writing Practices

. Comprehension

o Pr6cis Writing

o Essay Writing

o Business Writing-Business letters, Business Emails, Report Writing' Resume/CV

Suggested Readings:

(i) Practicat English Usage. Michael Swan. OUP. 1995.

(ii) Remedial English Grammar. F.T. Wood. Macmillan'2007

(1ii) On Writing WelI. Williarn Ztnsser. Harper Resource Book' 2001

(iv) study writing.LizHamp-Lyons and Ben Heasly. cambridge University Press. 2006.

(v') Communicatiore Sh//s. Sanjay Kumar and Pushp Lata' Oxford University Press'

2011.

(vi) Exercises in Spoken English. Parts.I-n. CIEFL, Hyderabad' Oxford University

Press
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lK Gujral Punjab Technical University
Bachelor of Technology (8. Tech. 1n Year)

BTHU-I02-f B (English Laboratory)

0L: 0T: 2P l credit

Course Outcomes:

o The objective of the course is to help the students become the independent users

of English language.

. Students will acquire basic proficiency in listening and speaking skills.

. Students will be able to understand spoken English language, particularly the

language of tleir chosen technical field.

o They will be able to converse fluently

. They will be able to produce on their own clear and coherent texts.

Detailed contents

Interrctive practice sessions in Language Lab on Oral Communication

o ListeningComprehension

o Self-Introduction, Group Discussion and Role Play

o Common Everyday Situations: Conversations and Dialogues

r Comnunication at Workplace

o lnterviews

o Formal Presentations

Suggested Readings:

(D Practical English Usage. Michael Swan. OUP. 1995.

(iD Communication Sh//s. Sanjay Kurnar and Pushp lata. Oxford University

Press. 201 1.

(iiD Exercises in Spoken English. Parts. I-il. CIEFL, Hyderabad. Oxford

University Press

+/
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